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Phidias, among the mouldering fabrics of Greece,
or drop a tear to literature over the august ruins
of Alexandria: impressed with the noble fire of
enthusiasm, to behold the lofty temples of Pal-
myra, or contemplate with awful veneration the
colossal majesty of the Theban Memnon, among
the sepulchres of Osymanduas; to snatch from
dissolution the precious relics of expiring taste,
and to rescue the inestimable monuments of anti-
quity from the jaws of everlasting oblivion.

" Inasmuch as Greece was the mistress of the
fine arts, and Rome only her disciple; inasmuch
as Greece supplied the originals, and Rome the
imitations ; and the imitation never approached to
the perfection of the original; the antiquities of
Greece demand every investigation that the man
of taste can appropriate to scenes of instruction
and delight. The Romans themselves, when mas-
ters ofthe world, didnot scruple to acknowledgethe
superiority ofthe Grecian artists. It is particularly
remarkable, that whenever their authors chose to
celebrate any exquisite production of art, it was
the work of Grecians. Did architecture display
peculiar traces of the sublime ? It bespoke the
divinetalents of Ictinus, Callicrates, or Mnesicles.
Was any thing among them famous in sculpture ?

It was attributed to Polycletus, Alcamenes, Myron,
Phidias, Scopas, or Praxiteles. In painting? to
Polygnotus, Apollodorus, Zeuxis, Parrhasius,
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Timanthes, Pamphilus, Euphranor, or Apelles.
Works of genius were invariably attributed to
those celebrated men, who had flourished in Attica,
beneath the liberal patronage of an immortal Peri-
cles, and were never allowed to be the production
of artists who had worked at Rome, or had lived
nearer to their own times than the age of
Alexander."
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CHAP. IV.
Mr. Clarke tutor in the Mostyn family—in the family of Lord

Oxbridge—Tour to Scotland and the Western Isles with the
Honourable B. Paget—Extracts from his Journal—Ailsa—
Giant's Causeway—lslands of Mull—Coll—lona—StafFa —

Rum—Cana—St. Kilda—Highlands of Scotland—Cumber-
land Lakes—Close of the Tour.

The engagement of Mr. Clarke withLord Berwick
having been brought to a close, soon after their
arrival in England, in the summer of 1794, he
again betook himself, with more than his wonted
satisfaction, to the abode of his family at Uckfield.
Even when the world was new to him, and its as-
pect more alluring and attractive, this quiet spot
had ever been the object of his choice; but now,
after a long and anxious residence in the busy
scenes of life, the affection and sympathy he found
at home were particularly delightful to him. Here,
therefore, he remained several months, occupied
indeed occasionally in the arrangement of his col-
lectionfrom Italy, but apparently unmindful of the
time which was passing over him, and indisposed
to speculate upon any change. But this state of
things could not continue long. By the fruits of
his last engagement, he had been enabled to pay
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off his College debts, and farther to gratify his
generous and affectionate heart, by the exercise
of kindness towards those he loved, and who had
fewer resources than himself. He had also be-
come possessed of some valuable pictures, books,
prints, and minerals,* which he had collected with
no small labour and cost, and to which he attached
no inconsiderablevalue: but beyond this, he had
made no provision for his future support; and al-
though he had been chosen, since his return from
abroad, fellow elect at Jesus College, almost with-
out opposition, yet this was a barren honour, pro-
ductive of no emolument whatever, and not even
necessarily leading to a fellowship. Something,
therefore, was immediately to be done, and for
want of a better occupation, he appears to have
thought seriously of joining the Shropshire militia,
in which he had been for some months a Lieute-
nant, in consequence of his connexion with Lord
Berwick, and to which he had actually received a
summons from the Colonel. But this scheme,
which seemed to promise so little either of credit
or of advantage, was fortunately prevented by an
engagement much better suited to his talents, and
more agreeable to his taste. At the recommen-
dation of Dr. Bagot (Bishop of St. Asaph), he was

* Of the value of these some judgment may be formed, when
it is stated, that the freight, and the duties charged at the
Custom House, amounted to £258.
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requested to undertake the care of Mr. Mostyn
(now Sir Thomas Mostyn), at that time a youth of
about seventeen years of age: and to render the
offer more desirable, it was intimated to him, that
travelling, both at home and abroad, formed a part
of the plan which the father of the youth had in
view for him. In the mean time it was settled
that Mr. Clarke should reside with Sir Roger
Mostyn's family, in Wales. For this purpose he
left Uckfield, about the 26th of September, 1794,
to repair to Mostyn; and in his way there, he paid
a visit to his old friend the Bishop, at St. Asaph;
at whose house he was received with the greatest
kindness, and hospitably entertained for several
days. Of the attentions shewn to him by this va-
luable friend, whose learningand accomplishments
were not more remarkable, than the kindness of
his heart and the high-bred urbanity of his man-
ners, Mr. Clarke was deservedly proud. The in-
terest the Bishop had taken in the welfare of his
family, from the moment of his father's death, and
the regard he had shewn in particular to himself,
were alone sufficient to excite a warm sentiment
of gratitude in the breast of a young man, who
never received the simplest kindness, without
burning to requite it: but here this feeling was
greatly heightened by the pleasure he derived from
the conversation and society of the Bishop, and
the veneration he entertained for his character,
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which stamped a double value upon every favour
he bestowed upon him. Many notices of this
sentiment are dispersed throughout his manu-
scripts, and there is great reason to regret the
loss of a letter written to a friend upon the occa-
sion of this visit, from St. Asaph, containing a most
agreeable and spirited picture of the tasteful oc-
cupations, and the unaffected piety, by which the
green old age of this venerable prelate was dis-
tinguished.

Of his manner of life and employments at
Mostyn, there remains less information, than of
the occurrences of any other equal portion of his
history; but there is reason to believe, that he was
perfectly satisfied with the kindness and the cheer-
fulness of his pupil's family, as well as with the
society to which he was introduced; and there is
evidence enough to sjjew, what was ever obvious
to his friends, how impossible it was for him to
live long in any place without discovering amongst
its native resources, some means of contributing
to his own improvement, and to the gratification
of those around him. Before he had been a month
in Wales, he employed himself in making a cata-
logue of the Mostyn library, a work of no incon-
siderable labour and research, which it is believed
is still in use at Mostyn. Several fugitive pieces
composed by him, at this time, both in prose and
verse, are still preserved by his friends; and some
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curious observations upon Welsh manners and
character, which occurred to him at Mostyn, will
be introduced to the notice of the reader, in the
extracts from a work, to which allusion has already
been made, and which was published in the course
of the next year.

It was here he became known to Mr. Pennant,
with whom he afterward corresponded upon se-
veral subjects connected with the history and an-
tiquities of the Principality, and upon other topics,
in which they felt a common interest. His resi-
dence in Sir Roger Mostyn's family ceased in little
more than a year; for some reason not explained
in his letters, that part of the plan which related
to travelling was never carried into effect; and on
this account, probably, the engagement terminated
sooner than was at first in the contemplation of
either of the parties. At all events, he seems to
have been perfectly at liberty in the summer of
1796; for in the course of the general election of
that year, he was one of a large party assembled
at Lord Berwick's seat in Shropshire, at that time
a scene of prodigious interest and agitation, in
consequence of the contest for the borough of
Shrewsbury, between the Hills of Attingham, and
the distinguished family of the same name, and of
a kindred race, at Hawkstone. This contest, me-
morable not less "for the profuse expenditure it
occasioned, than for the feuds it created or revived
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amongst some of the most respectable families of
the county, was the means of exhibiting Mr.
Clarke's talents in controversy,—a field, in which
they had never been exercised before, and in
which, happily for himself, they have scarcely
ever appeared since. The occasion of it was this:
a long and laboured pamphlet, called " Hard
Measure," had just issued from the opposite party,
written as was supposed by Sir Richard Hill him-
self, and containing many sharp and cutting re-
flections upon the Attingham family and cause,
with some strong documents in support of them.
To this it was necessary to reply without delay;
and for the sake of greater dispatch, several lite-
rary friends of Lord Berwick, who were in the
house, undertook to divide the task amongst
them, each taking the part which he thought him-
self most competent to answer; but as it was after-
ward evident that this scattered fire would be
much more effectual, if skilfully brought together,
and directed by a single hand, Mr. Clarke was
fixed upon for this purpose; and to him was con-
fided the delicate and difficult operation of select-
ing, shaping, and combining, from the materials
so prepared; with permission, of course, of which
he availed himself largely, to add whatever argu-
ments of his own he might think likely to increase
the general effect. Accordingly, he set himself to
work with his usual spirit, and having scarcely
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slept while it was in hand, he produced in a mar-
vellously short time, matter enough for a quarto
pamphlet of a hundred closely printed pages, which
having been carefully revised by the lawyers, was
rapidly hurried through the press, and immediately
published, under the happy title of " Measure for
Measure." From a work of such a nature, it would
be invidious to quote a single passage, even were
it capable of giving pleasure to any one; but it may
be proper to state, that the pamphlet answered
completely the object it had in view: it produced
a great sensation at the time, was a sburce of no
inconsiderable triumph to the party whose cause
it advocated, and, as it is believed, received no
reply.

In the autumn of the same year, he accompanied
Lord Berwick to Brighton, where he commenced
the periodical work, already noticed, of which it is
now time to give an account. This work consists
of twenty-nine numbers, of which the first is dated
Brighton, Sept. 6,1796; the last, London, March 6,
1797. The whole were afterward collected and
printed, in a single volume, some time in the latter
year. The book is entitled "Le Reveur, or the
Waking Visions of an Absent Man ;" and, with the
exception of a single number, or at the most two,
furnished by his valued friend the Rev. George
Stracey, and twro short poems, one of little value
by Miss Seward, the other upon a stormy first of
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May, of considerable merit, by Dr. Busby, after-
ward Dean of Rochester, it is entirely the pro-
duction of his own pen. The principal materials
upon which he depended, were the substance of
the information he had gathered, and of the ob-
servations he had made in the different situations
in which he had lived, whether at home or abroad,
since the publication of his tour; but as these were
of a nature soon to be exhausted, and as the con-

tributions of his friends came in but slowly, we
cannot wonder, that it was brought to a conclusion
within the compass of a few months; more par-
ticularly when we consider, that before it had
extended to that period, the author was engaged
in an occupation which required the greatest part
of his time, and all the attention he could com-
mand. The work is now no longer to be found in
any shape. The separate numbers, which obtained
no great circulation, have, it is thought, perished
long ago, with few if any exceptions: and, as for
the volume, it was stifled by a singular accident in
its birth. His bookseller, it appears, who had
hitherto been a loser by the numbers, had cal-
culated upon a more satisfactory sale, when the
whole should be finished and published together;
and with this expectation he had printed a consi-
derable edition, with corrections and additions by
the author; but some cause of delay had inter-
vened; and having one day gone into his ware-
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house with Mr. Clarke, to shew him the work, he
found, to his great dismay, the whole impression
in a corner, so injured by the damp that not a
single copy could be made up for sale. Very
different, however, were the feelings of the author
upon this unexpected sight. By this time his
fears respecting the success of his work had begun
to predominate over his hopes; and he afterward
confessed to a friend, that he never was more de-
lighted in his life, than when this accident so com-

pletely put an end to both. One copy he had pre-
viously received for himself, which has been since
found amongst his papers, with the words ' Not
published,' written in the title page by himself. As
the reader may be curious to know something of
the contents of a work, which is now so scarce,
and whose fate was so remarkable; two or three
of the numbers will be reprinted as specimens of
the whole.

Extracts from the Reveur, No. VI.
" Among the Welsh the most striking feature is

their pride; which, without doubt, is a strong
national characteristic. I write this with the
greatest impartiality, and shall omit no precaution
which may enable me to determine, with strict
accuracy, the different facts I am about to ad-
vance. The influence of Welsh

* pride bespeaks
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itself, in a forcible manner, upon the first objects
that attract a stranger's attention; upon the wails
of their houses, and the windows of their apart-
ments; hardly a pannel of the one, or a pane of
glass in the other, is free from the ostentatious
parade of heraldic emblazonment. Coats of arms,
in which all the family quarterings from the days
of Cadwallader, have been registered and pre-
served without curtailment or diminution, glitter
upon every wainscot, and obstruct the light of
every casement. Above, below, on all sides, the
ghastly features of their remote ancestry grin
horribly upon canvass; while, suspended aloft
upon sturdy hooks, the enormous roll of pedigree
at once flatters their vanity, and hides amidst its
dusty folds a colony of superannuated spiders.

" We are accustomed, when speaking of a
Welshman, or a German, to combine an idea of
genealogical pride with our conception of their
characters. But as it does not always fall to the
lot of Englishmen to see these singular examples
of human folly, a description of a Welsh pedigree
may, perhaps, be amusing to those among my
readers who have not had an opportunity for this
purpose.

" The first I met with during my residence
in that country, was as great a curiosity in its
way, as any which I have since examined.

" It was upon parchment, and divided into two
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parts; as the whole together would not have been
portable. These were formed into two immense
rolls, lined at the back with silk. The first was
fifty-three feet in length, the other forty-nine. It
began with Adam and Eve, and continued through
all the ages both before and after the deluge. As
a vignette, or headpiece, our first parents were
represented in the garden of Eden. The great
progenitor of mankind was represented in a

cumbent posture, very composedly leaning on
his right elbow; while the Deity, in papal robes,
was politely handing Eve out of his side. From
their loins an uninterrupted series of generations
descended; which were traced through all the pa-
triarchs, prophets, and heroes of antiquity. To-
wards the middle of the first division it came to
the birth of our Saviour; who was introducedwith
his portrait and family, as among the number of
the ancestors. Absurd and incredible as what
follows must appear, the line of descent was con-
tinued through the Messiah, and carried on, in
direct contradiction to the Gospel, through all the
second division, until it arrived at the birth of its
present possessor.

" The pride of the Welsh is not merely genea-
logical ; neither is it altogether the result of those
feelings, which arise from a consciousness of being
the only remaining stock of true Britons. It is in
great measure founded upon the arbitrary spirit of
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the feudal system. That pride, which formerly
taught the lord to look down with contempt upon
his vassal, still inclines every Welshman to consi-
der himself as a being of a different nature from
those whom Providence has placed below him. In
fact, almost all Wales is a remnant of the feudal
system. Its inhabitants consist of rich and poor,
with little or no medium. It is the great man and
his dependant, the lord and his vassal.

" The clergy, who in other states form a respect-
able, and I may add an independent part of society,
are by no means of that description in Wales. They
are chiefly selectedfrom the lower orders; from the
cottage of the husbandman, or the offspring ofthe
peasant. I make use of the terms husbandman and
peasant, because those who bear the denomination
of farmer throughout the country, differ but little
from an English day-labourer. They possess a few
acres of ground, usually appropriated to potatoes
and barley ; with a cottage by no means superior,
and frequently inferior, to the little tenement of an
English jmujier. Hence it is, that at the houses of
their principal people, the clergy deem it no de-
gradation to associate with the upper servants, to
dine at their table, to drink ale in their kitchen, and
now and then to be admitted, as a mark of peculiar
condescension, to the presence of their master.

Their female relations are not unfrequently ser-
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vants in those families, acting in the capacity of
ladies' maids, housekeepers, &c.

"I do not remember to have experienced a
greater shock, than I once felt, at sitting down to
table with a young clergyman who had been
educated at the University, and whose sister acted
as servant in the very family with which he was
invited to dine. I well knew the master of that
family possessed a benevolence of heart, with a
degree of urbanity and affabilityof manners, rarely
to be paralleled. It was to me a perfect paradox.
More intimate acquaintance with the manners of
a people, to which I was then a stranger, has since
unravelled the mystery. It was not that a clergy-
man in Wales was exposed to a trial, which an
English clergyman would have been unable to
support; but that the Welsh clergy are a different
set of men, and are selected from an order of
society, inferior to that class from which the
English usually derive their candidates for holy
orders.

" Until within these few years the annual
stipend of a Welsh curate did not frequently
exceed the sum of ten pounds; for which he
was often necessitated to fulfil the duty of three
churches. In the Isle of Anglesea this case
was very common. What consequences can be
expected among the people, when a profession
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which they ought to contemplate with reverence,
becomes so shamefully degraded ? When the sa

cred lessons of morality are to be taught by men,
calculated only for the business of a cow-yard, or
the labours of a plough ? When the gaping mul
titude are to seek examples of piety and temper-
ance in a pot companion who is ushered to the
pulpit reeking from an ale-house? Can we wonder
that persons of superior rank and education arc

cautious how they admit men of such a stamp to
form any part of their society; and betray a
proper reserve, a decent pride, when business or
politeness renders their presence necessary ?

" And perhaps we may here discover one source

of that hauteur which appears among the principal
families throughout the Principality. As we arc
accustomed to form our ideas of all mankind from
that part of it with which we live, the Welsh
naturally conceive all clergy to be like their own,
and all orders of society upon the same footing as

they arc found in Wales.
" Notwithstanding the wretched appearance

which the clergy make throughout the Princi-
pality, instead of teaching his offspring the arts ol

agriculture, a Welsh farmer educates his children
to the church. He has been told, that a parson ...

a gentleman all the world over, and therefore, ac-
tuated by his national pride, he naturally deter
mines to have as many gentlemen \\\ his family a.-
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there are males belonging to it. The county of
Merioneth sends out annually such a concourse of
candidates for holy orders, that the parsons of
Dolgellau* are a proverb in the country. One of
the chaplains to Drummond, a late Bishop of
St. Asaph, observing the vast numbers that came
to be ordained from that quarter, said, ' Sure, my
Lord! we ought to style that part of your diocese the
Levitical land.'—' Oh no,' replied the Bishop,' rather
call it the hot-bedof the clergy !'

"When I was a stranger in the country, it hap-
pened that a dispute arose between me and the
master of a little ale-house in the wilds of Me-
rionethshire. I had stopped there to refresh the
horses of my post-chaise; and wished to proceed.
He thought it his interest to detain me, and
brought my postillion into the plot. The con-
sequence was, a pretext that my horses were
knocked up; and I was compelled to pass the
night in his miserable hovel. In the morning
another pair was added to the pair I had before ;

and it was insisted that I must use them, or remain
where I was. In this dilemma, I inquired, as it
was a village, for the clergyman of the place; and
found him at bowls, with half a dozen ragamuffins,
not a little heated by ale and exercise. I told my
story, and was much surprised to find my reverend

* The capital of Merionethshire
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friend a staunch advocate for the publican. 'The
roads were bad—the country mountainous—the
carriage heavy;' and many other excuses, calcu-
lated to justify extortion, followed in a breath.
Finding all remonstrance futile, I left the place
with my post-chaise and four; not without appre-
hension that the number would be augmented to
six, if any more horses could be procured. Ar-
riving at Caernarvon, I related my adventure, and
I found to my astonishment, that the clergyman
to whom I had made application, was no less a
personage than the publican's own son.

" I have already stated that a Welsh farmer
is nearly upon the same establishment as an
English day-labourer. An apothecary is not of a
higher order, nor better educated, than an English
farrier. If severe illness, or approaching death,
renders a physician necessary, he will have two
potent obstacles to encounter. In the first place,
he will not be able to obtain any drugs; but should
he be so fortunate, they will be found utterly unfit
for use. In the next place, when, by sending to
all the old ladies in the neighbourhood, he has
collected a few articles of the materia medica, his
patient, unless narrowly observed, and compelled
by a superior, will not swallow one ofhis prescrip-
tions ; such is their prejudice against all medicine.
—Superstitious beyond measure, they fancy half
their cures are effected by charms, invocations,
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and witchcraft. Bark is rejected upon a sup-
position that it penetrates their bones; opium,
upon a plea that poison-never should be touched.
The preference is given to quack medicines of
every description; because their contents are a
mystery, and all mysteries demand a degree of
reverence from the ignorant.

' Est enim ignotum omne pro magnifico habendum.'

" I have omitted to notice many singularities
respecting these Cambro-Britons, because they
have already been mentioned by other authors.
The character and customs of the Welsh have been
delivered to us, principally through the partial
medium of their own writers, or casually collected
by the uncertain observation of hasty travellers,
who, in their progress through the country, appear
to have investigated old castles and cataracts with
greater avidity than the manners of the people.

" I have had an opportunity of seeing the state
of ecclesiastical affairs in various parts of Europe;
and as I wandered from one nation to another,
observed and lamented the abuses of the church.
I did not conceive it possible, to find a pulpit so
shamefully prostituted, as it is in Italy; where the
degree of degeneracy advances, in proportion as
you approach nearer to the walls of the Vatican.
Nor do I pretend to make any sort of comparison
between a Welsh clergyman and an Italian priest.
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Every exertion has been used, of late years, in the
dioceses of North Wales, to restore the church to
its proper degree of dignity and order. Exemplary
men, amply calculated to effect so desirable a re-
form, have omitted no precaution which may tend
to eradicate the abuses they discovered.

' Nil desperandum, Teucro duce, et auspice Teucro.'—Hou.

At the same time, I cannot refrain from deriving
this satisfaction from the experience I have ob-
tained; that the church is no where supported
with such credit, nor conducted upon so respect-
able an establishment as in England. And I beg
leave to conclude this paper by congratulating my
readers on possessing a set of men, whose talents

AND VIRTUES ADD DIGNITY TO THEIR PROFESSION,
AND A KING, WHO SUPPORTS THE RELIGION OF HIS

COUNTRY BY THE INFLUENCE OF EXAMPLE."

Extractsfrom the Reveur, No. XXII.
" The ceremony of the Papal Benediction is

still distinguished by a degree of magnificence,
which entitles it to rank among the grandest of
human spectacles. It is of a nature calculated to
interest every beholder; and, whatever form of
religion may prevail, it cannot be contemplated
by a feeling mind, without calling forth the live-
liest emotions of piety and reverence.
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" I accompanied a party of my countrymen

from Naples to Rome, for the purpose of being-
present at this festival.—Easter-day is appointed
for its celebration. A prodigious concourse of
pilgrims, from all parts, filled the different avenues
to the metropolis. Arriving at the Place d'Es-
pagne, we found the hotels usually frequented by
English travellers, already occupied by a promis-
cuous assemblage of Poles, Danes, Swedes, Ger-
mans, French, Spaniards, and Portuguese. After
some difficulty, we procured lodgings near the
Corso, and waited with impatience for the follow-
ing day.

" Early in the morning, we received a card of
invitation from the Major Duomo of his Holiness,
purporting, that his apartments, adjoining the
Vatican, would be open to receive English, and
other foreigners of distinction; from the windows
of which we might have the best view of the cere-
mony, or, if we pleased, ascend the roof of the
Peristyle; which would place us within hearing
of the benediction, and afford a coup d'ceil of the
whole.

"We hastened to St. Peter's. The concourse
was amazing. From the castle of Angelo to the
facade of the church, one might have walked on
the roofs of the carriages; so closely were they
jammed together. This amazing procession seemed
to move slowly on like one undivided mass. The
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foot passengers were exposed to great danger;
there being no separate pavement, as in London,
appropriated to their use.

" It was a pleasing sight for Englishmen, to be-
hold their Prince the most conspicuous in the
middle of this prodigious throng. His Royal
Highness Augustus Frederic was elevated in his
phaeton above them all; while the populace, among
whom he is universally and deservedly beloved,
rent the air with shouts of—•' Viva! Viva! II Prin-
cipe d'lnghilterra!'

" Arriving at the Major Duomo's, we found a
brilliant assemblage of foreigners, in magnificent
dresses, mixed with a large party of our own coun-
trymen ; who were regaling themselves with cho-
colate, ices, lemonade, and a profusion of other
refreshments. I made my escape as soon as pos-
sible through a window, to the roof of the colon-
nade; and climbing one of those enormous statues
which ornament the Peristyle,* placed myself
above it, like Anchises of old, upon the shoulders
ofiEneas.

" It is impossible to describe the scene which
presented itself before me; and were it otherwise,
imagination is incapable of conceiving so sublime
a spectacle. The inhabitants of the whole earth
seemed assembled in one vast multitude; while

* They are eighty-six in number, and were designed by
Bernini.
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the murmur of innumerable tongues, in different
languages, ascended like the roaring of an ocean.
Confusion could scarcely be greater in the plains
of Shinah, when the descendants of Noah fled from
the superstructure of their ignorance and folly.—
As far as the eye could reach, the tops of all the
houses in Rome were laden with spectators, A
single square, in the spacious area below, was pre-
served free from the multitude, by the whole body
of the Pope's military; who formed themselves
into a quadrangle. Every other spot was occu-
pied ; and so closely were the people united, that
their heads in motion resembled the waves of the
sea. The variety of colours* blended together,
and glittering in the sun, produced an effect of
equal novelty and splendour. It surpassed all I
had ever seen or imagined; nor do I believe any
country upon the globe ever produced its parallel.

" While I was occupied in the contemplation of
this amazing spectacle, a loud flourish of trumpets,
from two opposite sides of the area, announced
the approach of cavalry. First entered the no-
bles, in habits of green and gold, mounted upon
sumptuous chargers; who came prancing into the

* This appearance is unknown in England. A sameness
usually prevails in the dresses of an English mob; whereas
those of Italy display great diversity of hues. Scarlet, crimson,
green, and white, generally predominate. The Italians arc
partial to the gaudiest colours, and adopt them in their dress.
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centre of the military quadrangle. Other troops
followed, and the whole corps saluting the balcony
over the grand portals of St. Peter's, from which
his Holiness was to appear, arranged themselves
in order.

"At this instant a bell tolled; and throughout
the whole of that vast multitude, such a silence
prevailed, as one would have thought it impossible
to produce without a miracle. Every tongue was
still, and every eye directed towards the balcony.
Suddenly the majestic and venerable figure of the
Pope, standing erect upon a lofty and self moving
throne, appeared through clouds of incense burn-
ing around him. As he advanced, his form be-
came more and more distinct. All behind was
darkness and mystery. The most costly robes
decorated his body; a gorgeous tiara glittered on
his brow; while enormous plumes were seen
waving on all sides of the throne. As he ap-
proached the light, with elevated front, and up-

_#

lifted hands, he called aloud on the Almighty.
Instantly the bare-headed multitudefell prostrate.
Thousands and tens of thousands knelt before
him. The military, with a crash, grounded their
arms ; and every soldier was seen with his face to
the earth. A voice, which penetrated the re-
motest corner of the area, then pronounced the
benediction. Extending his arms, and waving
them over the people, he implored a blessing
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upon all the nations of the earth. Immediately
the cannons roared—trumpets screamed—music
played—all the bells in Rome sounded—the guns
from St. Angelo poured forth their thunder; more
distant artillery repeated the signal, and the intel-
ligence became conveyed from fortress to fortress
throughout the remotest provinces of the empire.*

" In my life I never witnessed a ceremony more
awfully sublime. The figure of a virtuous and ve-
nerable man, publicly appealing to Divine Provi-
dence for a blessing upon the whole human race,
is surely an object of the highest reverence.^ Add
to this, the spectacle afforded by assembled my-
riads silently and fervently assenting to the sup-
plication ; and I think few among mankind, what-
ever systems of religious persuasion may be
acknowledged, would hesitate to join in the so-
lemnity."

* It is said, but I will not vouch for the truth of it, that the
news is conveyed to Genoa and Naples in a quarter of an hour.
Peasants in a neighbouringcountry fall on their knees and cross
themselves, when these signals are given.

f Dr. Moore was so sensible of this opinion, that, after wit-
nessing the ceremony here described, he observes—' For my
own part, if I had not, in my early youth, received impressions
highly unfavourable to the chief actor in this magnificent inter-
lude, I should have been in danger of paying him a degree of
respect very inconsistent with the religion in which I was
educated.'
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The next occurrence to which the history of
Mr. Clarke's life conducts us, is his connexion
with the family of the late Lord Uxbridge; a con-
nexion formed, it is uncertain underwhat auspices,
or upon what terms, but eventually not less ho-
nourable to Mr. Clarke, than satisfactory to many
members of that family, to whom, in the course of
his engagement, he became intimately known.
The first object of his care was the youngest son
of the family, the Honourable Brownlow Paget;
a boy of tender age, and of a constitution so very
delicate, as to render it advisable that his edu-
cation should be continued, as well as begun
at home. In this view an engagement of some
standing was contemplated by the family with Mr.
Clarke; and rooms having been expressly prepared
for their permanent residence together, at Beau
Desert, the seat of Lord Uxbridge, in Stafford-
shire; he joined his pupil at that place, in the
autumn of 1796.

The task which he had undertaken, that of in-
structing in the elements of knowledge, was en-
tirely new to him; but he set about it with alacrity
and spirit. Laying aside gradually all other ob-
jects and pursuits, and confining himself con-
scientiously and sedulously to the duties of his
charge, he soon began to find himself at home in
it. Every thing, indeed, that was connected with
this engagement tended to encourage and to re-
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ward his exertions. His pupil, who is represented
by him to have been docile, intelligent, and af-
fectionate, was delighted with his instructor, and
improved rapidly under his care; the kindness of
the family with which he hadreason to be satisfied
from the beginning, became more and more de-
cided, and was testified in more pleasing forms, in
proportion as his own qualities and endowments
became better known; and Lady Uxbridge in par-
ticular, to whom the feebleness of her son's con-

stitutionrendered him an object of deeper interest,
and who watched over the progress of his educa-
tion, with as much anxiety as over that of his
health, was delighted with the fruits of Mr. Clarke's
instruction, and repaid his labour with every mark
of confidence and respect. During her necessary
absences from Beau Desert, she regularly kept up
a correspondence with him; in which every step
that was made by her son, and every hope which
he inspired, were regularly communicated and
discussed; and to prove the value she set upon
his letters, it may be mentioned, that they were
shewn to the Queen and Princesses, as compo-
sitions calculated to amuse and interest them, not
more from the subject who was personally known
to them all, than from the style and manner in
which they were conceived. Nor did her judg-
ment deceive her in this respect, for her Majesty
was graciously pleased to direct, that the satisfac-
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tion she had derived from the perusal of them,
should be communicated to Mr. Clarke; an ho-
nour, of which he was very sensible.

In this state of peaceful occupation, things con-
tinued till the spring of 1797 ; when his pupil's
health, which had hitherto been considered as only
delicate, beginning now visibly to decline, opened
a new source of anxiety for his charge, and added
a new motive to his exertions. In a few weeks,
his services as a tutor ceased to be of any use; but
occasion enough remained for the exercise of his
kindness as a friend; and painful as the situation
was to all the parties concerned, it was calculated
to bring forward the qualities of his heart, in a
manner which could not fail to recommend him
still more strongly to the anxious family around
him. All that could be expected from the strongest
sense of duty, combined with the warmest affec-
tion, was exhibited by him upon this occasion.
By night, as well as by day, he was at the side of
his pupil; administering the medicines himself, and
taking advantage of the affection he had inspired,
to reconcile him to the measures adopted for his
cure. Of this a remarkable and characteristic
proof has been furnished by a near relation of Lady
Uxbridge, who was a witness of the scene. It ap-
pears, that in an advanced stage of the disorder,
which had been declared by Dr. Darwin to be the
hydrocephalus, the last and only hope of remedy
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held out for him was from the rubbing of mercury
into the head; but as this operation seemed to re-
quire more patient and discerninglabour, and more
influence with the suffering youth than could be
expected from a servant, Mr. Clarke undertook it
himself, and so devotedly did he apply himself to
the task, and with so littleregard to his own health
or feelings, that before its utter hopelessness was
discovered, he had brought a salivation upon him-
self. His exertions, however, of every kind, were
in vain, or served at best to no other purpose, than
to soothe the weariness of the sick-bed, or to soften
the agonies of approaching death. The disorder
terminated fatally before the spring was far ad-
vanced, and Mr. Clarke had to lament, thus early,
the loss of an amiable and affectionate youth, to
whom he was singularly attached.

His connexion with Lord Uxbridge, though in-
terrupted, was not broken by this unhappy blow.
The family were too regardful of his past services,
and too sensible of his many excellent qualities and
talents, not to desire to profit by them, so long as

any occasion should remain amongst themselves ;

and, on the other hand, Mr. Clarke was too deeply
impressed with the value of their friendship, not to
acquiesce readily in any similar arrangement which
could be proposed; and happily in a few weeks an
opportunity offered itself for gratifying the wishes
of both. The next youngest son of the family, the
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Honourable Berkeley Paget (now one of the Lords
of the Treasury), had finished his education at
school, and had been admitted at Oxford: and,
it having been thought advisable, that the summer
before his residence in College should be spent in
travel, Mr. Clarke was desired to undertake the
tour of Scotland withhim, and the plan was carried
into execution without delay. This journey,which
was begun in the summer, and concluded in the
autumn of 1797, will furnish considerable extracts
for the present work. His journal is very full and
particular, and evidently drawn up with a view
to the publication of it by himself. At several
subsequent periods of his life, preparations were
made by him for this purpose; and so late as the
year 1820, an advertisement was drawn up, an-
nouncing it to the public, and a part of the manu-
script was actually transcribed for the press. Be-
yond this, however, no farther step was ever taken
towards the completion of the work, and in the
pressure of other labours, which occupied him to
the last moment of his life, abundant reason might
be found for the delay; but, in truth, there was an-
other obstacle, which requires some explanation,
because whatever share it may have had either in
delaying or preventing the publication of the
journal by himself, it certainly led to a restriction,
which must diminishthe interest of the extracts,
when selected by another. This obstacle was the
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unsettled nature of bis opinions respecting certain
facts, connected with geology, accidentally a
prominent feature in the tour. In the course
of his Italian travels, his attention was frequently
and specially directed to the two great theories,
which at that time divided, and have since con-
tinued to divide, the judgment of philosophers, in
every part of Europe. To this subject allusions
are often made in his Italian journal, as well as in
his letters after his return; and the interest thus
excited in his mind, although afterward apparently
suspended, was revived with much greater force,
when the journeyto Scotland was proposed to him.
It was not that he attached an undue importance
to any opinions he might form in that early stage of
his knowledge; but he was eager to engage in the
inquiries to which the controversy had given rise;
and having had frequent occasion during his resi-
dence at Naples, to notice the observations of
Scotch gentlemen, relative to the resemblance
which they affirmed to exist between the minerals
of the Western Islands and the productions of
Vesuvius, he was willing to believe^ that by a
stricter scrutiny of this tract than it had hitherto
received, he might be able to ascertain more
correctly the nature and extent of this resem-
blance, with its proper bearing upon the contro-
versy ; and he was the more sanguine in this hope,
because after the particular attention which he had
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paid for nearlytwo years, to the operations of sub-
terraneous fire, both in a state of activity in Vesu-
vius, and in the traces of its influence among scenes
no longer subject to its immediate agency, he
thought himself so far competent to recognise
them in any other country, if they were to be
found. This is the substance of his own account;
and one natural consequence of this pre-occupa
tion was, that his attention upon the journey was
more alive to geological facts, than to any other;
and that a larger portion of his time and labour
was bestowed upon this question, than it would
naturally have claimed, in a tour not undertaken
expressly with a view to it. Had this, however,
been the only objection, the reader might not have
lost much; for whatever value might be attached
to his inferences at that time, his researches are
often curious and minute, and his reasoning always
ingenious and amusing; but it unfortunately hap-
pened, that the leaning of his judgment in the
course of his tour, seems to have been in a different
direction from that which it afterward took, when
in a maturer state of his own knowledge, the
learned and accurate labours of Dr. Macculloch
had been submitted to him. Hence the difficulty,
which applied to himself, and hence the restriction
enjoined upon his friends; in conformity to which
they feel themselves compelled to withhold, not
only those parts of his journal in which his argu-
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ments are directly stated, but even all the more
general remarks from which his mode ofreasoning
might be inferred. How much the observance of
this restriction must detract from the spirit of a
journal, undertaken in such a frame of mind, and
how frequently the passages omitted must be
those which bear the strongest mark of his own
genius, need scarcely be observed; but in his per-
sonal narrative, and in the fruits of his general
observation, enough of interest, it is hoped, will
remain to justify the copious extracts, which will
be made; respecting which, however, injustice to
his memory it must be observed, that they are pre-
sented to the reader, precisely as they appear in
the journal, and that they have received no
alteration, either from his own, or any other
hand, since they were hastily written on the tour.
Some of this country has been examined since,
both by foreigners and natives, whose accounts are
before the public; but Mr. Clarke's views have a
character of their own; and of the Island of St.
Kilda in particular, which is so difficult of access,
and so far removed from the ordinary track of
human commerce, as to receive its letters only
once a year; and so differently constituted from
the rest of the kingdom, as to pay its rent in
feathers; it is impossible to find a more amusing
or interesting account than that which is given in
this tour. It should be mentioned, that before he
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set out, he had frequent communications with Mr.
Pennant, upon the subject of his journey; who
kindly pointed out to him such parts of the coun-
try in general, and such objects in particular, as
had either escaped his own notice, or had not
been within the compass of his plan; amongst the
former may be reckoned that range of insular ter-
ritory, extending from the point of Oreby in
Lewis, to Barra Head, which had not been visited
eitherby Mr. Pennant, or by Dr. Johnson. To this
may be added, the peculiar advantages he derived
from the influence of his pupil's family. He car-
ried letters from their friends to the most distin-
guished persons in Edinburgh, which secured him
a ready access to the best information upon every
subject connected with his views; and a revenue
cutter, placed at their disposal at the request of
Lord Uxbridge, afforded him every facility in pro-
secuting his researches among the Islands.

Mr. Paget and Mr. Clarke left London on their
tour, June 22d, 1797, visited the several objects of
curiosity in Derbyshire, Yorkshire, &c. in their
way to Scotland, and arrived at Edinburgh, June
30th. After spending about a week in that capital,
they proceeded to Lanark, at which place the cot-
ton-mill establishments then conductedby Mr.Dale,
are describedwith great minuteness by Mr. Clarke
in his journal; thence by the falls of the Clyde
to Glasgow, Lochlomond, Inverary, and Greenock.
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At the latter place, they embarked on board the
revenue cutter, which, as has been stated, was

placed at their disposal; and sailed to the Isle of
Bute, to Arran, the Cumrays, and Lamlash. Mr.
Clarke's description of the Crag or Island of Ailsa
will be given in his own words.

Extracts from hisjournal.
" July, 1797.—The next morning we reached

the Crag of Ailsa, a stack of Basaltic columns,
rising out of the sea, at the distance of fifteen miles
from any land. Former authors have spoken of a
part of it as being basaltic, who probably had not
opportunity to examine the whole of it. I paid
the greatest attention to every part of thisremark
able rock : went all round it, and ascended to the
top. I found it to consist entirely of a stack of
basaltic columns, covered in a few places with a
slight vegetation of brakes, nettles, and a little
elder.

" But what renders this rock an object of gene-
ral curiosity, is the swarm of birds which resort
there in the summer months to breed. I know
not how to give my readers a more adequate idea
of this rock, and the appearance it makes, with
the prodigious flight of birds which hover round
it, than by comparing it to a beehive, surrounded
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with swarms of bees, which will afford them a
miniature model of the rock itself, and its nume-
rous inhabitants. On no account let a traveller
omit visiting this wonderful place, whatever delay,
fatigue, or> difficulty he may encounter in procur-
ing a sight of it. It will fully answer any expec-
tation this description of it may excite.

"We approached it on the water side. Im-
mense pillars of unequal lengths, disjointed, sub-
verted, and in many respects like the columnar
phenomena of the Giant's Causeway, except in
the irregularity of their horizontal fissures, rose
vertically out of the sea, forming an abrupt and
lofty precipice. On the top of all these pillars,
and wherever their broken shafts afforded the
smallestresting place, innumerable birds stationed
in rows, one above another, like spectators in a
crowded theatre, were seated on their nests.
Flocks of Solan geese hovered round the boat as
we drew near the rock. Levelling my gun at one
of these, I brought him headlong into the water.
The effect of the report my gun made, beggars all
description. The instant the soundwas heard, all
the aerial inhabitants of the rock, with a noise not
to be described, poured down from the precipices
above us, and darkening all the air, roared like a
torrent over our heads. The body of the bird I
had shot, attracted all the Solan geese from this
immense crowd of birds, who hovered round it
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screaming, and in so vast a throng, that had we
remained to shoot at them, our boat would not
have contained the numbers of the dead. Having
with difficulty effected a landing, for the surf broke
with violence over its bold and craggy shore, we
entered a spacious cavern, the extent of which I
did not ascertain, as I had no torch with me, and
could not see the end of it: here we found the
nests of several birds, who suffered us to take both
themselves and their young ones with our hands.
We now began to wind round the cliffs with a
view of getting to the other side of the rock, in
order to ascend the top. Several beautiful birds,
usually denominated by sailors the Ailsa cocks,
were taken from the rocks by the sailors with their
hands. Every time a gun was fired, the torrent
as before poured from the precipices; which I can
compare to nothing but a prodigious cascade of
water, bursting suddenly from the rock, and foam-
ing in an arch over our heads.

" Havingeffected a passage to the south-east side,
one of the sailors offered to accompany me to the
summit. Whoever has read Mr. Pennant's account
of the difficulty he found in getting to the castle,
will easily imagine what the undertaking must
prove of climbing the precipices above it, to the
summit of the rock.* Nor would I counsel those

* Mr. Pennant says, " The path is narrow over a vast slope,
so ambiguous that itswants but little of a true precipice. The
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who come after me, to encounter so much fatigue
and danger. The most beautiful part of the rock
is that which presents itself below. The summit
is only inhabited by a few rabbits, and about a

dozen .goats, which the present proprietor has
placed there: however, it is necessary some one
should make the experiment, that others may learn
what they are to do. Few of the birds build their
nests so high. The Ailsa cocks were seen in great
abundance near the summit, but none of the other
flocks. The manner in which the cragger, as he
is called, takes these birds is curious. He sits on
the side of a precipice with a wand of twelve or

fourteen yards in his hand, and as the birds come
out from their holes, he knocks them down with
his wand. The young Solan geese are taken in
their nests by means ofa rope thrown over the pre-
cipice, to which a daring adventurer is suspended.
Sometimes they will carry away two or three boat
loads of them in one day.

" On the top of the rock, I found a heap of
stones to mark the highest point; piled up, I sup-
pose, by some former adventurer as a testimony
of his prowess. Near the summit is a spring of
delicious water, as transparent as crystal.

walk is horrible, for the depth is alarming." Pen. v. ii. p. 191.
The height of the Crag of Ailsa is mentioned by Macculloch to
be 1100 feet.—Ed.
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" On the south-east side are the remains of some
ancient edifice; but whether of a church, a castle,
or a prison, is hard to determine. It stands about
one-third of the height of the rock, above the sea.
It is a square tower, and what is very remarkable,
the corners are all large blocks of free stone,
brought I believe from the Cumrays, but how
raised to their present situation, is a question that
will perhaps remain for ever undecided. On one
of the corners, I observed a sculptured bas-relief,
representing three fleurs-de-lis; no inscription of
any kind to be found upon it. The natives of the
neighbouring shores have a tradition that it was
formerly used as a state prison; a purpose for
which alone its situation seems calculated."

From the island of Ailsa they directed their
course to the coast of Ireland; and, after tracing
the basalticappearances along the line of that coast,
they arrived at the Giant's Causeway. From this
point, the narrative of their tour shall be carried
on from Mr. Clarke's journal; after premising, that
his description of the last mentioned natural cu-
riosity appears, from some cause or other, less
perfect than might have been expected.

" The long boat in a few minutes conducted me

to the Giant's Causeway, a spot which, of all
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others, I had long possessed the most ardent cv

riosity to behold. Whether it was owing to the
height of my expectations, or any misrepresenta-
tion of the scene itself, I know not; but I found
the spectacle unequal to the idea I had formed of
it. In the first place, the whole of it was lying
below the cliff, on the shore; whereas I had always
been taught to expect a gigantic appearance, ex-
tending the whole way up the cliff. Such wrere
also the sentiments, and such the sensations, of
my companions: but they continued only while
the cause of them remained at a distance, for upon
our arrival, whatever mistaken notions we might
have formed of the Giant's Causeway, it presented
us with a scene more truly astonishing than any
thing I ever saw before in my life.

" The reader has, perhaps, often received an
account of this marvellous place. If not, let him
imagine an assemblage of pillars of such unequal
lengths, that the top of one may serve as a step to
the next, and thus a regular gradation, formed by
their broken shafts, conducts you from the sea
shore to the highest point of the whole groupe.
These pillars are neither round, square, penta-
gonal, hexagonal, septagonal, nor octagonal, but
all of them together; that is to say, there may be
found some of every description. The pentagonal
are the most numerous. They all consist of dif-
ferent, stones, laid horizontally with the greatest
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evenness one above the other. Their sides and
angles correspond with the minutest accuracy.
Thus it will be seen, that if the pillar is a penta-
gon, the different stones which compose it will
also be all pentagonal, and the diameter of every
stone will be the diameter of the pillar to which
that stone belongs. I found the greatest diameter
of the largest stones to be generally one foot ten
inches, and their thickness eight inches. The
number of stones on one of the tallest pillars was
twenty-one. This would maketheir greatest height
fifteen feet nine inches. A part of their shafts are
buried in the soil and loose fragments which sur-
round their bases; but as near as I could deter-
mine the average height of the tallest range of pil-
lars, they rose from twelve to twenty feet above
the level of the sea.

" In general, the pillars, in their relative situa-
tion to each other, resembled the cells of a bee-
hive; but there were some exceptions equally
singular and beautiful, in which a group were
ranged in perfect order round a principal pillar,
which formed their centre. And thus the appear-
ance of the stones at their tops was like the radii
of a circle. But even in this group the pillars did
not all correspond either in the number of their
sides, or the number of the stones that composed
each pillar, although in every instance the texture
and character of the stones in the same pillar were
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precisely the same. The greater part of these
stones are on one side convex, and on the other
concave. But this is not universally the case,
there are many which have both their sides con-
cave, and again others both convex."

" The wind being favourable for the sound of
Ila, we hoisted all our canvass, and sailed with
remarkable expedition to White Foreland Bay,
where we cast anchor off the Paps of Jura. The
conic form of these mountains attracted my no-
tice from the summit of Goatfield in Arran; and
being very desirous of knowing whether any cra-
ter-like appearance could be found upon their tops,
I ordered the long boat to be manned, and taking
two of our crew, who were acquainted with the
island, began to ascend the largest of them.

" The approach to the Paps on this side of Jura,
is excessively toilsome and difficult. We had near
four miles of a pathless morass to traverse, before
we reached the base of one of them. At every
step our feet sunk in mire, or were caught by en-
tangling heath. The journey up the cone itself, is
very like the ascent to the crater of Vesuvius, and
equally steep. We found it also necessary, as

upon that mountain, to crawl occasionally upon
all-fours over loose stones, which sometimes giving
way in a mass, brought, us many yards below what
we had been a quarter of an hour labouring to
surmount. Perseverance and a little whiskey, at
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last brought us to the summit, 2476 feet above the
level of the sea.* Here we found a large heap of
stones, as upon Goatfield, to mark the highest
point, which must have cost the persons who
erected it, no small degree of labour. On the top
of this pile in a bed of moss, was placed a bottle;
with the names of those who erected the pile, en-
graved with a diamond pencil. From the inscrip-
tion, it appeared that some of them were natives
of Orkney.

"We now stood at a vast height above the
clouds, which were rolling- in white masses, like
enormous bales of cotton, below us. Over these
clouds we perceived distant islands, bays, pro-
montories, rocks, and mountains. And occasionally
as they separated, we more particularly noticed
Oronsa, Colonsa, the whole of I la, rich in well
cultivated fields, with its several lakes, spread at
different elevations in various parts of its green
surface, and the whole extent of Jura, with its tall
Paps, on the loftiest summits of which we looked
down from the point on which we stood. In my
journey down I remarked the desolate appearance
of Jura. During the whole of our expedition, we
met not a human being, nor hardly a single ani^
mal, except a few sheep, about halfway down the

* The hills called the Paps of Jura, are three in number, not
varying much in height, and generally about 2500 feet above
the level of the sea. See Ma'ccullocb. v. ii. p. 183.
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mountain. In some parts of the island a person
may travel sixteen miles without seeing a single
cottage. Upon the moor below the Paps there is
said to be abundance of black cocks, and other
game. Wild deer are also found upon the heights.

" At four in the morning we hoisted sail, and
clearing the sound of ila, left the islands of Oronsa
and Colonsa to the north-west; the wind not per-
mitting us to land there, but blowing favourably
for the sound of Mull, we steered our course north-
east, and passed the dangerous gulf of Corry-
vreckan, which we saw between the northernmost
point of Jura, and the isle of Scarba. With the flood
tide, a strong eddy surrounds the north-west coast
of Scarba. The whole passage in the neighbour-
hood of Corryvreckan is pregnant with dangers.
Its extraordinary tide, rocks, and whirlpools, ren-
der it a hazardous sea for mariners unaccustomed
to explore it. In spring tides, and with the flood
water, the most experienced pilot would not be
able to enter the gulf, even in a long boat. But
during neap tides the merchant vessels frequently
go in and out. The island of Scarba has been long
famous for the longevity of its inhabitants. De
Foe mentions a woman who attained there the
age of 140 years.*

" Proceeding in our course, we passed Long

* Tour through Britain, vol. iv. p. -?S9.
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Island, with the Maze and Eysdil isles; saw also
the north coast of the island of Loing, presenting a

bold and rocky shore; also the islands of Seil and
Kereray, all lying on the north-western coast of
Scotland, in Argyle. The islands ofLong* andLoing,
together with the isles of Eysdil, which include,
underone general appellation, the small isles ofBal-
nahua, Blada, and Dusken, are all famous for their
fine quarries ofslate, which is exportedto Greenock
and Port Glasgow; and from thence frequently
conducted up the canal to Leith and Edinburgh.

" A favourable gale still conducted us with
uncommon expedition to the island of Lismore,
extending in an oblong form from north-east to

south-west. Beyond the north-eastern extremity
of Lismore is Lochabar, celebrated in old Scotch
songs. A fortress, erected there for the purpose
of overawing the Highlanders, is still kept up. A
small rock, called the Lady Island, was pointed
out to us, which is covered by the sea at high
water. Opposite the Lady Island is Loch Don, a
harbour in Mull, to which ships frequently repair in
unfavourable weather, to wait for a change ofwind.
Below Loch Don is Loch Spelio, another harbourof
the same nature, the entrance to which is narrow,
and the water too shallow, unless at high tide, for
cutlers to go in and out. There is also another

* Called Lungft and Luing by Macculloch.
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consequent inconvenience attending it, that with-
out a leadingwind, no vessel can effect an entrance,
or secure a retreat.

" Below Loch Spelio, at the southernmost point
of Mull, is another harbour, called Loch Buy (signi-
fying in Gaelic the Yellow Loch or Bay), of which
the islanders have a saying, that it is the finest
loch in the island, for if a vessel once enters, she
never goes out again. The Laird of Loch Buy was
formerly the second landholder in the island. His
possessions were only inferior to those of the
Argyle family, and amounted to 1700/. a year, an

immense property in such a place as Mull. The
estates are now fallen to a distant relation of the
late Laird ofLoch Buy, who got his death in con-
sequence of a dispute about the best method of
cutting up a duck. He had been in the American
war, and returning from New York with laurels
worthy of his illustrious ctan, was coming to reside
once more upon the territories of his ancestors.
In his passage home, a dispute arose about the
properest method of carving a duck, which ended
in a duel, and the last descendant of the chieftains
of Loch Buy fell a victim upon that occasion.
The father of this young man was the identical
Highland Laird, mentioned by Dr. Johnson (Tour
to the Heb. p. 358), as ' rough and haughty, and
tenacious of his dignity.' But Dr. J. has not
thought proper to represent accurately the con-
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versation that passed between them. I suppose
his pride was too much hurt to permit so strict an
adherence to candour; since, I believe, no one
will suspect him of a wish to soften any harsh fea-
tures in the characteristics of the natives with
whom he conversed. Loch Buy, according to the
usual custom among the Highlanders, demanded
the name of his guest; and upon being informed
that it was Johnson, inquired ' Which of the John-
ston's? of Glencoe or Ardnamurchan T—' Neither!'
replied the Doctor, somewhat piqued by the ques-
tion, and not a little sulky with the fatigue he had
encountered during the day's journey. ' Neither f
rejoined the Laird, with all the native roughness
of a genuine Highlander, ' then you must be a
bastard.'1

i( Altering our course from the Lady Island, we
steered north-west, and passing Castle Duart, en-
tered the sound of Mull, between Macallister's
Bay, and the point of Ardimridder. The whole
passage up the sound is very fine. On one side
rises the country of Morvern, so celebrated in the
songs of Ossian, and on the other, the undulating
hills and healthy vales of Mull. Not feeling that
internal evidence which the admirers of Ossian
profess to entertain, respecting the authenticity of
those poems, and having ever regarded them as an

ingenious fiction, blended with a very scanty por-
tion of traditional information, I could not, never-
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theless, avoid feeling some degree of local enthu-
siasm, as I passed the shores on which so vast a
superstructure of amazing but visionary fable had
been erected. Mouldering fabrics, the undoubted
residence of valiant chieftains in days of yore,
were seen both on the coast of Morvern, and upon
the opposite shores of Mull.

" Beyond Artonish castle we saw, on the Mor-
vern side, Loch Alin, famous for the residence of
the celebrated Jenny Cameron. Mr. Ritchy, our
first mate, remembered her well, and once visited
her in her own house, which stood at the head of
Loch Alin. At that time she was become very
corpulent, but preserved the traces of former
beauty in her countenance. A vessel of oatmeal,
her property, lay at that time in the Loch, the
master of which would not sell any of it without
her consent. Mr. R. having occasion for three
bolls of it, went to call upon her. He found her in
a cottage of twisted osiers, or wicker work, neatly
wainscotted on the inside. She courteously in-
vited him in, but when she knew his errand, would
not give an order even for so small a quantity of
oatmeal, until she had first received the money; a
proof at least, that Miss Cameron's disposition was
a little tinctured with avarice.

" Still sailing up the sound, we afterward passed
the castle of Aross on the side of Mull, and pass-
ing round the little island of Calay, or Calve, we
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anchored in the bay of Tobermorey.* This har-
bour is from sixteen to eighteen fathoms deep, and
is much frequented by vessels coming from the
north or south, which are sheltered from storms,
and wait here for favourable winds. The harbour
itself is very like Milford Haven, in Pembroke-
shire, though not so large. It appears completely
land-locked, and resembles a beautiful lake, with
several small, but pleasing cascades, falling into it
from the hills above. But what has given Tober-
morey a sort of local celebrity, arises from an acci-
dent which befel the Florida, a Spanish man-of-
war, belonging to the invincible Armada, which
was sunk in this harbour, after the dispersion of
that fleet, in the year 1588. Several persons have
been frequently employed with diving bells, in
raising the guns and otfyer valuable effects belong-
ing to her. A part of her stern served for many
years as a stair-case at the landing-place, before
the present quay was built. A part of it lay neg-
lected upon the shore when we arrived, which was

* " I find no less than four different modes of orthography
respecting this bay, in Johnson, Pennant, Mackenzie's Maritime
Survey of Great Britain and Ireland, and the large map of Scot-
land by Ainslie. The first of these (Johnson) writes it Tobor-
Morar; the second (Pennant) Tubir-Moire ; the third (Mackenzie)
Tobermarcy; the fourth (Ainslie) Tobemiorcy. The name is a

compound of two Gaelic words, signifying* in their original im-
port the Well of Mary, or Marys Well, from a well dedicated to
the Virgin Mary, situated upon the hill, justabove the village.'*
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somewhat diminished before our departure, from
the desire we all felt to possess a relic of so curi-
ous a piece of antiquity. The master of a herring
buss, who resides in the village, saw us employed
in sawing off a part of it; and assured us, he was
present when it was raised from the bottom of the
harbour. Mr. Campbell, comptroller of the cus-
toms, assisted us in taking it away, and I recom-
mended him to place the remainder in some place
to secure it from being used as a substitute for
peat, by those who might prefer a wood fire to
one composed of turf; as future travellers may by
that means be enabled to obtain a portion of it, if
any shouldcome after me sufficiently influenced by
local enthusiasm to appreciate such a relic.

" The village of Tobermorey owes almost its
present existence to the establishment, which has
been raised here by the British fishery. A few
tolerable houses,' erected upon a modern quay,
constitute the whole of what is there denominated
the Town. A small quantity of whisky is made
there, and some few of the inhabitants of the cot-
tages above the village are employed in dying
woollen plaids for their own use.

" Soon after my arrival, Mr. Campbell very
obligingly accompanied me to the heights above
the town, from whence there is a beautiful view of
the harbour. The small spring from whence the
place derives it name, was also pointed out to me,
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It is situated in a potatoe ground, overgrown with
weeds and long grass : of late years it has altered
its course, owing, as the inhabitants relate, to the
following circumstance. In the year 1745, when
some soldiers were quartered here, a camp was
formed near the spring, the raised works of which,
though indistinct, may still be traced. Some of
the soldiers belonging to the camp washed their
linen in the spring, at which impiety, the natives
declare, the water was so offended, that it never
flowed afterward in the same channel.

" The superstition of the inhabitants, not only
of Mull, but of the neighbouring islands, is beyond
belief. Stones of any singular form, which have
been probably originally found upon the beach,
have each a peculiar characteristic virtue. They
are handed with veneration from father to son, and
esteemed as a remedy for every species of disease
incident to the human or animal'race. As there is
not in the whole island of Mull a single surgeon or
apothecary, it is well for the natives they can have
recourse to a mode of relief so universal and so
efficacious. Imagination is sometimes found to
create, as well as cure distempers, and it is rea-
sonable to conclude, among people who are igno-
rant of half the maladies to which mankind are
liable, that instances will often occur where the
disease and the antidote originate from the same
source. When I expressed my surprise that the
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inhabitants of a whole island, cut off from all im-
mediate connexion with the main land, could pos-
sibly exist without a hope of medical assistance in
cases of sickness, or accidental malady, the reply
I received was—' What could the people of Mull
have to do with a doctor? They are never sick,
and of course do not stand in need of physic!'

" It was with much difficulty I could prevail
upon these credulous quacks to part with any spe-
cimen of their potent charms. I succeeded, how-
ever, in purchasing two, during the time I re-
mained in Mull. One ofthese, a hard and polished
stone, evidently appears to have been once used
as an axe, or hatchet, and bears a strong resem-
blance to the specimens of similar instruments
brought by circumnavigators from the South Sea
islands. The other is of the same nature with the
first, with respect to the use for which it was
originally fabricated, although it differs in its com-
position ; it was probably once an instrument of
war. By holding the former over the head of any
diseased cattle, and pouringwater upon it, letting
the water at the same time fall on the animal, the
beast is said to recover withoutfail. The latter is
a sovereign remedy against barrenness in cows, if
it be used in the same way. If either of them be
dipped in water, the water cures all pains of the
head or teeth, it also removes the rheumatism or
sprain_s in the joints, with a variety of other vir-
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tues, too numerous to mention. Several others
which I saw, possessed virtues as various as their
forms. Some of these were fossil shells ; others
like the flint of a gun, called Fairy speds; and
again, others, mere oblong pebbles, which they
distinguished by the appellation of Cockaroo-hoo-
pan,* a sovereign antidote for barrenness in the
female sex.

"After ascending the heights above the village,
I went to see Bloody Bay, so called from a famous
battle which took place there. From the cliffs
above Bloody Bay you command a fine view of
the mountainous promontory of Ardnamurchan.
Its shores are bold and craggy, its sides rough,
irregularly broken, and almost destitute of culti-
vation. Among a small group of trees, in our
way to these cliffs, we saw the house in which
Dr. Johnson was so agreeably entertained by a
Miss Maclean, whom he has favoured with one of
the very few compliments he ever bestowed upon
those who exerted their hospitality to entertain
him.

" In some bogs above Bloody Bay, we observed
abundance of the wild cotton plant, which thrives
in most of the Scotch morasses, and seems to prefer
those bogs in which peat and heath are found.
I cannot but imagine the cotton of this plant

* Written as it is pronounced.
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might be rendered a useful article of commerce if
it was properly cultivated, and submitted to manu-
facture. A native of the Cumray isles collected a
sufficient quantity to make himself a bed; and from
the description he gave of it, it equalled the finest
eider down.

" We proceeded the following day into the in-
terior part of the island. Its surface presented a
wild and melancholy view of extensive heaths,
covered with small black cattle, but almost uncul-
tivated. Not a town or a village was to be seen;
excepting Tobermorey, and the houses of a few
Highland Lairds, situated on the coast, there is
nothing but huts to be seen over the whole island.
I entered several of these huts, which are even
inferior to the generality of poor cottages in Wales.
Their interior represents the most abject state to
which human nature, by poverty and barbarism,
can possibly be reduced. The pig-sties of England
are palaces to the huts of Mull; because the former
admit at least the fresh air, to which the latter arc
entirely strangers. But if any one imagines happi-
ness and contentment are strangers in these re-
ceptacles of abomination, they are much deceived;

so relative is all human felicity. Surely, if any
thinor can teach mankind the golden lesson of being
contented with a small and peaceful competence ;

it is the spectacle of unfeigned, satisfaction amidst
poverty and want, such as this. It has been matter
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of surprise to me, that a man of so powerful a mind
as Dr. Johnson could have derived a source of
spleen from the contemplation of such scenes. We
do notvisit the Hebrides to see stately palaces, and
groves of citron, but to behold uncultivated nature,
in the shed of the Highlander, or the,solitude of
mountains. Hitherto disappointment has been a
stranger in my path. I found the untutored
natives such as I expected them to be, and in
their miserable mansions received a lesson of con-
tentment, which future impressions will never be
able to obliterate.

" 1 found in one of these huts a family of thirteen
mersons, assembled beneath the same shed. In
the middle of the room was a fire of peat, the
smoke of which, after filling every part of their
abode, made its escape through a hole in the roof.
The floor was the bare earth, and at that time
some inches deep in mud. Some dry brakes and
heath round the outside formed a general bed for
nine children, their father and mother, and grand-
mother, and a wretched female about thirty years
of age, who had all her life been an idiot, and whom
they harboured in charity. On the same bed slept
also two cur dogs, a cat, three kittens, and a pig.
Some transverse poles in the thatched roof sup-
ported a few chickens, that came down to be fed
with the family, and roosted over their heads.
Before the door, the father of this family was;
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employed in making heather cables; a sort of
rope made of twisted heath, which they use in
thatching their huts, and as cables to their boats
in fishing. The old matron within was boiling
herrings' guts for oil; which served to supply their
lamp, and to dispose of. The children were singing
and carding wool, the rest slept, and their mother
sat at the spinning wheel.

"On the morning of the 21st July, about nine
o'clock, we left Tobermorey Bay, the wind full in
our teeth, and after a whole day spent in tacking,
were unable to make the harbour of Col, but lay all
night rolling off the mouth of it. Soon after we
left Tobermorey, passing the mouth ofLoch Sunart,
we observed on our right the castle of Mingary, an
octagonal tower standing by the water's edge on

the coast of Ardnamurchan. The view which
opens after leaving the sound of Mull, is both
extensive and interesting. It is such a scene as
one would witness in the iEgean. The sea is every
where spotted with Islands, which increase in
number upon the eye as you approach Col, from
the point of Ardnamurchan. We observed to the
north, the islands of Muck, Egg, Rum, Canna, and
the hills of Sky appearing between them. Looking
west, we saw Col spreading its black and desolate
rock before us, with part of Tirey, less distinct and
more distant. Turning our view to the south, the
Treshannish isles. Staff., Icolmkill, and the south-
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western shores of Mull, seemed to extend in one
line, though placed at such various distances, and
so irregularly situated respecting each other.
Approaching nearer to Col, we commanded a
view of its whole extent; it seemed a ridge of low
and naked rocks, without a single acre of culti-
vation, except one or two small patches of
potatoes.

" Saturday morning, July 22.—Entered the
harbour of Col, under the Laird's house. Landed,
and proceeded to the top of Ben Fiol, to take
a view of the whole island. There is very little
appearance of cultivation. The island is a ridge of
low bleak rocks, chiefly quartz. While we were
on Ben Fiol, they pointed out to me what they
called a town, at the foot of the hill; I looked
attentively, and saw several heaps of straw like a

cluster of ant-hills. We descended immediately
to examine this curious town. It was built much
after the plan mentioned by Tacitus, which was
practised by the ancient Germans, and consisted
of about twenty extremely small huts, put together
without order or form, not in streets, or straight
rows, but standing in all directions, every one

placing his hut according to his fancy. The huts
of Col appeared to me the most curious things we
had seen. There are several of these towns or
villages in the island, looking much like the towns
in the South Sea islands, as represented in Cook's
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Voyages. Any of these islanders will build his
house in two days: 'tis only making a circle
of stones, and covering the top with straw. It
is not exaggeration, when I declare, a stranger
might walk over the island, without even per-
ceiving them. I could not help calling* to mind
the island of Lilliput, and the mode in which
Gulliver extinguished the flames. It is incon-
ceivable how a race of men, so healthy and so
sturdy as these islanders, can be brought up in
such huts as these. I crept into several of them,
by a little aperture or perforation in one side,
which serves for a door, and which barely admits
a common-sized man stooping, without having re-

course to all-fours. I found the inside of all of
them without exception, entirely filled with smoke,
which endeavoured but in vain to escape by means
of the door, and through several accidental fissures
in the roof. It was a sultry morning in July, not-
withstanding which, in the midst ofthis suffocating
cloud, half viewless, a group of nondescript beings,
squatted on their haunches, were surrounding a
peat fire, without any other apparent object in con-
templation than the effect of such an atmosphere
upon each other's visages.

" Returning to the vessel, we were accosted by
Mrs. Maclean, wife of the Laird of Col, who kindly
invited us as strangers to pass the day in her house.
Her brother, hearing of our arrival, had gone in
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search of us; but, as we took a different route in
our return, we missed him. He soon came in, and
apologized for not sending the boat off the last
night, but seeing us not enter the harbour, it was
concluded we did not mean to touch at the island.
The proverbial hospitality of this worthy family
has been rendered sufficiently public by the wri-
tings of Johnson and many others. They make a
rule to send an invitation on board any vessel, the
moment she enters the harbour, and keep a light
burning in the upper part of their house all night,
as a guide to boats which may wish to enter. I
was happy to be in company with a brother of the
young man, so much noticed by Johnson. Falling
into conversation with him on the subject of cairns,
he informed me, there was only one in the whole
island, called Cairn mich Re, signifying the cairn,
or tomb, of the king's son.

" I thought this would be a very favourable op-
portunity for putting in practice a plan I had long
had in agitation, of opening one of these cairns;
and expressing a wish to that effect, Mr. Maclean
informed me he had often thought of doing it him-
self, and if I pleased, we would set out for the spot
immediately. Having provided a sufficient num-

ber of the islanders with spades, a pick-axe, &c.
we proceeded about three miles across the island,
to the spot mentioned by Mr. M. I found here a

small cairn by the road side. It is situated near
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the village of Grissipol, in the north part of the
island. We soon fell to work, and made a rapid
progress, endeavouring to perforate the cairn, by
opening a channel from east to west. While we
were thus employed, a venerable figure, with hairs
as white as snow, came slowly up to the cairn,
shaking his head, and muttering something in
Gaelic, which I did not understand. Mr. Maclean
interpreting for me, told me he said *it was un-
lucky to disturb the bones of the dead!' As soon
as he heard the voice of his young Laird, he seized
his hand, and kissing it, eagerly poured forth
blessings upon every member of the house of
Col. Mr. M. informed me that his age already
exceeded a hundred years, and he still continued
towork, with the perfect use of all his limbs and
faculties. He begged hard for some snuff, and as

soon as he obtained it, began to sing a Gaelic
song. It was an historical ballad, relating the
death of one of the ancestors of the Maclean family,
who had been drowned, and concluded with an
account of his exploits, his courage, and an eulo-
gium upon his character and benevolence, fore-
telling the future honours of his race.

" I am sorry to add, our labours at the cairn
were not productive of much information. We
■discovered nothing; but in casting out the stones,
I found several of that description of stones which
are venerated in Mull for their imaginary virtues :
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also several specimens of beautiful black Mica.
Mr. M. said, and I believe with truth, that cairns
were not erected merely where a person was in-
terred, but often to commemorate the spot on

which he died ; and also at all the places where
his body rested, from the place of his death to the
place of his interment. The old man informed us,
he remembered the time when at any common
funeral in Col, if the body was carried by that
cairn, every one of the attendants cast a stone
upon it. It is an expression of friendship and
affection, at this hour, among the islanders, to
say, ' I will cast a stone upon your cairn!'

" Finding our labour ineffectual, we left our

work, and returned to Mr. M.'s house. In our
road, I saw several upright stones, particularly
two, called the whispering stones,* which they
call the giant's grave, and also evident traces of
ancient cairns; all ofwhich, though hardly noticed
by or known to the natives, bear strong marks of
monumental labour. On the top of Ben Haugh, is
a large stone, placed on four others, resembling
what is called a cromlech in Wales. Upon the
sea shore at the southern point of the island, is a

remarkable vein of the purest lead ore, which runs

* " So called from a silly trick, practised by the natives, of
placing a person behind one of the stones, pretending he may
hear what is whispered at the other, and having thus stationed
him, he is left a dupe to his own credulity."
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into the rock. It is very extraordinary no person
has undertaken to work it. I saw specimens of it
at Mr. M.'s, and was informed blocks of the ore,
amounting to twenty or thirty pounds in weight,
had been frequently taken from them by mere
curiosity.

'.'. The whole island of Col does not, as is erro :

neously supposed, belong entirely to its Laird.
7116 Duke of Argyle has a farm at each extremity
of it. These farms were originally church pro-
perty ; and, the Argyle family at the Reformation
obtaining a grant of all the church property in
Argyleshire, this part ofit came intotheirpossession.
Geographers have frequently erred in marking a
bay, which they call Loch Chaad, near the south
point of Col. There is no such bay whatever.

"The neighbouring island, Tirey, is separated
from Col by a small sound, about three miles and
a half across, at the west end of which lies the
small island of Cunna, fertile, but uninhabited,
belonging to the Duke of Argyle. The island of
Tirey is not so much intersected by rocks as that
of Col. It contains more arable pastures; but
what crops there are in Col, are esteemed superior
to those of Tirey. The cattle of Tirey are of little
or no estimation, from thisremarkablecircumstance;
they have no heath on the island, and the cattle
by feeding constantly on a fine luxuriant grass,
immediately die when taken to the coarser food of
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the neighbouring isles. For this reason, the cattle
bear no price out of the island, and the inhabitants,
unable to sell them, suffer from being blessed with
too luxuriant a soil. The riches of Tirey consist
in the vast quantities of fine kelp, which is manu-
factured there. It has also a marble quarry, which
was opened at the instigation of the celebrated
German naturalist, Mr. Raspe, who spent a great
deal of time among the islands of the Hebrides;
but being found to yield no blocks of sufficient
size, the progress of working the quarry has been
discontinued.

" There is also a beautiful plain in Tirey, per-
fectly flat, and covered with verdure, five miles
long, and three or four in breadth. The soil is
full of marine shells, and from the appearance of its
natural embankment on either side of it, there can
be no doubt that it was originally covered by the
sea. There is a plain of the same nature, but much
smaller, in Col, formed apparently in the same
manner. The waves of the sea having forced up a
bank of sand to a great height, across a narrow
opening between two hills, have ultimatelycreated
a natural boundary to themselves, and left a dry
plain on the other side of the bank thus raised.
Ancient coins are frequently found in the island of
Tirey. lam indebted to Mr. Maclean's family
for two of them.

" I cannot take my leave of Col, without ex-
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pressing a sense of the obligation I shall ever feel
for the liberal hospitality experienced in the man-
sion of its Laird. We were utter strangers to the
family, and entered their house as wanderers,
without any recommendation, and were received
not only with a hospitable welcome, but treated
with a degreeof magnificence during our stay upon
the island, which might have done honour to the
noblest houses in Great Britain. To heighten our
satisfaction, Mr. M. himself, with the same zeal
which his amiable but unfortunate brother* shewed
to Dr. Johnson and Mr. Boswell, offered to accom-
pany us for the remainder of our voyage; and from
his general acquaintance with the principal families
of all the islands in the Hebrides, we derived a
passport to every thing worthy of notice among
them.

" On the morning of the 23d we left the harbour
of Col. Contrary winds, and much rain; in six
hours' time, at one o'clock, cast anchor in the sound
of Icolmkill. In our passage the view we obtained
of the Treshannish isles and of Staff a was very fine.
As we cast anchor, the numerous and extensive
ruins of the cathedral, the monastery, and the

* He was drowned, a few months after Dr. Johnson's depar-
ture, off the rocks of Col; owing to a sudden squall of wind,
which, in the midst of a total calm, overset the boat in which he
was returning to the island. This happened between Ulva and
Inch Kenneth. See Johnson's Tour, p. 339.
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tombs of Icolmkill, attracted all our notice. Being
extremely impatient to land, the long boat was

ordered out, and we hastened to set our feet on an
island, rendered illustrious not only an account of
its ancient celebrity, but in having called forth
from the pen of Johnson, the most beautiful spe-
cimen of English composition that can be found
either among his writings, or in the language it.
adorns.

" As we approached the shore, such a degree of
sympathy prevailed among us, that every one of
our party had it uppermost in his mind, and the
moment we landed, no less than three of us broke
forth in the following words:—' We were now
treading that illustrious island, which was once

the luminary of the Caledonian regions, whence
savage clans and roving barbarians derived the
benefits ofknowledge and the blessings of religion.
To abstract the mind from all local emotion would
be impossible if it were endeavoured, and would
be foolish if it were possible. Whatever withdraws
us from the power of our senses ; whatever makes
the past, the distant, or the future, predominate
over the present, advances us in the dignity of
thinking beings. Far from me and from my friends
be such frigid philosophy as may conduct us, in-
different and unmoved, over any ground which
has been dignified by wisdom, bravery, and virtue.
That man is little to be envied, whose patriotism
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would not gain force upon the plain of Marathon,
or whose piety would not grow warmer among the
ruins of lona.'*

" However fervently we might have been im-
pressed with the enthusiasm thus beautifully
described, these emotions were speedily suc-

ceeded by feelings of a very opposite character.
We found ourselves surroundedby a crowd of the
most importunate and disgusting objects I ever
beheld. Bedlam, disgorged of all its inhabitants,
could hardly have presented a more dismaying
spectacle. Close and directly opposite to me, a
miserable idiot grinned horribly in my face; while
on my right hand a raving lunatic, seizing my
elbow,uttered in my ears a loud and fearful cry.
Here a wretched cripple exposed his naked sores ;

there a blind and aged beggar besought pity on his
infirmities. All the warm feelings excited by the
ruins of lona, or the retrospect of its former glory,
were in one moment obliterated. It seemed the
hospital of the Hebrides, a general infirmary, for
the reception of every malady that could afflict
human nature. This spectacle was rendered more
remarkable by its singularity. The other islands
we had seen were peopled by a sturdy race, among
whom disease and sickness appeared seldom to find
a victim. Age, or accidental calamity alone, con-

* "Johnson's Tour to Hebrid. p. 346."
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ducted their natives to the grave; and even age be-
came an object of admiration, preserving beneath
its silver locks, the glow of health, and limbs un-
bent by the pressure of accumulated years. The
Western Islands hitherto appeared the residence
of health and vigour; the Highlanders were as the
sons of Hercules, and their damsels as the daugh-
ters of Hygeia. But here seemed to be a concen-
tration in one general mass of every description
of infirmity, disease, and wretchedness. A few
trifling donations soon dispersed the major part of
this melancholy assembly; all but the madman,
whose afflicted mind no gratuity could gratify, no
commiseration alleviate, and with whom no en-
treaty would avail. A tattered plaid but ill con-
cealed the filth and nakedness of his body. Some-
times trampling down with his bare feet the weeds
and nettles that obstructed our path, he imagined
himself our cicerone, pointed out among the ruins
the sepulchres of the kings of Scotland, or led me
aside to whisper where the long-forgotten tomb of
some ancient chieftain was secretly concealed. As
he spoke in Gaelic, his incoherentrhapsodies were
fortunately attended with little interruption to our
researches. It was only by means of an inter-
preter, who officiously explained his observations,
when, with more than usual eagerness, he en-
deavoured to attract my notice, that I became
enabled to comprehend any thing he said. What
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surprised me was, to find that at some moments,
as if in a lucid interval, he repeated rationally the
unreasonable traditions and superstitions of the
place. A small stone coffin of red granite lay
among the broad leaves of the Burdock,* at the
west end of the cathedral. The poor lunatic had
torn away the surrounding foliage, and insisted
upon my noticing it. 'If you want a north wind/
said he, in a whisper, ' bring a virgin of eighteen,
whose purity has never been suspected, and bid
her wash this coffin.f Then, when the virgin
works, youll-hear the north wind roar!'

" The curiosities of Icolmkill have been so
copiously and so ably detailed by other writers,
that it would be superfluous to repeat what has
already been so accurately described.J I shall,
therefore, only add to their accounts such remarks

* "The Burdock flourishes among the ruins of Icolmkill, with
a profusion as singular as the size to which it grows. I measured
one of the largest leaves, and found it to be two feet seven inches
long, by three feet wide.
f " This traditionary superstition is implicitly believed among

the natives of the island. When this remark of our mad anti-
quarian was explained to me in English, the rest of the in-
habitants who were assembled round him, assured me that what
he had said was strictly true. The same tale respecting this
coffin, was repeated to the rest of our party, by others among
them, who had no mental derangement to apologize for the
weakness of their reason in this respect."

J "Vide Martin, Pennant, Johnson, &c."
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as appear to have escaped their previous observa-
tion. The first impression which the sight of
these ruins made upon my mind, was as to the
grandeur of their superstructure, when compared,
not only with the few public edifices which were
known in Scotland at any former period, but even
with those which now remain of modern origin.
When it is doubted,* whether the kings of the
neighbouring nations were or were not interred in
this island, I can discover no rational argument for
scepticism to set aside the validity of a tradition,
long established and implicitly admittedfrom gene-
ration to generation by a people among whom the
testimony of oral record is almost the only basis
of history; how are we otherwise to account for
such magnificent edifices erected on a spot desti-
tute of all local resources, and which could only
derive its original importance from some inter-
course with distant opulence and exotic power,
arising from the superstitious veneration which
the nations of the north entertained for an insigni-
ficant and otherwise obscure island in the Western
Ocean. The tombs of lona, at this hour, discover
traces of expense and labour equal to any formerly
bestowed on the mansions of her neighbouring
chieftains, or the proudest palaces of Caledonian
kings. How relative are the ideas of human

* " Johnson, 352, 353."
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grandeur. The primeval inhabitants of the north,
who contemplated as the noblest effort of human
labour, a pile of stones heaped over the body of a
departed warrior, would have regarded as super-
natural the pyramids of Egypt; while the Roman
who had beheld the mausoleum of Adrian on the
banks of the Tiber, could hardly believehe walked
among the tombs of Norwegian monarchs, in the
sepulchres of lona. It is by comparing the works
of past ages with the manners, the power, and the
resources, peculiar to the nations who erected
them, that we can arrive at any accurate deter-
mination respecting the purposes for which they
were constructed; and he who disputes the authen-
ticity of Scottish tradition, respecting the ruins of
Icolmkill, should first endeavour to ascertain
whetherany other purpose can be found to which
they were appropriated. Let him contemplate
the huts of the Highlanders, the castles of their
chieftains, the palaces, if such they might be
called, of their ancient sovereigns, and he will then
admire the magnificence of the reputed cemetery
of their princes. He must not expect to find the
tomb of Cecilia Metella, over the ashes of a Cale-
donian princess; or even the pyramid of Caius
Cestius, over the most potent sovereign of the
north.

" The subjects on some of the bas-reliefs have all
the simplicity of design and rudeness of sculpture,
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which characterized the earliest ages of Greece.
Sometimes they represent a warrior on horseback,
followed by dogs and an attendant on foot with a
spear, as if engaged in hunting. Similar things
were delineated on the most ancient of what are

termed Etruscan vases, found in the sepulchres of
Magna Grsecia. On the frieze of one of the pillars
belonging to the cathedral, we saw the portraits
of Adam and Eve, calculated to vie with any of
the monsters ofEgyptian mythology.

" The subjects carved on the tomb-stones were
as numerous as their forms and dimensions. On
one of them we found the decapitation of John the
Baptist, with Salome holding an ewer to receive
the head. On others, sometimes only a long
sword, like that at Col, and the sword of Wallace
at Dunbarton. It is probable, that a chieftain who
was renowned for wielding weapons of unusual
size, might have his favourite sword represented on

his tomb after death.
" We crossed to the side of the island to see the

bay of St. Columba. There was great beauty and
variety in the pebbles on the beach. We visited
the marble quarries opened and occasionally
worked by the Duke of Argyle. The marble is
very soft. This part of the island appears fertile :

we observed plenty of black cattle and sheep.
Returned by the village of Icolmkill to the French-
Port, so called, because when the islanders once
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apprehended a French invasion, and had stationed
sentinels in all parts, the alarm was first given
from this bay. I could not find that the French
had ever really landed in that bay. It is in the
north-east side of the island. Close to the bay,
where our men went for fresh water, is a remark-
able block of hard red granite, of the kind which
is generally called Egyptian granite at Rome. It
lies upon a stratum of slate rock, with which it has
no kind of connexion. One end of it rests upon a
point of the rock, the other is supported by a
smaller block of the same kind, so artfully placed
under it, that one would swear it was done by
hand. It is surely impossible that the sea could
cast up such an enormous mass, and place it so
artificially; and it appears equally incompre-
hensible how it could be brought there by human
labour. I measured it, and found it to contain
144 cubic feet, which allowing twelve feet of gra-
nite to a ton, makes the block weigh twelve tons.

" I forgot to add, in returning from the quarry
we passed the Bay of Martyrs. Whenever the
natives dig in or near this bay, they find human
bones two feet below the surface. Six years ago
the Marquis of Bute, to ascertain the truth of this,
ordered search to be made, and at two feet the
bones were found in abundance. There is no
account whatever of these bones on record, nor
have the natives any tradition relating to them.
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" Leaving Icolmkill, we passed Loch Scriban,
and arrived at Staffa, of all worldly wonders the
most wonderful. I will allow a stranger to this
island to raise his expectations concerning it to the
highest possible pitch, and will venture to foretel
that the sight of it shall surpass them all. It is
entirely a stack of pillars, like the rock of Ailsa, or
the island of Canna. Several writers talk of the
incumbent strata above the pillars : I believe this
is only a decomposition of part of the pillars them-
selves. When I ascended to the top, I found the
pillars in many places breakingthrough the surface,
and visible all over its top in different parts. The
cause which has also been given for the curved ap-
pearance of some of them is certainly erroneous.
When I come to treat of Canna, I shall shew that
bending pillars are found in abundance, without
any superincumbent weight to give them that
form. Sometimes their sides lie horizontally to
the earth, with their two extremities turned up-
wards. But surely it is absurd to suppose they
took this form in cooling from the weight of the
stratum above them. What stratum could be
above them, when the matter itself was in fusion ?

If the stratum above the pillars of Staffa has ac-
cumulated there, it must have been after their
original formation. The Giant's Causeway is but
a wart to Staffa. Size of the largest stones, two
feet seven inches long, three feet two inches wide.
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and from ten to fourteen inches thick ; some much
thicker: three fathoms water in the mouth of the
cave.

lf We entered the beautiful harbour formed by
Canna and the Sandy isle; the surface of the water
was unruffled as a small lake; sheltered on every
side, by the surrounding shores of Canna, Sandy,
and the more distant but high lands of Rum and
Sky. We observed extensive strata of basaltic
pillars, rising one above the other, and visible over
all the sides of Canna, and on the Sandy isle.

" On the morning after our arrival, July 26th,
we took the long boat, left the harbour, and ap-
proached Rum. The approach is bold, with high
precipitate cliffs, almost perpendicular, and yet
covered with a green verdure, on whose fearful
crags sheep were seen feeding. Behind these
beautiful shores, the mountain of Oreval presents
a semicircular, steep, craggy, and barren top,
much like the summits of Ben Orrse, in Arran,
offering to the view something very like the in-
terior section of an inverted cone. At the bottom
of this broken and irregular bason, a glenreaching
to the sea, offered us a landing place. A few huts,
with a small boat or two, drawn up upon the
beach, constitute what the natives term one of
their villages. The coast here is perforated and
cavernous, like the shores of Sorrento in the bay
of Naples.
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" We landed near a farm, called Guidhl, or
Gewdale, or as it is in Mackenzie's chart, Gua-
ridil, and immediately several of the islanders
came to welcome Mr. Maclean, the brother of
their Laird. We accompanied him into the cot-
tage of one of his brother's tenants, where we
were regaled with new milk, oat-cakes, and Lisbon
wine. I was surprised to find wine of that species,
and of a superior quality in such a hut, but they
told us it was part of the freight of some unfortu-
nate vessel wrecked near the island, whose cargo
came on shore.

" Two of the sons belonging to the old owmers
of the cottage afterward conducted us by a narrow
path, along the north side of the island, over a
frightful precipice, but in some measure divested
of its terrors by the extraordinary verdure which
covered its almost perpendicular crags, to a place
called Scoar Mor, where a block of rock crystal of
a ton weight lay, which fell about six years ago
from the high mountain above the shore down
upon the beach.

"As soon as we had descended among the
rocks and loose stones near the sea, I found them
to my very great pleasure and surprise, composed
in great measure of the most beautiful fossils I
ever saw. In a few minutes we walked over a
sufficient quantity to supply half the museums in
Europe. Our party were instantly employed in
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loading our handkerchiefs, hats, and pockets, with
as great a load as we could carry, of agates, jasper,
zeolites, crystals, spar, lava, and all kinds of Scotch
pebbles.* We found immense fragments of a beau-
tiful dark green stone, which the lapidaries of
Edinburgh term green jasper, and estimate at a

very high price. Some of it was marked with
bright red spots, others with white; and in some
we observed broad stripes of blue, red, or yellow.

" At length we came to the block ofrock crystal,
as the natives termed it. It is not a single piece
of crystal, but a mass, in the various cavities of
which, groups of the purest pyramidical diagonal
crystals had found a matrix, like the Bristol stone,
and of the same size as those usually are, only
much harder, having sprung from a harder source.
Hitherto it remained in all its beauty; no travellers
having diminished from its splendour by injuring
the points of the crystals, or breaking any part of
it to carry away; and we left it as we found it,
that those who should come after might enjoy a
sight of so curious a production of nature. I
climbedfrom the beach to the mountains above it;
but found it impossible to discover from whence
the block had detached itself. One discovery,
however, paid me for my pains. I found several

* A full account of the variety of beautiful minerals, which are
found in the isle of Rum, is given by Dr. Macculloch. See
Description of Western Isles, vol. i. p. 497, &c.
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of the fossils we had met with upon the beach, in
particular the zeolites and common Scotch peb-
bles, lying in their natural matrices, which proves
that they are found originally in the island of
Rum, and not cast on shore by the sea, as we had
hitherto supposed. I had suspected this a little
before, as the specimens were of the first magni-
tude, and infinitelymore beautiful than any we had
seen in the other islands. From this it is easy to
account for those at Icolmkill and Mull, which are
found only in small quantities on the shore, and at
spring tide after a turbulent sea, and which of
course are carried thither from Rum, as no other
island immediately in their neighbourhood pro-
duces any thing of the same nature. They are
also always worn by the friction they meet with in
their passage, and do not preserve their natural
shape as at Rum.

" Having completed our collection to the utmost
that we could bear away, Mr. Maclean desired the
guide to conduct us to a stupendous natural arch
round a point of the precipice over which we had
passed. Never did any of Nature's works impress
me with higher admiration. I may venture to re-
commend a visit to this arch, to all travellers, as
one of the most remarkable things they will meet
with in the Hebrides. It is a fine subject for a
painter. I know not how to describe it. It is
such a scene as Salvator Rosa would have imagined
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in a moment of inspiration. Mortimer, in dis-
posing his numerous banditti, would have here a

scene capable of giving an awful dignity to the
wildestflights of his genius. It is a mass or moun-

tain of rock, cast into an enormous arch of the
most perfect symmetry and happiest proportion in
all its parts, through which is seen an overhanging
precipice, with the sea and distant shore.

" Returning to Guaridil, wefound the old man,
who received us at landing, waiting, with his
bonnet in his hand, to request that we would
honour his cottage with a short visit. Mr. M.
conducted us in, when we were agreeably sur-
prised to find a clean but homely cloth spread
upon a board between two beds, which served us
for chairs, upon which was placed a collation of
cream, eggs, new-milk, cheese, oat-cakes, and
several bottles of the fine old Lisbon wine we had
before so much relished. Here we entered into
conversation upon the manners and customs of the
Hebrides. I expressed an expectation, that some
future day, however remote from the period of my
own life, would find the natives of the western
islands a great and powerful people, flourishing
more in the arts of peace than during the most
glorious annals of their warlike ages, when the
clans lived at perpetual enmity with each other,
andevery Highlander considered the instrument of
death as a necessary portion of his dress, and his
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protection during the suspicious moments of a
doubtful and short repose ; that foreign commerce
would succeed domestic broils, and the scythe, the
plough-share, the loom, and the fishing-net, suc-
ceed to the dirk, the lochaber-axe, the claymore,*
and the target.

" ' That period would not be so remote as per-
haps you imagine,' saidMr. Maclean, 'if there were
less truth in the axiom admitted by Dr. Johnson,
that good cannot be complete, it can only be predomi-
nant.^ A slight alteration in the excise laws,
respecting the article of salt, would produce a very
rapid change in favour of the Highlanders. For
want of this necessary article, some hundreds of
them, during the present year, will be compelled
to manure their lands with the fish they have
taken; if they were permitted to manufacture it
themselves, all Europe might be supplied from
these islands, with the fish they would be enabled
to cure. But, as the law now stands, the natives
are constantly in perplexity and distress. If salt
is to be had, the regulations respecting it are so
complicated, that none of them understand them;
by which means they are continually involving
themselves in law-suits and difficulties. Add to

* " The claymore was a large two-handed sword, many of
which are still preserved by the chieftains, of an enormous
size."

t Tour to Heb. p. 208.
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this, the great distance to which they are obliged
to go, in order to procure the salt; the expense
attending which, together with the trouble, and
the danger of trusting their crazy boats to the
uncertainty of the seas, discourages them from
attempting to cure their fish, and checks the pro-
gress of industry. The nearest custom-house to
the island of Rum is Tobermorey. When they
arrive there, they are under the necessity of enter-
ing into a bond with regard to the salt they pur-
chase, and make oath, under heavy penalties, that
every grain of salt they take home, is to be alto-
gether and entirely appropriated to the curing of
fish. When the operation of curing the fish is
completed, if a single gallon of the salt remains,
they must make another voyage to the custom-
house, with the salt and the fish they have cured;
display both before the officers of the customs, and
take up their bond. But if any part of the salt
thus purchased is found afterward in their houses,
they become immediately subject to penalties,
sufficiently burdensome to ruin them entirely, or
effectually to put a stop to their future industry.
If the year prove unfavourable, and a scarcity of
salt prevail, as is the case at present, they are not
only deprived of the means of pursuing their fish-
ing to advantage, but even deprived of sustenance
for their families during the winter; although Pro-
vidence has blessed their shores with every neces-
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sary, even to abundance, and the power of pre-
serving the plenty thus bestowed is constantly
within their view.'

" Our repast being ended, I mentioned my in-
tention of climbing to the heights of Oreval, the
mountain which encircled us on all sides, to ascer-
tain the productions and composition of the moun-

tain itself, as well as to determine whether the
other hills of Rum, which lay behind on the south-
eastern side of it, were distinguished by appear-
ances equally remarkable. Mr. Maclean, and the
two young Highlanders, sons of his brother's tenant
beforementioned, accompanied me. It was to-
wards evening, and the beautiful effect ofvthe set-
ting sun, in an atmosphere at that time perfectly
clear, gave us an opportunity of seeing all the sur-
rounding scenery to great advantage.

" We soon found ourselves in the centre of the
crater of Oreval. That it had once been a volcano
of very considerable importance was beyond a

doubt. Whether its influence, in the era of its
terrors, was characterized by creation or destruc-
tion, I leave to the determination of others. The
bottom of the crater, like that of most extinct vol-
canoes, was occupied by a pool of water, sur-

rounded by a morass. All the interior parts of
the crater itself, that is to say, its sides diverging
towards the pool, were destitute of any sort of
vegetation, and consisted of loose, incoherent mat-
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ter, which lav in strata one over the other, and
occasionally, being detached by rain, had fallen
towards the bottom.

" Near the bottom of this crater, Mr. Maclean
shewed me the remains of the snare used for
taking the red deer, at a time when they were

exceedingly numerous upon this island. About
ten years ago, they became perfectly extinct in
Rum. The natives themselves destroyed several
of them; but the principal cause of their extirpa-
tion must be attributed to the eagles, who de-
voured not only the young, but the old ones them-
selves. One would think it incredible, that an

eagle should venture to attack so large an animal
as the stag of the great red deer. The mode in
which the natives account for it is, that the eagles
plunged upon the head of the intended prey, and
fastened between his horns. This drove the stag
to madness, and he would speedily rush headlong
down a precipice; when the eagle disengaging
himself during the fall, would return at leisure to
mangle the carcase of the expiring victim.

" The mode in which these snares were con-
structed is this; a wall or rampart of stones was
erected along the side of the mountain, flanking a
considerable part of it near its basis; at either
extremity of which a pit was formed, concealed by
a circumference of the same stones which formed
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the rampart. In this pit the hunter stationed him-
selfwith his gun. A number of people were then
employed to alarm the deer, who instantly taking
to the mountain, and meeting with the wall, ran
along the side of it till they came to the pit, in
which the sentinels were posted, who easily
selected one of them as they passed, and levelled
him with his musket.

'• Mr. M. remaining in the crater with his gun to
seek for game among the heath and morass, I con-

tinued my journey towards the summit. In my
way up, among the loose stones near the top,
those beautiful birds the ptarmigans came so near
me, andappeared so little alarmed at my intrusion,
that I nearly took one of them with my hands. It
appeared of a fine glossy dark colour, almost black,
with a beautiful ring of the purest white round its
neck. They change their colour with every season
of the year; and are seen alternately brown, grey,
and white. Its most usual appearance is that of a

dusky brown, like moor fowls; as the autumn
draws to a close it becomes grey, and in the winter
it is perfectly white. It never appears in the
lower region, but almost always inhabits the tops
of the high mountains, living in the cavities of
loose stones or rocks, preferring always a situation
the most solitary and desolate, and destitute of
verdure.
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" The boundless horizon opened before me as I
approached the summit.* Looking over Sandy
and Canna, to the north-west, I beheld a vastrange
of islands, extending upon the smooth expanse of
the ocean, which at this moment appeared per-
fectly calm, and like a prodigious plate of glass,
infinite in its dimensions. Upon this polished
surface, I beheld, at one view, the whole islands
of Canna, Sandy, Sky, with the more distant
shores of Bernera, Mingalla, Pabba, Sandera,
Waterra, Barra, Hellesay, Giga, Iriskay, South
Uist, Benbecula, North Uist, and I believe Harris;
but the high lands of Sky intercepting the pros-
pect to the north, and entirely concealing the
Lewis, mightpossibly interrupt the view of Harris
land; although, from the information I afterward
received, as well as from my own observations, I
think the Sound of Harris, with the south part of
Lewis, in the neighbourhood of Loch Lodwal, and
Finnis Bay, is visible from the summit of Oreval.
Turning towards the south, I next beheld the
islands of Col and Tirey, the Point of Ardnamur-
chan, the Isle of Mull, the Treshannish Isles with
the Dutchman's Cap, Staffa, and Icolmkill, beyond
which, the tract of ocean spread without an inter-

* The height of Oreval is estimated by Macculloch at
1798 feet. A mountain on the eastern side of the island,
called Ben More, is computed by him to be 500 feet
higher.
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vening object, till it seemed to melt in air, and
mingle with the clouds.

" A remarkable appearance peculiar to pros-
pects from such exalted eminences, was at this
time singularly beautiful. Beyond Canna and the
Sandy Isles, a bright range of clouds extended
like a wall across the sea, over which appeared the
westernmost range of the Hebrides; so that Barra,
and the Uist islands, with Benbecula, appeared
above the clouds. I remember once being with a
party of English ladies upon Mount Vesuvius,
when the Isle of Caprea was displayed in the
same manner, and one of our party, who probably
had never witnessed a spectacle of the same na-
ture, and was not remarkable for the brightness of
her observations upon more trivial occasions, was
so struck with its singularity, that she exclaimed,
' Look! for God's sake, look! there's an island in
heaven!'

" While I was thus employed upon the broad
and bleak top of this mountain, which consists
entirely of loose fragments of stone, destitute of
any other verdure than a few patches of moss, I
heard behind me a low, plaintive, and repeated
whistle, which, upon looking round, I perceived
to originate in a flight of plovers, which had settled
close to me among the stones. They were so
tame as to admit of my approaching almost near
enough to put my hat over one of them, who
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taking the alarm, the whole body were again in
motion, and flying down the mountain, were soon
intercepted by Mr. Maclean, the report of whose
gun I heard at intervals afterward, during the time
I remained there. As soon as I descended from
the heights, our guide conducted me to a re-

markable spring, which gushed from a natural
basin, near the foot of the mountain, throwing out
a quantity of the clearest water, almost equally
copious to that of Holywell, in North Wales. It
soon found a passage to the sea, much augmented
by various tributary streams, which it met with in
its progress.

" This island has been hitherto little visited,
and is therefore little known. Travellers who
have been there, generally approach by Loch
Seresort to Kinloch, by which means they lose an
opportunity of seeing the most western side of the
island, by far the most interesting, and offering a
treasure to the notice of the naturalist, which I
trust will in future be less neglected. In vain may
travellers expect to derive any information respect-
ing Hebridean curiosities from the natives. They
ought to be well acquainted with the proper
objects of inquiry before they visit any place.
The inhabitants constantly accustomed to the sight
of objects which are novelties to strangers, are as
ignorant of any thing in them worth a traveller's
attention, as they are of the real nature of the
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objects themselves. Hitherto these objects have
been little known, and therefore could not be
pointed out; but every day they are brought
more and more to light, which gives me reason to
suppose the island of Rum will one day be consi-
dered, if not the most remarkable of the Hebrides,
at least a very important field of inquiry.

H The Solan geese hovered round the boat at our
return, raising themselves to a great height in the
air, andthen plunging into the sea. What is remark-
able, we observed that they always rise out of the
water with a spring, which shews that they form
a curve in diving, as they dash in with great vio-
lence, causing the sea to rise in a foam as they
enter, and then spring out again.

" The next morning I dedicated my attention
entirely to Canna. Mr. M. introduced me to a
Mr. Macneil, who resides there, and whoconducted
me during this and the following morning over the
island. The basaltic pillars, of which the greatest
part of Canna is composed, rise in ranges one
above the other. I measured the height of the
columns in the lower range, and found them to be
twenty-two feet above the surface of the earth;
but it is impossible to ascertain how deep they
may extend below the surface. There were others
in the groups above, still higher, but they were
not so easy to be measured. These pillars exactly
resemble those of Staffa and the Giant's Causeway.
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There is no other difference, than that their sides
and angles have suffered more from exposure to

the air, and are not so nicely determined; but the
intersections of the pillars, and the form of them,
are precisely the same. The Hysheer rock, about
ten miles from this place, is composed of a group
of basaltic pillars rising out of the sea, in which
the angular appearance is more nicely determined.
The pillars there are also smaller than those of
Canna. The stones which compose the columns
are mostly pentagons. I measured the diameter
of the largest stone I could find, and it was three
feet in every direction; in thickness thirteen inches.

" Mr. Macneil next conducted me to the castle
on the side. We entered the old gateway. The
original ascent to the interior part, after passing
the gateway, was by natural steps of natural
basaltic pillars, lying obliquely, over which the
arched passage of the ancient porch was built.
This castle was formerly used as a prison for the
wife of Macdonald, of Clanranald, to secure her
from the addresses of Macneil, an ancient laird of
Barra. The lady, however, found means to effect
her escape and joinher lover; for one night, having
sewed together her blankets, she let herself down
and fled.

" The castle has been built on the summit of a
small promontory, formed by a lofty range of
basaltic columns. I went round to the north-
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western side of it, and beheld pillars inclining in
all directions; some standing vertically, others
bending like the curved columns of Staffa; but
with still greater variety. Some lay horizontally;
others again were placed with their sides parallel
to the earth, but their two extremities raised.

" The contemplation of these pillars, at once
determined the absurdity of attributing the bend-
ing pillars of Staffa to the weight of the incumbent
earth. We found at Canna the straightest columns,
where there was the greatest pressure of superin-
cumbent matter; and curves of all forms and in-
clinations, in pillars that appeared to have sup-
ported no weight whatever. The most remarkable
appearance of this kind is below the castle. The
pillars here diverged in radii from a common
centre, but instead of meeting at one point, they
surrounded an orb of horizontal pillars; offering
thus altogether a rude representation of the sun,
with his beams of glory darting in every direction.

" Crossing the sand at low water, from this
castle to a small island near it, we were shewn the
trunk of a large tree, with some of its branches,
lying thirty feet below the surface. It was dis-
covered about six years ago by the accidental
falling of a part of the cliff; it is reduced to perfect
charcoal, and burns freely when put to the fire.
Canna, at this time, is destitute even of a goose-
berry-bush. What revolutions must have taken
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place, since trees of such magnitude flourished
there ? By removing some of the surrounding
matter, I discovered the traces of another piece of
timber farther in the cliff. Probably a forest may
have been overwhelmed; for if we may judge
by the magnitude of the tree lying there, these
islands were once in a very different state. Ido
not believe there is a piece of timber, half
the size of what we saw buried, in all the Western
Islands.

" My next journey was to the Magnetic Moun-
tain, or as the sailors call it Compass-hill. Our
ascent to it was over a beautiful pasture of clover
and fine grass, growing naturally on the island,
and never requiring the aid of manure. I reached
the summit of this mountain, with the compass
from our vessel in my hand, walking slowly, in
order to note the alteration. My approach was
on the north side. As I came near the summit, I
observed the needle beginning to veer towards the
west. Immediately I placed the compass on the
ground, and almost as rapidly it stood six points
from the north, or west-north-west.* Within these

* This disturbance of the magnetic needle occurs in all
basaltic countries. Dr. Macculloch, speaking of the Compass-
hill, says,

" This circumstance is equally remarkable in most of the ba-
saltic countries which I have examined; nor is it here peculiar
to the Compass-hill, since it also occurs in many other parts of
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few years, a rock, having the same remarkable
property of altering the direction of the compass,
was discovered at the north-west side of the har-
bour of Canna. The discovery was made by some
sailors passing round it in a boat, with a magnetic
needle, which they intended to have taken up the
hill. Stopping opposite this rock, by accident,
one of them observed the needle pointing directly
towards the south. We made an experiment with
the same success. 1 tried several experiments
with stones from the hill, and fragments of the
rock in the harbour below, but never could find
any of them that would eifect the slightest change
in the direction of the compass.

" The inhabitants of Canna, like those of the
neighbouring islands, are chiefly occupied in the
manufacture of kelp. Cattle and kelp constitute,
in fact, the chief objects of commerce in the
Hebrides. The first toast usually given on all
festive occasions is—'a high price to kelp and
cattle.' In this, every islander is interested, and
it is always drunk with evident symptoms of sin-
cerity. The discovery of manufacturing kelp has
effected a great change among the people; whether

the island. The influence is occasionally limited to a space of
three or four feet, but is also sometimes extended to distances
much more considerable, so as to produce a decided effect on
the variation of the needle." Macculloch, v. i, p. 460.—E.
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for their advantage or not, is a question not yet
decided. I was informed in Canna, that if kelp
keeps its present price, Mr. Macdonald, of Clan-
ranald, will make 6000/. sterling by his kelp, and
Lord Macdonald no less a sum than 10,000/.

" But the neglect of tillage, which is universally
experienced since this discovery was made, is al-
ready sensibly felt; and promises to overbalance
the good which is derived from it. The lands lie
neglected, and without manure: and if naked rocks
are to succeed corn fields, and the labourers desert
the pursuits of husbandry to gather sea-weed, the
profits arisingfrom kelp to individuals, will ill repay
the loss occasioned to the community at large, by
the defect of those necessaries they are accustomed
to derive from their lands.

" The best kelp is usually supposed to be that
which is manufactured in the island of Barra. Mr.
Macneil, the laird of that island, informed me he
got last year twelve guineas a ton for his kelp.
The rainy season has this year damaged vast
quantities of that which he is preparing, notwith-
standing which, as far as I could learn, he will be
enabled to send 300 tons to the Liverpool markets.
The great scarcity of barilla, arising from the war
with Spain, has considerably augmented the spe-
culations of all the Western islanders, with regard
to their kelp, which is expected to bear a very
high price.
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" The manufacture of kelp is conducted by the
following process :—*

" The sea-weed, is first collected and dried.
The usual mode is to cut a portion of kelp an-
nually from the rocks, taking it from the same
place only once in three years. After the kelp
has been dried, it is placed in a kiln prepared for
the purpose, of stones loosely piled together, and
burned. After it is consumed, and the fire is to
be extinguished, a long pole pointed with iron is
plunged into it, and it is stirred about; the result
of the burning being, by this time, a thick glutinous
liquid, which runs from the kelp in burning. As
soon as this liquid cools, it hardens, and the ope-
ration is at an end. It is then shipped off to
market. The usual expense of manufacturingkelp,
is about two guineas a ton for the labour; if it is
sold on the shore, which is generally the case, and
estimating the kelp only at eight guineas a ton,
the proprietor clears six.

" The harbour of Canna is the most beautiful in
all the Hebrides. It is small, but safe and com-
modious; and the scenery around it is not surpassed
by any thing of the same nature in Europe, the
bay of Naples only excepted.

"We sailed from Canna on the 27th of July,
and at daylight next morning, found ourselves in
a thick fog, so carried by the tide out of our course,
that no man on board could discover where we
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were; although we lay close to the land. Mr.
Maclean, at last, discovered Ribbeter castle,* at
the entrance to the sound of Barra, by which
means we discovered ourselves to be close under
the land of South Uist. We made directly for
Barra, and entering the sound towards evening
were landed at Kilbar, and conducted by Mr.
Maclean to the Laird's house. Mr. Macneil, who,
by way of eminence, is distinguished over the
Hebrides by the appellation of the Great Macneil
of Barra, came out to meet us. I found him with
his family, at this period of the year, burning large
fires in all their rooms; so perfectly unlike sum-
mer was the appearance of the climate. We were
received with that hearty welcome and hospitality
so peculiar to the Western Isles. Beds were pre-
pared for our reception, and every attention shewn
that could possibly mark the native characteristic
of our host. The family were just preparing to
dine, and we sat down to as magnificent a repast,
as could be furnished in the first British houses,
with all the preparation and ceremonial arrange-
ment necessary for expected guests.

" Trifling circumstances are sometimes striking
indications of national varieties. I was a good

* " The Weaver's Castle. It is not known why it was so
called. Some think from a weaver who had been imprisoned
.here."
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deal struck with seeing raw carrots handed about
in an elegant bowl of sallad, and a beautiful woman
taking a very large one out with her delicate fin-
gers, and gnawing it, as an article of luxury. Pears
were also brought to eat with cheese: a mode of
diet perhaps common to many, but itwas perfectly
new to me. When we retired from table to join
the ladies in the drawing-room, we found the
younger branches of the family without shoes or
stockings, and a tall boy, nine years of age, very
smartly dressed, who did the honours of his
mother's table bare-footed. Such is the mode
in which the Scottish children are brought up,
and inured to all the changes of heat and cold.
They run about in the open air, as soon as they
walk, with bare feet, in the wet, or upon cold
pavements of stone, without any hats, or covering
for their heads: and the consequence is they are
all healthy, strong, and well shaped. How absurd
is the custom in England of wrapping up a child,
as if the slightest breath of air, would endanger its
life. After all our care, we shall never produce
such a number of handsome women as Scotland,
nor sons so sturdy as the Western Islands.

" In addressing Mr. Macneil, or any of the
Highland lairds, it is not polite to call him by his
surname, or to add the appellation of Mr., but to
call him by the name of the Island or place at
which he resides. I observed that every body in
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company with the Laird of Barra, even his ser-
vants who spoke to him, said simply Barra, with-
out any other addition. A singular custom is
related of Barra's ancestors. It was usual in
remoter periods, when the family had dined, for a

herald to sound a horn from the tower ofthe castle,
and make the following proclamation, in the Gaelic
language, ' Hear, O ye people! and listen, Oye
nations! The great Macneil, of Barra, having
finished his dinner, all the Princes of the Earth
have liberty to dine T

" The present Laird has travelled over various
parts of Europe; is a man of very polished man-
ners, easy in his address, affable in his behaviour,
benevolent to his tenants, and popular among the
neighbouring clans. Having spent the early part
of his life at a distance from the residence of his
ancestors; he has now married, and lives upon his
paternal estate, devoting his time to the cultivation
ofhis lands, the improvement of his estate, and the
care of his family and his tenants. The morning
after our arrival, he conducted me to different
parts of the island."

" I was sleeping in the house of the Laird of
Barra, on the morning of the 30th of July, when
Mr. Maclean entered my room hastily, and waked
me, with the pleasing intelligence that Mr. Ritchy
was on shore, and begged we would go on board
without delay, as the wind was favourable for St.
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Kilda, and the weather extremely fine. Our long
concerted project was now likely to take place,
after innumerable difficulties, some real and others
imaginary, which had been artfully opposed to in-
terrupt it. Not one of our crew ever saw St.
Kilda, or had ever been near it.

"We lost no time in getting on board. The
Laird of Barra, with two of his men, undertook to
pilot us out of the sound, and he shortly after left
us safe in the Atlantic ocean. We had not been
above an hour at sea, before land was made from
the topmast head, which proved to be the islands
of St. Kilda and Borera, bearing due north from
the sound of Barra. St. Kilda is erroneously laid
down in Mackenzie's charts. He states it to be
north-north-west, and as we steered accordingly,
we should have been carried much out of our
course, if the weather had not proved remarkably
clear. It is always deemed a forerunner of bad
weather in Wales, when the eye is able to com-
mand very distant objects at sea; and so it proved,
for soon after a thick fog surrounded us, attended
by squalls and a very heavy rolling sea. Our
bowsprit frequently struck with great violence
into the waves, and we were apprehensive the
main-mast would go by the board, as we had
a very heavy boom, and our tackling was a little
the worse for wear.

"About one o'clock, the men in the forecastle
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descried the land of St. Kilda, through the mist,
and our mate laid the vessel to. Morning came,
without offering any hope of a favourable change.
Nothing could equal our anxiety, to see the im-
mense rocks of the island, rising above our top-
mast, within a quarter of a mile, and not to be able
to land. So great was my eagerness to see the
Island, that I petitioned in vain for the boat, to
make an endeavour to land, but the surf was
alleged as offering an impassable barrier. I could
willingly have cast myself into the sea, and swam
on shore, if I thought the most distant hope
remained of securing a landing after the expe-
riment.

" The magnificence of the stupendous cliffs
about the island astonished every one. Mountains
of rocks lay one within the other, as if defending
each other with a vast artificial wall. Sometimes
they shot up perpendicular to a prodigious height;
at others they lay in various fantastic forms, piled
against each other.

" After some time the mist gradually dispersed
round the lower part of the cliffs, and we observed
something like a sound, leading through a narrow
chasm in the cliff to that part of the island, where
we supposed the bay of St. Kilda to be situated.
Upon this, I petitioned Mr. Ritchy to order out
the long boat, as we might at least venture to
explore the sound. He accompanied us with six
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stout rowers, and we entered the sound between
two stupendous mountains, which appeared to
have cracked asunder, and in whose sides wide
caves opened their craggy mouths: while all within
was dark and horrible, and no sound heard but the
breaking of the sea, or the screaming of the sea
fowl, who had there deposited their young.

" Here Mr. Ritchy shot a fulmar, the first we
had seen, which fell into the sea, and created
a partial calm all around him, by the quantity of
oil he ejected from his mouth. We now made an
attempt to land, but in vain, upon a part of the
cliff that sloped more gradually from the heights
above, and from which I thought it might be pos-
sible to effect a passage to their summits, and from
thence to the interior part of the island. Our
veteran mate appeared here to be seized with a fit
of determined resolution that surprised us all; for
looking forward, and perceiving that the surfof the
bay broke over the rocks into the sound, he called
out ' hurra!' to the men, and bade them pull
stoutly towards it. I was stationed in the prow, and
desired to keep a look out for the rocks, which oc-
casionally disclosed their angry visages among the
breakers. The scene was formidable. The waters
appeared to have no regular bed whatever, some-
times boiling on one side, they left the other bare
with naked rock ; at other times rising in front, as
if determined to overwhelm us, they formed a
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rampart of foam, which descending with a noise
like the loudest thunder, lifted us suddenly to
a height, that made the boldest tremble. The
rocks seemed now to shut us in entirely; our boat
was tossed like a feather among them; I could see
no passage whatever to the bay, but the men
giving repeated shouts to animate each other, with
a violent struggle at last surmounted them all.

" We now entered the bay of St. Kilda, formed
by a small projection of its northern extremity, and
a lofty insulated wall of enormous rocks, separated
only from the island by the sound through which
we passed. The reader will perhaps imagine what
my emotions were, as I approached the shore, and
beheld the littlecolony of St. Kilda, situated about
a quarter of a mile above us. The sides of the
high mountains, which on all sides surround it,
slope gradually towards their smoking settlement
as to a centre, and shelter it from all winds, except
the south-east, which at that time blew violently
into the mouth of the bay, and rendered it impos-
siblefor any vessel to enter, or remain there.

" Our eagerness to land was now generally felt.
As our boat drew nearer to the shore, we per-
ceived the natives in great confusion, some run-
ning towards the hills, others on the tops of their
huts, pointing with great earnestness towards the
boat. We had stolen unperceived upon them from
the sound; as the mist had concealed the approach
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of the cutter, and she then lay behind the island.
If she had sailed into the bay, not a man of them
would haveremained; for so great is their dread of
strangers, that they betake themselves upon these
occasions to the hills. We saw their two boats
drawn up on the shore; and attempted to land at
the same place, but were prevented by the surf.
At this moment I rose in the boat, and waved my
cap to invite them down; several of our crew did
the same, and instantly they were all again in mo-
tion, running in a body to the shore. We asked
by signs where to land, and they beckoned to a
different part of the bay, where running our boat
upon the rock, and casting out a rope, it was in-
stantly hauled out of the water.
"I shook hands with all of them, and began to

distribute my little parcels of tobacco and snuff,
when we were agreeably surprised to hear one of
them, a good-looking young man, address me in
broken English. He was pale, almost breathless
with apprehension, asking repeatedly, "Whence
come ye?—what brought ye to our island?' I
explained that we were English and Scotch gen-
tlemen, all friends to the St. Kildians, coming
without any hostile intention merely to see their
island. ' Oh, God bless you !' said the young man,
' come! come along!—will you eat ?—will you
drink?—you shall have what you will of our
island.' Some of them, more advanced in years,
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desired our young friend, in Gaelic, to ask how we
knew the name of the island to be St. Kilda. I
replied that books gave us this information.
1 Books!' said the young man, c what books ?we
have no books; is our island told in books ?' I
replied that Martin and Macaulay had described
it. ' Oh, Macaulay! we know him very well—he
came to see us.'

"As we proceeded towards the huts, I inquired
how he learned English. ' Our minister taught me.'
Have you then a minister ? ' Oh, yes! Macleod is
our minister; here he comes.' They all eagerly in-
quired, if it was peace or war. The minister, who
was only distinguished from the other natives by
wearing a hat, instead of a bonnet, or cap of wool,
seemed full as much alarmed as the rest, and
hastily inquired who we were, and whence from ?

Being informed, he told us a general panic had
seized the people, who took us at first for French
or Spaniards. And what induced them to expect
either ofthose nations at St. Kilda? said I. 'Oh,
it is a whim the steward puts into their heads, sir,'
said he, ' to prevent them from going to the Long
Island, as they might then enlist for soldiers, and
he would lose his tenants; but he need not fear
this, for they are too much attached to the island
to leave it. But I was myself,' continued he,
' a little alarmed, thinking you might probably
belong to some privateer/
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" Matters were now becoming a little more
composed. The women gathered round us, with
evident looks of distrust and terror. Mr. Macleod
conducted me, at my request, into several of their
huts, but they reproved him loudly in Gaelic,
saying, as he informed me—' You are shewing
them where we sleep, that they may know where
to find us in the night time; when they will come
and kill us all V At this moment, one of our party
indiscreetly fired a gun at one of the Solan geese,
which hovered over their huts: instantly a universal
scream broke forth from all the women; the men
all surrounded their minister; and a general alarm
once more prevailed, which was not easily dis-
pelled. Not one of them would permit me to enter
a hut afterward, till all the rest were gone off to
the cutter.

" We all adjourned to the hut of the minister,
Which differed from the rest only in having two
chairs, and a couple of bedsteads, and a bare earth
floor, instead of a covering of peat ashes and heath.
His wife and mother were introduced to us, who
with himself and three small children, resided in
that wretched abode. It is true he might be
called king of the island in the absence of the
tacksman, but his throne is the throne ofwretched-
ness, and misery his court. His father preceded
him in the office of minister to St. Kilda, which he
held during sixteen years. The present minister
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has been with them ten, and it is from his in-
structions that two or three of the inhabitants
have derived a slight knowledge of English.

"We now settled our plans for the day. It
was determined that I should remain on the
island, and that the rest of the party would wait
with the cutter as long as the weather would pos-
sibly admit. They all went off in the boat, and
the natives gathered round me in a crowd, seem-
ing highly delighted, that I remained among
them alone, and with no other object than cu-
riosity. I was now admitted freely into all their
huts, and having distributed the remainder of my
stock of tobacco, received a general welcomefrom
them all, and an assurance that they would go
with me where I pleased, and that I might take
any thing I could carry from the island.

" The construction of their dwelling-houses dif-
fers from that of all the Western Islands. They
consist of a pile of stones without cement, raised
about three or four feet from the ground, forming
a small oblong enclosure, over which is raised a
covering of straw, bound together with transverse
ropes of bent. It is difficult at first entering
these huts, which will not admit a man without
stooping, to discover any object within them, from
the great quantity of smoke with which they are
constantly filled. The natives are not anxious to
be free from it, as it adds to the warmth of the
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hut, and long custom has rendered so unpleasant
an atmosphere habitual, if not requisite. They
have no hole in the roof by which it may escape ;

but as it is impossible to bear the collected fumes
of their peat fires, without getting rid of some of
it, they make two small holes in the sides of their
huts, opposite to each other, about seven inches
in diameter, one of which is open and the other
closed, as the wind happens to blow. The fire is
of peat, and place 4in the middle, over which is
suspended the vessel, in which they make their
fulmar broth, the prevailing and almost only diet
they have, except the carcases and eggs of Solan
geese, and a few other birds, with sometimes fish;
but the fulmar seemed the principal food when we
were there. This will appear remarkable, when
it is known that they have plenty of sheep and
cows, and grain enough for them all upon the
island, not a portion of which they are permitted
to use. The ashes of their peat fires are carefully
spread over the floor of their huts, mixed with a
little water, and covered with heath, all which is
trodden together and preserved for manure; not,
as has been supposed, to cultivate lands for their
own use; but to feed the rapacious avarice of
distant tacksmen, who have nothing more to do
with their island, than to visit it once or twice a
year to plunder the inhabitants of every thing they
possess.
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il Round the walls oftheir huts, are one or more
small arched apertures, according to the number of
the family, leading to a vault like an oven, arched
with stone, and defended strongly from the incle-
mency of the weather; in this they sleep. I crawled
on all-fours, with a lamp, into one of these, and
found the bottom covered with heath; in this, I was
informed, four persons slept. There is not sufficient
space in them for a tall man to sit upright, though
the dimensions of these vaulted dormitories varied
in every hut, according to the number it was re-
quired to contain, or the industry of the owners.
From the roof of their huts were suspended the
various implements of husbandry, or bird-catching,
the ropes by which they descend the precipices,
their rods, and hair springs for taking Ailsa cocks,
&c. Among other things, they shewed me large
bunches of long bladders, containing a very pre-
cious oil, which they take from the fulmar, and
preserve in the gorge or stomach of the Solan
geese. It serves them to supply their lamps; and
as a medicine, is inestimable; for, according to
their account of it, and even from Mr. Macleod's
information, it is a sovereign remedy for the
rheumatism, sprains, swellings, and various other
evils. Mr. M. told me, it was very efficacious as
an anti-rheumatic, but the strong smell of it fre-
quently prevented him from using it. All the
natives smell of this oil, and the effluvia affects
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a stranger's olfactory nerves so sensibly upon
entering their little town, that being ignorant
of the real cause, he supposes it to originate in
the inordinate filth of the inhabitants.

" Every native of St. Kilda possesses, at least,
one dog; some of them have three or four, who
follow them to the cliffs, and are useful in taking
their birds. They are chiefly of the breed called
the Highland terrier, a small rough hardy race,
with long backs, very short legs, black hair mixed
with grey, tan-coloured visages, and erect ears.
They destroy otters, and creep into the burrows of
the Ailsa cocks, who live in holes under ground
like rabbits. There were also several of the
Pomeranian kind, with thick curling tails, and
very like the sheep dogs used in the mountains of
Savoy.

" I saw none of the causeways mentioned as
forming what they term a street, between their
huts. The huts are built without the least atten-
tion to regularity, not fronting each other, but
standing in all directions. The passages between
them were almostknee-deep in mud when we were
there, into which a few large unshapcn stones, at
various distances from each other, and of different
sizes, had been carelessly thrown, to keep their
feet out of the mire. But this was not always
possible; and I am not certain whether it was
a work of art, or the casual fall of the stones from
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the hills above. Sometimes round a particular hut,
a narrow rampart was raised above the mud, which
probably may have given rise to the description
before alluded to.

" The people of St. Kilda make two meals a day.
One at twelve o'clock which forms their dinner,
and a sort of supper at nine. They never eat
breakfast. At their first and principal meal, a
single fulmar made into broth, with a species
of sea-weed they call sloke (the same name is
given to the same weed in the other islands, and I
believe it is what we meet with at English tables
under the appellation of layer), is the whole of their
food for a whole family, consisting upon an average
of five or six persons. I could not learn why this
scarcity should prevail, as they might have birds
whenever they pleased to take them; but I believe
it is a rule in the community, that the overplus
may be saved for their winter provision. On the
hills above their houses, reaching to the very sum-
mits, and along the edges of the precipices, are
several round buildings of loose stones, arched
over, and about four or five feet high, in which
they dry their peat. The constant mists which
prevail upon the island, would prevent them from
being able to dry their peat if it were not for these
covered reservoirs. But another principal use to
which they are appropriated, is the preservation
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of the eggs and carcases of Solan geese against the
winter, which are here deposited in peat ashes.
But they are not so anxious as they formerly were
to take the eggs of these birds, as the tacksman
exacts a great part of their rent in feathers, which
makes it necessary for them to secure as many of
the geese themselves as they can.

" The inhabitants of St. Kilda consist of about
one hundred persons, men, women, and children.
They are divided into twenty-two families, each
family upon an average consisting of five or six
persons. The St. Kildians are not filthy in their
persons, as has been often imagined; if it was not
for the smell of the fulmar oil, which they always
carry about them, there would be nothing disagree-
able in them. They are generally better clothed
than the lower orders of people in the north of
Scotland, that is to say, they do not go in rags.
Several of them wore shoes, which surprised
us, and a kind of long plaid pantaloons, which
descended over their feet; this is their most
ancient dress. John, the giant of Col, held up his
pantaloons, when dying, and asked the priest, if a
man who filled them need fear the devil ? Their
cloth is of their own manufacture, and generally
striped woollen. They wear bonnets or caps ; the
bonnets resemble the rest of those worn in Scot-
land ; the caps are oftheir own making, dyed black
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of sheep skin, edged with black wool. These latter
are very handsome, and full as good as any of those
made in London of the same form for the army.

" They are remarkable for the beauty of their
teeth. I did not see a single instance of a St.
Kildian with bad teeth, and many of them had the
most pearly whiteness, as even as possible. Their
faces are somewhat pale, owing to continual resi-
dence in smoke, but their skins are fair and pure,
and free from cutaneous eruption. I attribute this
to their not eating any salted provisions. They
salt neither bird nor fish, nor ever use it in their
meals. They are generally short and stout made;
I saw no tall persons on the island.

" They use the quern, as in the rest of the He-
brides, to grind oatmeal for their tax, and to
manufacture snuff from the leaves of tobacco.
Into their snuff they infuse a little aniseed, which
gives it a very pleasant flavour. Their snuff-boxes
or snuff-mills,* as they are called in Scotland, are
formed simply of a cow's horn, stopped at the
large end, and a small piece cut off to let out the

* From the use of this appellation, I suspected a clue was
offered to discover an ancient custom in taking snuff, like the
Alpine Shepherds. The inquiry was successful; several old in-
habitants, in different parts of Scotland, assured me they recol-
lected machines in general use, which, like a nutmeg grater,
made the snuff as often as a pinch was required, and which were
the only snuff-boxes used. This custom now prevails in the
Alps. Hence the appellation snuff-mills applied to snuff-boxes,"
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snuff, at the point, in which they fix a piece of
leather.

" It will be readily supposed that I neglected
no inquiryrespecting theremarkable circumstances
which are related both by Martin and Macaulay,
and reported all over the Western Islands, with
regard to a cough the natives catch whenever
strangers arrive upon their island. During the
whole time I remained among them, I endeavoured
by every possible means to ascertain the truth or
falsehood of this extraordinary tale. The minister,
Mr. Macleod, in answer to the first question I put
to him, assured me, in the most solemn manner,
that the circumstance was true. Both Mr. Maclean
and myself examined and cross-examined, both
his testimony and that of the natives themselves;
and the result of our inquiry was, that a cold or

cough, was annually communicated to all the in-
habitants of St. Kilda; not from any vessel that
might chance to arrive, but from the tacksman's
boat alone, whose casual advent was not fixed for
any stated period, but was a month sooner, or a
month later, according as the weather proved fa-
vourable or unpropitious. A vessel from Norway
visited St. Kilda this year, before the arrival of
the tacksman, the crew of which mingled with the
natives, but no cold or cough was communicated
to them. The fact appeared now more marvellous
than ever. That an effect so remarkable should
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be peculiar to the arrival of one particular boat, is
hardly to be credited. Nevertheless, the fact is
indisputable. The tacksman comes, and all the
island catch a cough: other vessels arrive, both
before and after, and no such effect is produced.
He had been gone only eight days when we
arrived, and I saw several, both young and old
afflicted with this malady to such a degree that it
had nearly proved fatal to some of them. I was
at first perfectly confounded with the evidence of
my own senses. I felt that in relating it at my
return, the tale would either become established
as a fact, no longer to be doubted, or subject me
to an imputation of the weakest credulity. I pro-
secuted my inquiry to greater extent, and with
renewed vigilance; at length the light began to
break forth, and the mystery was disclosed. I
hope I shall be able to explain the real nature of
this cough, by relating the true cause of its origin.

" The young man whom I mentioned at my
arrival upon the island, and whose attentions never
left me during the time I remained there, had
been married but a few days. They postpone
their marriages till the arrival of the steward, and
he expressed a wish that I had been present upon
the occasion. ' Then,' said he, ' you would have
seen the whole island dancing, and the whole
island drunk.' And what did you find to get drunk
with here ? ' Whiskey! the steward always brings
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whiskey, and, when he comes, we dance and sing
merrily.' And don't you dance during the rest of
the year? 'Not so much; when the steward
comes, we dance all night, and make a fine noise
altogether.'

" I applied to Mr. Macleod for farther informa-
tion upon this subject, and was told that this was
the reason of their postponing their marriages.
The arrival of the tacksman, or as they call him,
steward, is the jubilee of the year. He brings with
him spirituous liquors, and a total change of diet.
The return of this period is the only gleam of sun-
shine which cheers the long and gloomy night of
their miseries. They hail his coming, they rejoice,
they drink, they dance, their spirits are elevated,
they become heated, they expose themselves to
the humid influence of an atmosphere, constantly
impregnated with fogs; their mode of diet is
totally changed, and the consequence is very
natural, that out of twenty-two families, the great-
est part of them are afflicted with a violent cold
and cough.

" I expressed my sentiments on this subject to
their minister, but nothing could alter his opinion.
He admitted the truth of what I have stated with
regard to the arrival of the tacksman; butremained
bigotted to the old miraculous tale of the cough
being taken from the smell of fresh air, which
hangs upon the tacksman's clothes. Allowingfor a
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moment the truth of so absurd a supposition, the
tacksman, in that case, wouldnot be the onlyperson
to communicate a smell of air, foreign to the olfac-
tory nerves of the St. Kildians. The _Norway vessel,
which arrived before him, or our cutter which
came after, would produce the same effect. I have
no doubt whatever, in my own mind, respecting
the real origin of the St. Kilda cough. Whether
my readers will coincide in my opinion I know
not;* but, until I hear the circumstance otherwise
rationally accounted for, I must attribute it to the
alteration in manners andin diet, the intemperance
and riot, which take place upon the arrival of the
tacksman. It is true, many of the children in the
island wrere afflicted with the same malady; from
which I conclude, that the mothers who impru-
dently, or rather ignorantly, exposed themselves
to the night air, heated by whiskey and dancing,
exposed their children also.

" In addition to the cause I have alleged for the
St. Kilda cough, it is necessary also to mention
the great heat oftheir little huts, filled with smoke
and the fumes of peat; and when a number crowd
into one of these to conduct a bride and bride-
groom to their cell, they can have no occasion for
the influence of whiskey, to increase the violent
perspiration they are subject to, in consequence
of confined air and dancing.

" Upon this subject, I have only therefore to
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add, that of the cough itself, upon the tacksman's
arrival, there is no doubt whatever. Whether the
same may be said of the cause of it, must be left
to the decision of my readers. In every part of
Scotland where I have related this circumstance,
attending the arrival of the tacksman, they had no
doubt but the cause to which I have ascribed the
St. Kilda cough was the real and sole one. But
it had always been understood before, that any
strangers whatever who arrived there, gave a cough
to the island. In the islands of Lewis, the land of
Harris, North Uist, Benbecula, South Uist, and
Barra, it was understood that the first boat alone
which arrived gave it. I have proved that neither
of these was the case, both from the assertion of
the natives, the arrival of the ship from Norway
before the tacksman, and ours subsequent to it.
And now having sufficiently discussed the marvel-
lous St. Kilda cough, we will proceed to other
matters.

"The superstitions of St. Kilda are numerous.
It is futile to enumerate all the silly chimeras with
which credulity has filled the imaginations of a

people so little enlightened. The second sight,
however, as forming a conspicuous and peculiar
feature in the character of the western islanders,
ought not to pass unnoticed.

"The faculty of foretelling future events, by
supposed typical presentations, which involuntarily
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present themselves to the eye, is still pretended
and believed in that remote island. Even the
minister himself was not without credulity in this
respect. He introduced me to two men who were
particularly visited by these appearances. One of
them an old man of sixty, imagined occasionally he
sawone of his companions stalking before him in his
winding sheet, which vision was infallibly the fore-
runner of the death of the person so represented.
The other, a young man aged thirty-six years, had
more variety in his visions. The minister assured
me, with great solemnity, that he had foretold the
coming of the tacksman twenty days before his
arrival; by relating that he had seen his boat
under weigh, with such and such things on board.

" Both these circumstances are easily accounted
for. Among a people destitute of any medical aid,
there are certain diseases, which for want of any
other remedy than charms and incantations, in-
evitably end in death. When a native is seized
with one of these fatal visitations, the event be-
comes probable, the expectation of it is natural,
and the prediction of it not liable to error. If,
however, a prophet fails in his anticipation, it is
only to ascribe the fallacy to the immediate inter-
ference of some benignant and superintending
genius, who, in the shape of a sprite, a fairy, or a
pebble of some unusual form, effects a violation of
nature's accustomed order. In the last instance,
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where the arrival of the tacksman's boat is always
fixed for a particular period of the year, subject
only to alteration in consequence of unfavourable
weather, it would require no very penetrating
mind to discover, by the appearance of the season,
when the advent will be, with an error less re-
markable than that of twenty days from the
moment of prediction.

" I endeavoured to argue this point with Mr.
Macleod. But it is not easy, neither is the task
attended with any pleasing consequences, to root
out old prejudices by new systems of faith, espe-
cially when the advocate on the side ofreason has
numbered fewer years over his head than the advo-
catefor superstition. Their humbleand unassuming
pastor modestly declined the contest; placidly re-

minding me that former ages possessed a faculty
of this kind, which no young theorist had found
presumption to dispute: and ended with an as-
surance that in the isle of Pabba, instances of this
kind had occurred, and frequently transpired even
during the present day, which had neither been
accounted for, nor denied. I must, however, do
the minister of St. Kilda the justice to acknow-
ledge, that to general superstition he was a declared
enemy, and had neglected no means in his power
which might conduce to the happiness or improve-
ment of his people. With regard to this par-
ticular instance, his belief of second sight was not
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so much founded on any instance attached to St.
Kilda, as on some marvellous tales he had heard,
perhaps from men to whom he had looked up for
instruction, respecting the island of Pabba, with
whose inhabitants he had no intercourse, and
whose prophets he knew only by report.

"The young man who was supposed to have
predicted the arrival of the steward, was often in
my company; and generally attended by the rest
of the islanders, whom curiosity or kindness in-
duced to follow me. There was nothing re-
markable in his appearance, excepting that his
countenance was paler than the visages of his
associates, and his answers, as they were inter-
preted to me by the minister, were always intelli-
gent and rational. I requested him to let me
know his sentiments respecting my future life.
He replied, That they could only be expressed in
wishes for my happiness, which he had no doubt
would ever be the consequence of kindness to
poor people like those of his island. Of such a
nature were many replies I received from the
natives of St. Kilda, which, if not adulterated by
refinement in the medium through which they
were conveyed, bespoke a people far more intel-
ligent than I had any reason to expect.

" My inquiries after the traces of antiquity in
Borera and St. Kilda were not productive of any
information or remark worth notice. The house
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of the druids, mentioned by Martin and Macaulay,
at Borera, Mr. M. assured me had furnished them
both with a source of erroneous conjecture. He
described it merely as a Roman Catholic chapel,
used to say mass in at no very remote period. An
edifice of the same nature, but of very different
construction, stood upon the heights to the south*
of the village, to which he offered to conduct me,
and we set out, followed by all the male inha-
bitants of the island, whom age or sickness did not
confine within their huts. As we proceeded up
the hill through the little cultivated patches of
oats, barley, and potatoes, I was both annoyed
and surprised by the swarm of dogs, which, like
a pack of hounds, followed them in a body. They
were not confined to any particular breed, but
consisted of curs of all descriptions and of no de-
scription. The only determinate races were the
Pomeranian, or fox-dog, and the old Highland
terrier, which is now become scarce in the coun-
try. They are a hardy race, and differ from the
English terrier in being smaller, with short legs,
and long backs, and upright ears. They are par-
ticularly famous for killing otters, or any kind of
vermin ; and at St. Kilda, will creep over the high
precipices, jumpingfrom one protuberance of the
rock to the other, bringing to their masters, the

* Vide Martin.
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young of the Solan geese, fulmars, or any bird
they happen to meet with. I brought one of them
away with me, who was for some time as wild as

a young fox, when turned loose upon any other
shore, and very difficult to bring into subjection,
running into holes to hide himself, and terrified
with every thing he saw.

" Theremains of St. Brianan's chapel consist of
a circular pile of stones, very little larger than one
of their common huts. Among these they pointed
out a broad stone, on which the saint used to read
mass to their ancestors. But of the saint himself,
or the era in which the chapel was founded, they
had no tradition extant. From St. Brianan's chapel,
I continued my walk to the top of the hill, which
formed one side of the sort of crater I noticed on
my arrival. Continuing our walk along the island,
we at last descended among the cliffs, to the
mouth of the sound, by which we had effected an
entrance to the bay. The beautiful puffins were
sitting in prodigious numbers among the cliffs.
Solan geese and fulmars were hoveringabove, and
a variety of other aquatic fowls were riding upon
the surf in the sound below. It was in descending
one of these cliffs, I had the first opportunity of
witnessing the agility of the St. Kildians ; for when
I had shot an Ailsa cock, which hadfallen over the
precipice, one of them with astonishing intrepidity
approached the brink of it, andlettinghimself down
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from one point to another, took the wounded bird
from one of the frightful points on which it had
fallen, and speedily returned with it in his hand.

" They were as much startled with the report of
the gun, as they were surprised at the effect of it,
though it was an object by no means new to them.
But what ofall others seemed most unaccountable,
was the killing a bird as it was flying. At the
sight of this, they began to caper and dance, talk-
ing with great earnestness to one another, and
making signs as if they were shooting themselves,
looking all the while as wild as a party of Indians.
I more than ever regretted that I had not brought
a few fireworks; the sight of which lam convinced
would have been considered at St. Kilda as the
effect of magic. The materials for launching a
small balloon, or Montgolfier, were in the cutter,
but the weather was so unfavourable, and my time
so much taken up with seeing the island, that I
gave up the plan I had long concerted of sending
one from it. The minister communicated my
former intention to them, and they expressed a
vast desire to see the balloon; saying at the
same time, what a fine contrivance it would be to
take their birds from the rocks.

" We now seated ourselves upon a point of the
rock above the sound, when we observed the ves-

sel lying off, about half a league at sea, and the
long boat coming on shore with some things I had
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ordered for the inhabitants, and for my night's
lodging. It brought me a message, begging that
I would come on board, as a thick fog was coming
on, and the vessel, exposed to the heavy roll of a
dead calm, would be drifted by the tide upon the
rocks, unless she were towed more out to sea, and
that it was their wish to get away as fast as pos-
sible. On every account, I was anxious not to
leave the island at that time ; so it was agreed if
her situationbecame really dangerous, a gun should
be fired, and I would repair with expedition to the
point.

" Nothing could equal the joy of the poor na-
tives, in finding that I was determined to remain
with them. They crowded round me, all trying
who could shew the greatest attention, and would
fain have carried me, in spite of myremonstrances,
in their arms to the village, if the minister had not
interfered. We returned to the town, and it was
a melancholy spectacle to behold plenty of cows
and sheep upon the hills us we passed along, not
one of which the natives are suffered to enjoy ; al-
though their island affords them pasture, and they
are burdened with the care of them. The cows ap-
peared larger than those I had generally observed
on the Long Island; but the sheep were remarkably
small, of a black colour, wild and active.

"As soon as we reached the town, preparations
were madefor ascending the hills on the other side,
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in order to see a party of the islanders descend the
precipices, for the fulmars and other birds. Five
of these twisted round their bodies diagonally,
from the left shoulder to the right hip, the ropes
made use of upon these occasions. They are of
two kinds, made of hides, or the hair of cows' tails,
all of the same thickness. The first are the most
ancient, and still continue in the greatest esteem,
as being much stronger. The hair rope is a later
invention, and more liableto injury from the rocks.
The rope which is made of hides owes its origin
to the invention of the natives. It is formed of
various lengths, from sixteen to twenty, and thirty
fathoms. That which I brought from the island
measures three inches in circumference, which is
the size of a common man's thumb. These ropes
are madeofcows' andsheep's hides mixed together.
The hide of the sheep, after being cut in narrow
slips, is plated overwithabroader slip ofcow'shide;
thus, the cow's hide covers that of the sheep.
Two of these are afterward twisted together; so

that the rope when untwisted is found to consist
of two parts, and each of these contains a length
of sheep skin, covered with cow's hide. For the
best they had on the island, they asked thirteen
pence a fathom, which is the price they sell at
among each other. It is easy to discover a new
from an old rope, as the new ones still retain a
little of the hair, likea man's |jeard before shaving.
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In the old ropes the hair is quite worn off. One
of these ropes forms the portion of a St. Kilda
heiress, when she marries; and this custom still
prevails, though they seemed to appreciate them
at so low a price. The fact is, that although mo-
ney is now current in the island, they know very
little of the value of it; and have no other use for
it than to buy tobacco and luxuries of the tacks-
man ; for which he takes care to ask them a suf-
ficient price. Whereas the hide-rope is always
current coin, can be found no where but among
themselves; life itself depending on the possession
of it.

" Equipped with these ropes, a strong party of
the natives, and their dogs, we began to ascend
the hills. In our way, we passed several copious
springs, that gushed out of the side of the moun-
tain, pouring a great quantity of pure water down
towards the town. At length we reached the
brink of such a tremendous precipice, that accus-
tomed as I have been to regard such sights with
indifference, I dared not venture to the edge of it
alone. Two of the people held my arms, and I
looked over into what might be termed a world of
rolling mists, and contending clouds. As these oc-
casionally broke and dispersed, the ocean was dis
closed below, but at so great a depth that even the
roaring of its surf, dashing with fury against the
rocks, and rushing with a noise like thunder into
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the caverns it had formed, was unheard at this
stupendous height. The brink of the precipice
was wet and slippery, the rocks perpendicular
from their summit to their base; but what was my
astonishment to see these intrepid aeronauts, as
they might truly be called, approach, and sit upon
the extremest verge, the youngest of them creep-
ing down a little way from the top, after eggs and
Ailsa cocks, which they took in great numbers by
means of a slender pole like a fishing-rod, at the
end of which was affixed a noose of cow hair,
stiffened at one end with the feather of a Solan
goose.

" My attention was now entirely engrossed by
the adventurers, who were preparing for their
daring flight. The young man whom I have so
often noticed, was the first to launch from the
precipice. Several ropes of hide and hair were
first tied together to increase the depth of his
descent. One extremity of. these ropes, so con-
nected, was a rope of hide, and the end of it was
fastened like a girdle round his waist. The other
extremity was then let down the precipice to a
considerable depth by himself, as he stood at the
edge of it. When giving the middle of the rope to
a single man who stood near him, he began to
descend, always holding by one part of the rope
as he let himself down by the other, and supported
from falling only by the man above; who had no
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part of the rope fastened to him, but held it merely
in his hands, and sometimes supported him by one
hand alone, looking at the same time over the pre-
cipice, without any stay for his feet, and con-
versing with the young man as he descended.* In
a very short time he returned with a young fulmar
in his hand. The bird was placed on the ground,
and a small terrier being set loose at it, provoked
the bird to cast out repeatedly quantities of pure
oil, which it spit in the dog's face, every time he
approached. I held the palm of my hand below
the bird's bill, and it was soon filled with a warm
clear oil, having a very strong smell. When the
fulmar had exhausted his stock of oil, he, threw
off from his stomach a quantity of thick orange
coloured matter, like the sediment one sees at the
bottom of ajar of oil. And this they always cast
up, when the dog continues to provoke them after
their oil is gone, as if from an effort to throw out
more oil. The young man then again descended,
and was let down to the depth of sixty fathoms
Here he seized four fulmars, and with two in each

* " I know not how to give my readers a better idea of this
mode of descent, than by comparing the hands of the man above
to a simple pulley, over which the rope is thrown, so that both
the power and the weight are at the same point below; for the
person who descends, rises or falls at pleasure, by placing his
feet against the rock, and either pulling the rope which hangs
parallel to that which sustains him, or letting it slip through his
hands."
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hand, continued nevertheless to hold the rope as

he ascended, striking his foot against the rock to
throw himself out from the face of the precipice,
and returning with a bound, flew out again, caper-
ing and shouting, and playing more tricks than I
had courage to see, for I expected his love of fame
in displaying these gambols to a stranger, would
either be the means of pulling the man over who
held him up, or dash his own brains out with the
violence with which he returned from these springs,
ifthe rope did not slip through his comrade's hands,
and send him headlong to eternity.

" Four fulmars were now placed before the dogs,
several of whom attacked them, and were abso-
lutely covered with the oil they threw out. The
little terrier I brought from the island was one of
them, and he retained the smell of this oil, for
many days after we left St. Kilda.

iC Several others now descended, and hung at
different depths over the precipice, bringing with
them whatever birds they met with, fulmars,
Solan geese, Ailsa cocks, strannies, murrits, &c.
The Solan geese are not numerous upon St. Kilda.
The little island of Borera, at about five miles dis-
tance, is covered with them, and upon a rock ncr
Borera, their numbers exceed all calculation. The
best time for taking the Solan geese is in dark
stormy nights. The St. Kildians then go with
their ropes, and take prodigious numbers. The
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Solan geese have always a sentinel placed to keep
watch; the object is to surprise this sentinel: if he
gives the alarm, all the rest immediately catch it,
and the project for that night is overthrown.

" The mode by which the sentinel is surprised is
this : they descend the rock at some distance from
him, and then the pendant thief passes along hori-
zontally till he comes close to him, when his neck
is quickly broken, and all the birds remain perfectly
quiet. He then goes to another, and placing his
hand gentlybeneath his breast, softly lifts him up,
till he places his feet in his hand. Thus situated,
he conveys him to the resting place of another
bird, and places him roughly beside him. A
battle between the two instantly ensues, which
disturbs all the geese on the rock, who come in
swarms to the place to separate the combatants.
The catcher then begins to twist the necks of as
many as he chooses, thrusting their heads into his
belt, or throwing them down if the place will
admit of it, and by this means eight hundred are
sometimes taken in one night.

"We were preparing to descend again to the
village, when the fatal gun from the vessel, roaring
round all the precipices, and heard for some time
like distant thunder, summoned me on board. The
men were much alarmed, and in a short time a
number of the women from the village were heard
squalling up the hill, leaving their huts from the
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fright it occasioned. I had some difficulty to
pacify them; and, upon my arrival below, found
Mr. Maclean with the long boat, insisting upon the
necessity of my leaving the island. I hesitated
for some moments, well knowing it would be the
last time I should see St. Kilda. At length I wrote
a note to the mate, informing him of my deter-
mination to remain there during the night; but if
he found himself unable to cruise off the island, I
begged he would make for the Long Island, and I
would take the opportunity of the first west wind,
to follow in the boat of the island. Another gun
from the cutter increased the consternation of the
natives, and cut short all hesitation on either side.
I attended Mr. M. to the shore, and saw him de-
part, uncertain when our next meeting might be.

"As I returned from the boat towards the town,
I observed that not one of the natives had accom-
panied us down, and was considering what might
be the event of the mistrust they evidently be-
trayed, when I discovered my young friend with
a party of his countrymen, running hastily towards
me. As soon as they arrived, and my determina-
tion of staying was made known, they kissed my
hands, running sometimes before, and sometimes
after me, saying, ' Come, we dance and sing; you
eat and drink!—come! make haste ! fine lad! very
dear V

" We now all adjourned to the little hut of the
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minister. The whole village was convened, and
having stowed them as well as we could, the
women on the floor round the wall, and the men
standing behind, and those who could not get in,
placed on the outside; some of the oldestand most
respectable of the inhabitants, assisted by the
minister as interpreter, thus opened the history of
their grievances."

Here the journal of Mr. Clarke breaks off, and
nothing more is found respecting St. Kilda, but
scattered notices and memoranda interspersed
amongst his papers. It appears that the inha-
bitants laid before him a full statement of their
alleged grievances, which he designed to insert in
his journal. After some intermission, the journal
is thus continued:

" Having left St. Kilda, we passed close under
the island of Borera, northward of it, near which
is a lofty naked rock, rising perpendicularly out of
the sea, and so covered with Solan geese, that its
top appeared at many miles distance like hoar
frost; seen through a telescope, it seemed like
the top of a cake, stuck thick with caraway cum-
fits. They exceeded in number even the swarms
of Ailsa.

" The birds of St. Kilda and Borera, which is
anotherrock, but longer, and has a slight verdure,
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sloping down one side, are Solan geese, ful-
mars, Ailsa cocks, green plovers, two sorts of
gulls, large and small, herring blackbirds, eagles,
wild ducks, strannies, murrits, scriddies, pettrils,
eider ducks, and some others, unknown to me.
There is one sort the sailors called * pick-dirt,' be-
cause it pursues the gull, flying below it, and when
the gull drops its dung, it catches it for food, be-
fore it reaches the water.

" Two hours and a half from St. Kilda, west
wind, tide against us, we made land from the
mast-head. The Flannan Isles, seven in number,
lying north-west from Gallan-head, in Harris;
they are called by the natives of the Long Island,
* the Seven Hunters;' but whence this variety of
appellation originated I could not learn. The best
course for vessels to steer from St. Kilda, in sail-
ing to the Butt of Lewis, is east by north. This
our experienced pilot, Mr. Ilitchy, informed me.

" We soon came in view of the Long Island,
leaving the coast of Harris to the right, and pass-
ing the Gallan-head, and steering across the mouth
of Loch Roag, in which there are no less than thir-
teen islands, besides several rocks and isles of
little note: Pabay, Vacasa, Wiavore, Little Ber-
nera, Flotay, Lilwea, Bernera, Vacasay, Calvay,
and Kirtay. The largest is Bernera; it is about
five miles long, from north to south, and a mile
and half broad, from west to east. It is eight
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miles across the mouth of the Loch, in which are
included other lochs with different names, as Loch
Bernera and Loch Carlowa, and it extends about
thirteen miles up the country, to the end of Loch
Kenhulawick, and about ten to the end of Loch
Roag, properly so called, a small inlet, from which
it takes its general name.

" Steering our course due northward, we at
length doubledthe Butt of the Lewis, the northern-
most point of all tne Hebrides, lying in latitude
58h, seven miles more south than Cape Wrath,
and only five leagues below the parallel of Pent-
land Frith, which separates the Orkney and Shet-
land isles from the shores of Caithness.

" Sixty leagues to the northward of Lewis, lie
the Feroe Isles, subject to the dominion of the
king of Denmark. They are the great mart or
warehouse, as they may be termed, of smugglers,
who find here a quantity of spirits for the public
market of any vessel, of any nation. The inha-
bitants are many in number, and the islands them-
selves would form an interesting object to the no-
tice of future travellers. The crew of our cutter
were desirous of returning to the Cumbray Isles
to profit by the herring fishery, or we should have
visited them, together with Orkney and Shetland;
but having experienced from them a ready atten-
tion to all our wishes during the voyage, I could
not consent to a sacrifice of their general domestic
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interest for the sake of individual curiosity, per-
haps beyond what it was in our power to counter-
balance.

" At Stornaway I met with some gentlemen
who had lately visited the Feroe Isles. They spoke
highly of the hospitality and kindness of the na-
tives. It is a custom in those islands to reward
any person who discovers a vessel, with 2*. 6d. in
order that pilots may immediately be sent out to
them, whether they come to trade or not. They
found in one of the harbours, the clergyman of the
island, fishing with his parishioners; dressed ac-
cording to the custom of the country in a jacket
and breeches of sheep skin. He left them to go on
shore, and returned with a pilot for the neigh-
bouring coast, and a present of a sheep. The
sheep of those islands are remarkably fine; and
they have several noble harbours."

Here occurs another chasm in the journal. It is
resumed at Ullapool, in Caithness, as follows:—

" Ullapool—founded by the British Fishing So-
ciety, within eight miles of the head ofLoch Broon.
The entrance to this lake among the Summer Is-
lands, is extremely beautiful. The rocks, bold,
steep, and craggy; cascades and torrents, pouring
down from the high hills on all sides. These hills
are inhabited by ptarmigan, red-deer, partridges,
and a variety of other game.
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" Ullapool is pleasantly situated on a small flat
promontory, running out from the bottom of the
hills on the side of the lake. It consists of a few
new-built houses, some of which are sashed. Mr.
Melville and Mr. Millar of the Society, received
us with the usual hospitality and welcome of their
countrymen. The latter of these, shewed me the
house for curing red-herrings. It is an oblong
building, one hundred and eight feet long, and
twenty feet wide, it is also thirty-three feet from
the floor to the top of the roof. In this building-
one thousand barrels of herrings are rendered fit for
the London market in three weeks; and for con-
tinental markets in five or six. The process is
simply as follows:

" The herrings when first caught are suffered to
be two or three days in salt, which may be done
even in the hold of the ship, or any convenient
place. They are then very carefully washed, and
purged of all external filth, to give their skins a
fine golden glossy hue after they are dried. They
are suspended in rows, parallel to each other, from
the bottom to the top of the drying house, on small
wooden spits of about a yard in length, passing-
through their gills and mouths. The ends of
these spits rest on transverse beams meeting them
at right angles. Several fires are then kindled
below them. The number in Mr. Millar's was
seventy-two. The fires are made by logs of wood:
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no otherfuel will answer the purpose, and they are
nice even in the choice of their wood. Oak gives
a finer flavour than birch, and birch is better than
beech. The best of all is afforded by a mixture of
oak and birch. A nice epicure in herrings will
distinguish, by the flavour, the wood that has been
used in drying them.

" When they have been smoked a short time the
oil begins to exude. They tljen extinguish the
fires, and suffer the oil to drain off. When this
ceases to fall, the fires are rekindled, and the oil
falls as before. The fires are a second time extin-
guished ; a third process of the same nature takes
place, and unless the herrings are remarkably large,
the operation for the London markets is then at an
end. For continental sale the fires must be re-
peated oftener; sometimes five or six times; as
the change of climate, and the time required in
keeping them before they are disposed of, render
it necessary to have them higher dried. To eat
these herrings in perfection, they should be taken
from the drying house even at an earlier period
than is required for any market whatever. But
the consumption of such herrings must take place
on the spot; they will not keep any time in their
finest state.

" We were shewn the plan of the town, as it has
been laid down by the Society, to regulate the
mode of building which all must follow who settle
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here. If it is ever completed, Ullapool will be one
of the finest places in Scotland, north of Edin-
burgh. Squares are appropriated to the different
markets, and the embryo streets laid out broad
and straight. It is interesting to behold the first
traces of an infant settlement; to see modern-built
houses contrasted with low smoking huts, and
markets and manufactories marked out in swamps
and morasses. Until lately, the ground behind
Ullapool was a peat bog. About half a dozen
trees grow^near the houses. If goats were extir-
pated, timber would thrive abundantly among the
mountains. Wherever these animals have deserted
the hills, it makes considerable efforts to rise.

" The harbour of Ullapool is strikingly beauti-
ful, appearing entirely land-locked by high moun-
tains. An excellent road winds among these hills
to the head of the lake, and from thence to Inver-
ness, which is only fifty-two miles distant. The
kilt makes its appearance upon every Highlander
among the neighbouring mountains. I remarked
that it was more scarce in the islands than on the
main land. The reason is, that the islanders, from
their seafaring life, prefer the use of trowsers.

" Mr. Millar took us on board a well-sloop be-
longing to him, used in conveying live cod to the
London market. These vessels are curiously con-
structed. The middle part of the hold is perforated
by several hundred holes, which admit the sea
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water into a space, that occupies at least one-third
of her bottom: so that she floats, as it were, on
the upper deck. A funnel, in which the water
rises very near to the deck itself, communicates
air to this well; which serves at once to keep the
fish alive, and to prevent the great body of water
from blowing up the vessel; whichwould inevitably
be the case, if the air was excluded. In this well
they convey one thousand four hundred cod to
Billingsgate, besides lobsters, and occasionally
turbot, &c. The lobsters have their-olaws tied,
to prevent their fighting and killing each other.
The cod live very well in confinement, but salmon
being a livelier and more spirited fish cannot endure
it. What seems extraordinary, the roughest
weather suits them best. If a calm falls, or by
stress of weather they are absolutely compelled to
enter harbour, which they always avoid ifpossible,
the fish die, for the change of water is not effected
so rapidly as while the vessel rolls.

" The well-vessels are allowed to sail faster,
and to bear greater stress of weather than other
ships; for they have the united advantage of a flat
and a round bottom acting together at the same
time. But this circumstance I have only on the
authority of the proprietors of those vessels, and
do not know whether the fact will be admitted by
experienced mariners.

"In the peat-bogs, all over Ross-shire, as in
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many parts of Scotland, they find quantities of
pine and fir-trees, a considerable depth below the
surface. At Ullapool they use slips of this wood
for candles and matches, which burn with a clear
bright light. But I was more surprised to find
the ropes of the fishermen's boats also of the same
materials. They twist the long slips of it, into
ropes and cables. Oaks are also found, the wood
of which is hard enough to turn the edges of
their sharpest weapons. On the north coast of
Caithness, half a league from the shore, Captain
Melville assured me, in heaving up an anchor, they
once brought up a large mass of peat-bog, which
lay below the sand.

"We lay becalmed among the Summer Islands,
which called to imagination those of the iEgean
sea; but instead of the subverted shafts of the fine
lonic pillars, we saw innumerable seals, rolling on
all the shores. Took quantities of dog-fish; the
people here will not eat them; they are eaten in
most parts of Scotland and in the Isle of Man.

" August 7.—Found ourselves close into Lewis;
the whole visible extent rocky and barren. Tacked,
and made for the Shant Isles; by my glass they
appeared a series of basaltic pillars. As we ap-
proached in the boat, the grandeur of the columns
struck us with surprise. The whole of these
islands are the ends of basaltic pillars rising out
of the sea. They are not equal to Staffa, but full as
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curious as the Giant's Causeway. The columns
are higher than the latter, and larger than any
in either of them. I measured the diameter of one
that was six feet, and the fissures of separation
were four or five feet.

" At the top of Carivelan, the largest of these
isles, I found the ends of the columns peeping
through a very thick verdure. Saw no inhabitant,
but one solitary girl, with bare feet, who followed
me about with such a volubility of Gaelic, that I
am certain she was earnest to communicate some-
thing, but I could not comprehend what. There
is a single house on Uanakill, which I believe is
the only spot inhabited on the islands.

" There is a range of rocks, called Galta-bec,
and Galta-more, extending west from Carivelan,
which are entirely composed of the naked shafts
of basaltic columns, shooting boldly out of the
sea; on which nothing is seen but swarms of
birds, Solan geese, Ailsa cocks, and other sea-fowl.
In one of these, Galta-bec, the rocks rise one hun-
dred feet perpendicularly out of the sea. The
height, therefore, of the columns in the larger
neighbouring isles may be conjectured. Their
size is enormous. Between Galta-bec and Galta-
more is a smaller rock, perhaps about thirty or
forty feet high, in which the columns lie perfectly
horizontal one upon the other. Several bending
pillars, as at Staffa. are seen here. And in other
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instances they are piled together, all leaning to
one point, in a conic form, like a stack of hop
poles, in Kent.

" How little have these islands been explored.
Perhaps still beyond the Shant towards Iceland,
or among the Feroe Isles, similar phenomena may
be discovered. From the top of Carivelan, I saw
similar rocks, appearing above the sea at intervals,
and reaching towards Sky. When we returned,
we found the crew busily employed in taking cod
and noddies. They shewed me a curious experi-
ment with the heart of a cod. When taken out
and exposed to the sun for some hours till almost
dry, it still retained symptoms of life, for when-
ever it was touched, it became violently agitated
for a minute or two.

"After leaving these islands, we coasted along
the eastern side of Lewis, till we came to Harris.
The day being very clear, we saw the lofty and
pointed top of Harris; the country exceedingly
mountainous. It was curious as we sailed to ob-
serve the different character of the mountains in
Harris, and those opposite in Sky, and the main
land. The mountains of Sky are almost all cones
with broken tops, exactly like sugar loaves
With their tops broken off. Nothing could
exceed the beauty and extensive scenery in the
channel between the Long Island and Sky. Which-
ever way we looked, the sea like an immense lake

2 c2
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appeared bounded by distant and lofty territory.
To the north we commanded the Shant Isles, the
coast of Harris, Lewis, and the north-west coast
of Scotland, even to Cape Wrath, and the Sugar
Loaf* on the west coast of Sutherland, which was
plainly visible at twenty leagues distance. To the
south-west, we saw Benbecula and South Uist;
and to the south, the undulating mountains in the
north of Sky; to the west, the sound of Harris,
North Uist, with the entrance to Loch Namaddy;
to the east, the main land, with all the lofty moun-
tains of Ross-shire.

" We passed the sound of Harris, in the west
entrance of which are the islands of Pabba,
Boreray, and Bernera. Several smaller isles al-
most shut up the eastern side, which, with a
number of sunken rocks, renders it a very intricate
passage for small vessels; and for large ones it is
impracticable. The herring fleet sometimes passes
through it; but it is a passage pregnant with
danger and difficulty. Off the west coast of North
Uist lies the Hiskeref Island, or isles, where Lady
Grange was a year prisoner, before she was re-

* " This mountain, of the most perfect conic form, is on the
west coast of Sutherland, about twenty miles from Ullapool.
On its summit is an inverted cone, or crater, filled by a pool of
water."

f " Sker, or Skere, in Gaelic, signifies a rock. Hisckere is
the name of several islands in the Hebrides."
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moved to St. Kilda. Towards evening, thick
weather.again came on. We saw the sun for the
first time this day, since leaving Barra; made for
Loch Bracadile, in the western coast of Sky;
beat about all night with contrary wind and tide.

" August Bth.—We found ourselves offMacleod's
Maidens, three pointed rocks that rise perpendi-
cularly out of the sea, and stand in a line beneath
the cliffs.—Entered the beautiful harbour of
Loch Bracadile. Mr. Pennant calls it the Milford
Haven of these parts ; and he could not have used
a happier comparison, for both in the security it
offers to vessels, and the scenery near its shores,
it is very like it. As we came in, the appearances
of basaltic columns were very numerous on the
south side of the entrance. A fine cascade rushed
down the hills immediately opposite the place
where we cast anchor, doubtless augmented, if not
altogether caused, by the heavy rains that had
fallen. Sky should be called the Pluviose Isle;
for from all the accounts I collect from other
authors, as well as my own experience, it is con-
stantly subject to wet weather. Having observed
a prodigious quantity of gulls settled near a creek,
as we came in, we took the boat to examine what
the cause of it was. Our sailors were in hopes a
shoal of herrings had been cast on the shore. As
soon as we arrived we found the country people
in crowds, filling their baskets with small fish,
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which lay in myriads on the shore, They called
them cuddies, as a general appellation, but I found
them to consist of the young of the lithe and va-
rious other fish found in these seas. Mr. Donald
Grant, the tacksman of the land, then explained
to me the reason of their appearance. His poor
labourers and tenants, according to a usual custom,
had built a circular rampart on the beach with
loose stones. The tide overflowing it filled the
interior space with these fish, and afterward re-
tiring through the interstices of the stones, left the
fish an easy prey, exposed upon the sand.

"We returned to the vessel, and took a fresh
set of rowers, to land in search of eggs and milk,
our stock of fresh provision being nearly ex-
hausted. We landed upon a part of the beach
where two boats seemed to indicate a neighbour-
hood of inhabitants; but we hadto walk two miles
before we discovered any thing like a hut. At
last, after walking through a good deal of culti-
vated land, we saw an assembly of several huts;
and entering one of them, Mr. Maclean dispatched
a messenger to Talliscar, to inform Mr. Macleod,
his uncle, that on the following day we purposed
making him a visit. Our search for eggs and milk
was not so successful. They offered us extremely
sour butter-milk to drink, but told us it was not
the season for eggs, and that milk was not an
article of sale with them. I thought I perceived
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symptoms of that mistrust which we had some-
times met with in the northern Hebrides; but
which the islanders do not usually shew to stran-
gers. The reason of this was soon accidentally
discovered. I let out, that we belonged to a
revenue cutter; upon which they exclaimed, ' A
revenue cutter! Ay, we thought so—they are
seldom welcome any where!' Our mate after-
ward informed me, that it was most probable, they
had wine concealed, from the wrecks which lately
occurred among the islands. He said they dis-
covered in a place as little liable to suspicion, as
much contraband tea as came to two thousand
eight hundred pounds sterling; part of which they
had concealed in cellars ; and great quantities in
artificial excavations under ground.

" After a heavy fall of rain, the evening at last
cleared up, and a scene of uncommon grandeur
opened towards the southernpart of the Loch. A
series of mountains called the Cullen Hills, broke
forth from among rolling clouds, whose pointed
and craggy summits were characterized by the
most violent convulsions of nature. They seemed
altogether to have once formed an enormous cone,
the base of which only now remained, on which
were various other cones, some perfect in their
forms, others torn and distorted, but all with
sloping lamellated sides.

"Early on the following morning, we set out
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with Mr. Maclean on our expedition to Talliscar.
The walk was about six English miles. We passed
Artrech, the village we had visited before, and
continued to proceed through a heathy glen, at a
small distance from the shore. Basaltic pillars
appeared more or less visible on each side the glen,
increasing in grandeur and variety as we advanced,
till at last the beautiful valley of Talliscar, all at
once, opened before us. In the middle of this
valley, surrounded by trees, we discovered the
hospitable mansion to which it was our fortune to
go. We descended into it by the side of a noble
cataract, which, with several smaller cascades,
contributed its waters to the bed of a river that
flowed through the valley.

"The vale of Talliscar is surrounded by grand
and interesting objects. It resembles that of Fes-
tinivy in Wales ; but the vale itself is smaller, and
the mountains which enclose it are characterized
by bolder features, and more lofty summits. Close
behind the house an enormous mountain, of the
most remarkable appearance, rises abruptly to a
prodigious height, the whole of which is entirely
composed of basaltic pillars, whose broken ex-
tremities are alone visible, through the vegetation
which covers it. Near the foot of this is seen a
group of small huts, tenanted by goatherds and
peasants, who tend the numerous herds of cattle
which are seen grazing on the sloping sides of
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the mountains and in the valley below. The west-
ern side of this valley opens to the sea, and on

the shore may be found an infinite variety of mine-
rals ; limestone, granite, slate, &c. petrified wood,
and even pit-coal, in its natural state. Of the coal
it must be observed, that various indications of it
may be seen over the whole island, which has in-
duced many of the inhabitants to prosecute their
researches after so valuable a commodity to a consi-
derable extent. These excavationshave been made
at different periods, sometimes even to the depth of
seventy-two fathoms, but always with the same
consequence, and without success. They found
coal, but never in sufficient quantity, and always
near the surface.

"Upon our arrival at Talliscar, we found the
Colonel and his lady waiting to receive us in an
old hall, whose walls stillsupported the insignia of
their ancient chieftains. The enormous claymore,
which their ancestors had wielded in the contests
of their clans, was suspended from the wall. Their
servants wore the kelt and tartan ; the hearth was
smoking with peat, and the table laden with the
produce of their lands. Among the domestic
tenants, I could not avoid noticing a wood pigeon,
which had perched, with all the familiarity of a
tame bird, on a pair of deer's horns in the passage,
and seemed perfectly unconcernedat our approach.

" Leaving Talliscar, with marks of even parental
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kindness from Colonel and Mrs Macleod, we pro
ceeded back on foot, by the village of Artrech,
once more to our cutter; and getting under weigh
we took our course due south, and coming once
more in view ofthe hospitable mansion of Talliscar,
hoisted our pendant and ensign staff, and gave it a
salute with our guns, which we could hear ac-
knowledged and returned, by the sound of some
small artillery soon after among the trees in that
beautiful valley. We passed, with a fair wind,
once more between the islands of Canna and
Rum; and I was happy to find the original de-
scription I had given of that island, ifany thing still
more strongly confirmed, by a second view of it.
The evening being clear, we commanded a fine
view of the interior summits and their forms, which
have all the same character. It is unnecessary to
repeat what has been already said with regard to
this island; but I cannot take leave of it, without
recommending, in the strongest terms, its various
curiosities to the attention of future travellers.
Hitherto it has been little noticed ; but if its natu-
ral productions and curious fossils were insufficient
to attract more general notice, I will promise that
the scenery, in approaching its bold and lofty
shores, the astonishinggrandeur of the natural arch
I have mentioned, will amply repay the artist, or
any traveller who shall deem it wrorth his while to
profit by the recommendation I have made.
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" Having seen the basaltic pillars of Sky, those

of Canna will be found exactly of the same de-
scription. The appearance of the land in each,
rising in regular gradations, from the tops of one
range of columns to the next above them, is the
same in both; and there can be no doubt but they
are coeval with each other, although since their
original formation, divided by the encroachments
of the sea. I did not visit the small isles of Egg
and Muke, but their appearance, as we sailedfrom
Ardnamurchan, was the same as that ofRum. We
reached Col at midnight, touching at the north
end of it for the purpose of landing Mr. Maclean,
who had so kindly accompanied us during great
part of the voyage, and in the morning found our-
selves again passing down the sound of Mull, from
whence we steered, by the island of Lismore, to
Oban. The ruins of Dunoly Castle form a very
interesting object as you enter the beautiful harbour
of Oban; which is formed by the isle of Kerrera,
lying accross the mouth of a small bay; and it
appears land-locked to the north by the island
of Lismore, lying about three leagues from the
town."

(Here follow some geological remarks, respect-
ing the country about Oban, which, in compliance
with the author's injunction are omitted.)

"About two miles from Oban, beyond Dunoly,
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at the mouth of Loch Etive, is Dunstaffage. Both
these edifices are erected on lofty eminences above
the sea. Of Dunstaffage it is unnecessary to say
much, as Mr. Pennant has given a copious de-
scription of it; the most important part of which
my readers will find in a note below.* The ivory

* The following appears to be the passage intended for inser-
tion by Dr. Clarke:

" This castle is fabled to have been founded by Ewin, a Pict-
ish monarch, contemporary with Julius Csesar, naming it after
himself Evonium. In fact, the founder is unknown ; but it is
certainly of greatantiquity, and the first seat of the Pictish and
Scottish princes. In this place was long preserved the famous
stone, the palladium of North Britain ; brought, says a legend,
out of Spain, where it was first used as a seat of justice by
Gethalus, coeval with Moses. It continued here as the corona-
tion chair, till the reign of Kenneth the Second, who removed it
to Scone, in order to secure his reign, for according to the in-
scription,

Ni fallat fatum, Scoti quocunque locatum
Invenient lapidem, regnare tenentur ibidem.

" Mr Campbel shewed to me a very pretty little ivory image,
found in a ruinous part of the castle, that was certainly cut in me-
mory of this chair, and appears to have been an inauguration
sculpture. A crowned monarch is represented sitting in it, with
a book in one hand, as if going to take the coronation oath.

" The castle is square ; the inside only eighty-seven feet;
partly ruinous, partly habitable. At three of the corners are
round towers ; one of them projects very little. The entrance is
towards the sea at present by a staircase, in old times probably
by a drawbridge, which fell from a little gateway. The masonry
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figure there mentioned is still preserved, and was
shewn to us by the owner. It is most faithfully
represented in his work.

"The remarkable echo near the ancient cemetry
of the castle, I did not think equal to the accounts
I had heard of it. A ludicrous trick was practised
by means of it, a few years ago, upon a fraudulent
miller, who was admonished by the echo to alter
his measures, upon pain of goingto hell, as he was
reading the inscriptions on some of the tomb-
stones. This unexpected menace from an invisible
monitor so alarmed the poor man, that in a fit of
consternation, he fell trembling upon his knees,
and was found by some of his customers making
due acknowledgment of his past transgressions.

"The cemetery of Dunstaffage is still used by
the inhabitants of Oban, and the neighbouring
country, as a place of burial.

"A curious species of theft has been practised
of late years by the poor of those parts, which is
likely to create no small degree of confusion among
the antiquaries offuture periods. They frequently
purloin the sculptured stones from the tombs of
Icolmkill, to place over the grave of any person

appears very ancient; the tops battlemented. This pile is seated
on a rock, whose sides have been pared to render it precipitous,
and to make it conform to the shape of the castle."—Pennant's
Voy. to the Heb. vol. ii. p. 354.
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who happens to die, so that a goatherd or a fisher-
man, proudly decorates the place of his interment
with the hieroglyphics, the heraldry, and the effi-
gies of Caledonian kings. Some of the modern
inscriptions of Dunstaffage have nevertheless a
more genuine characteristic of recent masonry.
As a proof I shall insert the following curious
memorial which I copied during my visit to that
place.

Here (with her Predecessors and mine
SCAMDL. & CRACKEIG) lays. the. corps

of. Beatrix. Campbell. Spous. to.
Arch. Campbell. Tacksman, of
Clachanseil.T.. & daughter, to

Don : Camp ; of. Scamidel. who DV
ED. at. Clachan. the. 24 : Octbr

1741 aged. 34. this Monument
was. laid. over. her. grave. By

The. above. Archd : CAMP: her Hus.
band.
Snatched, from. me. is. my. modest, dove.

by. death
Whose, pious, virtue, must, outlive, her.

breath
Her. mournful, mate. & offspring.

must, deplore.
So. quick, a. parting, tho. to. joys, e'er more
We. mourn, because, she's, happy. 1 resign
Her. Dust. &. hope. we. shall, together, shine.

(Here is a representation of the monument.)
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Opposite the entrance were these mottos,

Death comes f -
, ,

,

> round the hour-glasses.
Time runes \

Memento mori | round the skulls.
Arise ye dead, and come to judgment.'

" A most ludicrous figure, like a Bacchus on a
sign-post, blowing two trumpets. On the outside,
each side the door, a skull and single thigh-bone.

" Seals we observed in great numbers near the
bay of Oban. I did not know, until I came to
Scotland, that it was possible to tame a seal, and
render it domestic. Mr. Ritchy brought up a
young one by feeding it with milk, which followed
him, and would keep up with a four oared-boat, in
the water. It was accidentally mistaken for a
wild one, and shot. Otters are frequently tamed
in the Western Islands, and taught to fish for their
masters. Mr. Maclean, of Col, had one of these
animals. They will resort to the sea, catch young
salmon, and bring them home entire.

" Some years ago, a cave full of human bones
was accidentally discovered in one of the cliffs of
Oban, round the point, a short distance from the
custom-house. I went to see it, and found several
skulls, and other bones lying in it. The mouth
had been stopped up with stones and rubbish.
The tradition of the inhabitants respecting this
cave is, that a plague once raged in that neigh-
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bourhood, and that infected persons were sent to

that cave, and regularly supplied with provisions,
laid every day upon the beach, about forty yards
below it. That in process of time, all died who
were sent there, and after their bodies had lain
some time, the neighbouring inhabitantscame and
closed up the mouth of the cave. Mr. Stevenson
informed me, that he remembered its being dis-
covered ; and that a most intolerable stench pre-
vailed there for some time after it was opened.

" Having long felt a curiosity to visit the site of
the ancient Beregonium, once the capital of all
Scotland, and being offered horses by Mr. Hugh
Stevenson, jun. we set out, in company with that
gentleman, on the morning of the 16th of August.
English readers, when they hear of excursions in
the dog-days, will suppose the heat of the weather
no incitement to enterprise. But they are little
aware how great an alteration of climate is felt, in
a latitude so little more remote than that ofLondon.
We were, indeed, informed, that the season had
been more unfavourable during the summer of
1797, than had ever been remembered in Scot-
land. But the months of July and August are,
more or less, always attended with rain. So un-
fortunate were we in this respect, that a sunbeam
was a luxury, hardly once experienced during the
whole month of July. I may safely affirm, from
the 12th of July to the 17th of August, we never
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saw a sky perfectly unclouded. One day of sun-
shinewe experienced, andabout three others oftole-
rable fair weather. Fortunately for me, these gene-
rally occurred during my visits to the mountains.

" Our journey to Beregonium was attended by
every obstacle that wind, hail, and rain could inter-
pose. I mention these circumstances, because,
though trivial in their nature, they occur with so
little intermission in the country I am describing,
that travellers should be made acquainted with
them, lest they undertake an expedition of the
same nature, improvident as to its consequences.
As the state of the weather ought never to be a
reason for inactivity or neglect, every one should
be sufficiently fortified against the changes of it, to
support the most unfavourable attacks.

" In our way, we visited once more the vene-
rable ruins of Dunstaffage. About a mile from
Oban, in the road to this castle, we passed a piece
of water, exactly resembling the lake D'Agnano, in
Italy. This lake, commonly called Pennyfuir Loch
from a farm near it, is distinguished among the na-
tives by the appellation of Loch Duigh, or the
black lake.

" Leaving Dunstaffage, we crossed the narrow
mouth ofLoch Etive; by what is called the Connel
ferry. The tide rushes through this channel with
such rapidity, that it sometimes forms a cascade
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of six feet. Theferry, in consequence, is frequently
dangerous, and always requires the cautious ma-
nagement of an experienced boatman. The old
pilot who conducted us over, with our horses, had
attended the ferry upwards of sixty years, and the
management of it has been in the same family,
handed from father to son, for three hundred years.
The modeby which we crossed it, reminded me of
the rivers in Piedmont, the passage over which is
exactly the same. The boat is launched from one
side oftheriver, and intrusted to the torrent, which
carries it with great rapidity down the stream, the
men all the while tugging at the oars, till at last it
reaches the opposite side, a considerableway lower
down. By constant practice, the ferrymen are
dexterous enough to reach generally the same
point, where there is a sort of quay for landing;
but this is not always the case, nor was it so
when we crossed over. Sometimes the eddies are
violent enough to turn the boat round, by which
they lose the command of her, for a few seconds,
and you are then hurried somewhat lower down
the stream. Notwithstanding the perilous nature
of the stream itself, the uncertainty of the old
crazy boat they use, frequently thronged with
passengers, and terrified horses, who betray great
uneasiness in passing, I heard of no instance in
which an accident had been fatal to any one.
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"About two miles* beyond the ferry is all that
remains of Beregonium. When I state what this
all amounts to, few will deem it worth their while
to explore it, unless that local enthusiasm which
Dr. Johnson deprecates the absence of, upon f any
groundthat has been dignifiedby wisdom, bravery,
or virtue,' should lead them to a barren rock, with-
out a vestige of human habitation. Of such a cha-
racter are, at this moment, those celebrated plains,
which at the confluence of the Simois and Sca-
mander, supported the palaces and walls of Troy.
Yet where is the man who would not rejoice to
land upon the Sigaean promontory, to witness
scenes so consecrated in the page of history ?

" The situation usually appropriated to Bere-
gonium is a rock of slate, which rises, as it were,
insulated in the middle of a plain, at the foot of
lofty cliffs; and on this rock, I thought, but it
might be conjecture, I could trace the circular
basis of a fortress like those commonly attributed
to the Danes. As I was employed in determining
the traces of this edifice, a peasant, from the plain
below brought me a piece of pumice stone. Upon
inquiry, I found that several fragments of the same
nature were found at the bottom of the rock, but
that they were all derived from one spot at the
other end of the rock. Being conducted to the

* " One computed Scotch mile ; according to our computation,
two miles English. Perhaps both are inaccurate."
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place, I found a mass of vitrified matter, upon a
basis of slate, facing the west, on the summit of the
rock. In this mass I observed a very extraordi-
nary effect of fire upon a heap of stones, some of
which were completely vitrified, and appeared
covered with a glossy substance. Others like the
substance found at, the bottom of furnaces in the
glass houses. Others, again, were reduced in part
to pumice, but not entirely; the outside being
pumice, and the interior part of the same stones
less affected by fire. Others, again, remained in
their original state, except being a little scorched
on the outside. These probably owe their present
appearance to artificial fire.

" In the plain below the rock, are two cause-
ways, which still bear among the natives the ap-
pellations of Meal-street and Market-street. That
which is called Market-street is a mound or bank,
like that ofRomney Marsh, in Kent, and extends
from the rock along the sea-shore, to the opposite
cliffs. It appears to have been originallyraised to
prevent the incursions of the sea from the plain
behind it, and has sincereceived additional strength
from the beach which has been thrown up against
it. It is very probable, whatever might have been
the original purport of its construction, that during
the existence of Beregonium as a city, provisions
were here exposed for sale, as it offered so fair a

mart, in the immediate vicinity of those who came
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to the shore with their boats from the neighbour-
ing country: and probablyfrom this circumstance,
which was a consequence and not a cause of its
being erected, it obtained the appellation of Mar-
ket-street.

" In the plain behind this embankment, is one

of those upright stones, often noticed by Mr. Pen-
nant, and common to all the Hebrides, the main
land of Scotland, the Orkney isles, and the south-
western counties of England, particularly those of
Cornwall and Devonshire. Near this stone a

number of human bones were lately discovered by
the peasants in tilling the ground. A kind of coarse
pavement was also found, not far from the same
spot, but not mosaic; merely a rude layer of very
irregular stones. A few years ago, in picking some
stones from a neighbouring rock, one of the la-
bourers found about half a dozen thin silver coins.
I could not discover what afterward became of
them; nor could any other account be obtained
of the coins themselves, than merely what related
to their original discovery.

" When we look back to the remote periods in
which the city of Beregonium must be supposed
to have existed, we are not to wonder at the slight
vestiges which now appear of a metropolis once so
celebrated. It is highly probable, that a fortress,
surrounded by huts, constituted all from which
those vestiges are now to be derived.
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"At present, so destitute is the spot on which
that metropolis is supposed to have been founded,
that I could not contemplate the site of it without
calling to mind the observation of a British noble-
man, in Italy, whose remarks afforded no small de-
gree of entertainment to those of his countrymen
who resided with him in that country: 'W7hen
these antiquarians,' said he, ' explain the nature of
a thing that is, I can listen to them with some de-
gree of patience; but when they drag me about to
shew where something has been, I can bear it no
longer!' From Beregonium we returned by a
different route, which instead of passing by the
castle of Dunstaffage, takes a course more towards
the east, and leads by an excellent road through
glens and mountains, characterized by genuine
Caledonian wildness, to Oban.

" It is impossible to leave Oban, without no-
ticing the important consequences, which have
resulted to that place, from the talents and in-
dustry of a single family, "in the short period of
twenty-six years. When the elder of two bro-
thers, Mr. Hugh Stevenson, arrived there, a
single thatched hut, with about five persons,
constituted the whole of what has since, by their
exertions, risen to a populous and flourishing
town. In the year 1791, a list of the inhabitants
was made by Mr. John Stevenson, at the request
of the Duke of Argyle, when they were found to
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amount to six hundred and fifty-nine souls. And
in the year 1797, their number had increased to
seven hundred.

" We found at Oban a very pleasant and com-

modious boat, neatly equipped with sails, and
mounting four oars, for the express purpose of
conveying passengers to the different islands and
places in the neighbourhood. Having agreed with
the master of it to take us to Fort William, we
took leave of our cutter; nor was it without
painful emotions, that, as we left it, we heard the
roaring of her guns in a salute, and observed the
men in the yards preparing to give us the last
proof of their zeal in our service by three hearty
cheers.

" Having cleared the bay of Oban, we passed
along the eastern extremity of Lismore island,
which has been sufficiently described in Mr. Pen-
nant's work. Near this end of it, resides Mr.
M'Nicol, celebrated as the author of an answer to
Dr. Johnson. He has been reproved for retorting
too malignantly upon his antagonist; but I must
confess the perusal of his work afforded me both
instruction and amusement. Let those who con-

demn Mr. M'Nicol, consider the nature of the
provocation he had received; let them peruse the
errors and misrepresentations of Johnson, on the
spot from whence they originated; and having so
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done, their determinationwill perhaps inclinevery
differently.

" The passage to Fort William by water is in-
finitely preferable to the journeyby land; on ac-
count of the ferries and other inconvenienceswhich
occur in the road, and occasion very unprofitable
delay. With a west wind it is easily made in four
hours, and the scenery during the voyage, if not
characterized by any great degree of variety, is at
least grand enough to absorb the attention during
so short an interval. The circumstances of the
tide are to be considered, as at the return of it
through the narrow straits which joinLoch Linnhe
to the interior bay on which Fort William is si-
tuated, the current is so rapid that a passage is
not easily obtained. This channel, called the
Coran ferry, is about half a mile across; but the
water is deep, and ships of any burden may pass
through at high water. After passing these straits,
the mountains on each side appear of prodigious
height, and rise abruptly from the surface of the
water. Notwithstanding the steep declivity of
their sides, they appear to be covered with a
thin verdure, in many instances, even to their
summits. During our passage, we saw several
seats near the water's edge. Among others, the
Marquis of Tweedale's, pleasantly situated among
trees, backed by mountains, and fronted by water.
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" Upon our arrival at Fort William, we found

the inhabitants busily occupied upon the shore in
mending their nets, and preparing their boats for
the herring fishery during the ensuing night. Vast
quantities of fish had been taken that morning,
and from the scarcity of saltwhich prevailed, they
were selling at that momentfor a groat per hundred.
Some of the fishermen told me, they could take as
many fish as they pleased, but as the buyers were
few, and the price low, they were hardly worth
the trouble of bringing to shore.

" The road from Fort William to Fort Augustus,
and all the way to Inverness, is excellent. Not-
withstanding which, it cost us nine hours to get to
Fort Augustus, which is only thirty miles. The
only mode of conveyance was upon the shelties of
the country, and these were such miserable, infirm,
and aged animals, that it was painful to compel
them to proceed. Travellers would do well to
order a chaise for this purpose from Inverness.
The expense is nearly the same, and if there is
much baggage, such a plan would be more econo-
mical. About a mile from Fort William, the road
passes close to the ruins of Inverlochy Castle,
from which it is said the Duke of Argyle took the
plan of Inverary.

" After leaving Inverlochy, we passed under the
foot of Ben Nevis, which is the highest mountain
in Britain, being 4370 feet above the level of the
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sea. Its summit was perfectly cloudless during
the first part of the day. The view from its top is
reported to be, as may be conceived, amazingly
extensive. It is not without a sigh I confess my
indolence in not paying a visit to its summit. It
is almost the only instance in which I have passed
the base of any mountain, without exploring the
' aerial solitude' of its top, whatever might be the
weather or the season. At the same time I must
add, that the view alone was no inducement to
such an undertaking. On the tops of mountains,
we are best enabled to ascertain, with accuracy,
their productions, whether fossil or vegetable,
which are always pregnant with information. If
the weather be favourable, it is from such a situ-
ation one is best enabled to become acquainted
with the topography of the country; and if other-
wise, something may be learned from the produc-
tion and appearance of the mountain alone. Ben
Nevis is the last of the range, called the blue
mountains, which extends through all Scotland
from east to west. It was now the middle of
August, and snow lay in abundance far below its
summit, which is said to continue there through
the year.

" Descending a hill about eight miles from Fort
William, we crossed the High Bridge, consisting
of three lofty arches, thrown across the perturbed
current of the river Spean. It was almost imme-
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diately after crossing this bridge, that in ascend-
ing the declivity on the eastern side of it, my
attention was caught by a remarkable artificial
rampart. I cannot find the least notice taken of it,
by any author, or in any traveller. It lies to the left
about two hundred yards from the road upon an
undulating and barren moor. The form of it is a
perfect square, raised about sixty or eighty feet,
its sides sloping gradually, and with great even-
ness. It appears evidently to have been some
Roman station or camp, but its present state is so
perfect, all its angles are so nicely and regularly
determined, that it is extremely singular no travel-
lers have either described it from their own ob-
servation, or gathered some account of it from the
reports of others.

" A small inn at Letter Findlay, about half way
from Fort William to Fort Augustus, offered us
refreshment for ourselves andour miserable ponies.
In the wildest parts of Scotland, where not only
the luxuries, but most of the comforts of life are
wanting, one frequently meets with a delicious
repast in the productions of their dairies. The
women of the house placed before us, on a

coarse but clean cloth, a large bowl of cream,
fresh butter, goat cheese, curds, whey, fresh eggs,
and oat-cake.

" From Letter Findlay the scenery is water and
mountains, almostthe whole way to Fort Augustus.
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On the opposite shore, as you leaveLetter Findlay,
are seen the ruins of a castle, among some trees.
The road continues by the shores of Loch Lochy
and Loch Oich, until on approaching Fort Au-
gustus, the more extensive surface of Loch Ness,
surrounded by high mountains, whose sides are
beautifully adorned with hanging woods, opens to
the view. The miserable inn at Fort Augustus is
almost the only mansion, except a few huts, out
of the garrison. We found it completely filled
with smoke and company, the latter of which had
assembled to see the pupils of a dancing master,
on the evening of their practice, and to form a
little ball among themselves. Happening to ex-
press to the master of the inn a wish to see the
Highland reels, as danced by the natives, I re-
ceived a very polite invitation from the assembly
room, purporting that my company would be
welcome among them, and that I might stay or
retire as late as I pleased.

" I found the gentlemen in the genuine Highland
dress, with their kilts and tartan hose, dancing
with all that vigour, vivacity, and alertness, which
is so peculiar to the Highlanders in their favourite
reels. The infinite variety of their steps, the snap-
ping of their fingers, the exactness with which the
sound of their feet and hands marked the time and
the different character of the tunes, as they varied
in succession, amused us highly. Many, evenof
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the children, gave an elegance and expression to
their motions, suchas I had never before witnessed
in the most skilful of our London Bacchantes.

" The journey from Fort Augustus to Inverness,
is by much the most interesting of the whole tract
which is called the Chain, and perhaps is not
equalled in Scotland. Immediately upon leaving
Fort Augustus, the road quits the lake, and wind-
ing over the mountains proceeds, by several small
pools of water, among others a lake called Loch
Turf, and through a wild country, for fourteen
miles to the Rumbling Bridge, and the famous
cataract called the fall of Fyres. Here you are
again presented with a beautiful view of Loch
Ness, lying far below you. Some time before you
reach this cataract, the unusual appearanceof trees
adds greatly to the beauty of the scenery. The
Rumbling Bridge is the first object to attract
your attention. It is a few yards out of the road,
about a quarter of a mile before you arrive at the
cataract. Some persons have thought it as well
worth seeing as the fall, but there surely can be
no comparison. It consists of a single arch thrown
across a roaring and tremendous torrent, which,
rushing down a chasm of solid rock towards the
bridge, proceeds afterward boiling and foaming
among huge blocks of stone, towards the greater
fall. The bridge itself trembles as you stand upon
it, with the violence and fury of the surge below.
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After having visited the Rumbling Bridge, the
road itself conducts the traveller close to the fall
of Fyres. For some time before you approach it,
a loud noise and thick rising mist, which ascends
far above the highest point of the cataract, give
notice of its vicinity. The view from the road is
considerably above the fall; but, looking down, a
striking spectacle presents itself. Having seen all
the principal cataracts in Great Britain, I can con-
fidently aver, that the fall of Fyres is superior to
any of them. At the same time it must be stated,
we saw it in its greatest glory; after a season of
more rain than had ever been remembered in
Scotland, during the summer months. But cir-
cumstances less liable to alteration, than the state
of the atmosphere, equally conspire to give it a
pre-eminence. The scenery around it is of the
boldest character. The broad and distant surface
of Loch Ness, rocks, mountains, woods, and pre-
cipices, all afford their tributary characteristics,
of vastness, majesty, and grandeur. The fall it-
self is uninterrupted in its course by any inter-
vening mass. In trifling cascades, interruptions of
this kind are not only ornamental, but sometimes
absolutely requisite to the production of effect.
The case is far otherwise in cataracts of more im-
portance. When a torrent is precipitated from
any considerable height, the whole body of water
breaks spontaneously intoenormous rolling volumes
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of surge, foam, and vapour, infinitely grander, and
more varied than any effect which an interruption
to its progress could produce.

" I have stated that the fall of Fyres is superior
to any cascade in Great Britain. It may also be
necessary to add, that it is equal to those of
Tivoli, but inferior to that of Terni. It differs from
the great fall of the Monach, near Aberystwith in
Cardiganshire, in being composed of one entire
cataract, whereas the latter consists of five sepa-
rate falls, all of which appear to unite, in one point
of view. The height of the fall of Fyres was lately
taken by a party of gentlemen, one of whom was
let down by a rope to the bottom of the torrent,
in which perilous situation, he measured it from
the surface of the water below to the beginning of
its fall, and found the distance 470 feet.

" From the fall of Fyres the road passes by a
gentle declivity to the General's Hut, a small inn,
about a mile distant. The number of passengers
who had thronged it on that day, had entirely
subverted the little economy of its owners, and
thrown every thing into confusion. We found the
eldest daughter weeping over the fragments of a
broken tumbler, which though a trivial loss in
places less remote from commercial intercourse,
was an important consideration here, as there was
not another to be had. To my great surprise I
heard that the poor woman of the house hadrisen
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only four days from her accouchement, and at that
moment was laboriously employed in washing
dishes, with her bare feet in a puddle of water.
Her husband assured me it was a matter of no
astonishment, as she never indulged in any con-
finement upon that account, and added, 'On the
morning she brought me this fine boy, she made
dinner for fifteen persons. 1

"The appellation ofthe General's Hut was given
to this place, from the circumstance of General
Wade having made it his place of residence, during
the time he commanded the forces employed in
constructing the various military roads through
the Highlands of Scotland. Nothing could surpass
the beauty of the ride from the General's Hut to
Inverness. For many miles the road passes through
a continued grove of hazel trees, among which
occasionally are seen the mountain ash, whose
branches bend beneath the weight of its blushing
berries, the oak, the white poplar, and the weep-
ing birch. On the other side the lake, surrounded
by trees, appeared the ruins of Urquhart Castle,
an edifice renowned in other times. It consisted
of seven great towers, and is said to have been
erected by the Cumins. It was demolished by
Edward the First.*

* "Tour through Britain, p. 242.
" About four miles to the westward of this castle, on the top

of a very high hill, is a lake of cold fresh water, thirty fathoms
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" After travelling thirteen miles in this manner,

by the side of the lake, the road is continued to
its north-eastern extremity five more from the
kirk of Dores to Inverness; leaving the Buna-
tria of the Romans to the left, and passing the
whole way parallel to the river Ness. On entering
the town of Inverness, the first object that occurs
worthy of note, is the ruins of lVlacbeth's castle,
in which Duncan, King of Scotland, was murdered.
It has undergone various appellations, being at that
time distinguishedby the title of Fort George, and
continued in good preservation, till it was blown
up by the rebels. . It formerly constituted a very
great ornament to the town, being situated on an
eminence above the river, and overlooking the
whole of Inverness, with its bridge, harbour, fac-
tories, and churches. It was never a place of
strength since the invention of gunpowder, as it is
commanded by a hill above, but it formed a beau-
tiful barrack. The engineer employed in laying
the train for the destruction of this place, was
carried to a great height by the blast, and fell into
the river. An old man who attended us to the
spot, said he saw the accident happen, and that
the engineer's dog was blown into the air with his

in length, and six in breadth; no stream running to it, or from
it. It could never yet be fathomed; and at all seasons of the
year it is equally full, and never frozen. Ibid."
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master, but escaped with a trifling lameness, in
consequence of the disaster.

" The evening was growing dark as we entered
Inverness. The appearance ofthe shops by candle-
light, was more splendid that we expected to have
found them in this part of Scotland; but the town
has been improving fast for many years; and those
who borrow their ideas of it from the accounts by
De Foe, and former travellers, would hardly be-
lieve it could be the place they have described.

" The morning after our arrival, we rode to the
field of Culloden, and having procured upon the
spot one of the peasants, all of whom retain by
heart the whole history of the memorable battle
fought there, we hastened to indulge a melancholy
contemplation over the graves of the slaughtered
clans, who with valour worthy of a better cause,
fell victims to a mistaken zeal. The line preserved
by the Highlanders upon that occasion, is dis-
tinctly marked along the plain, by the number of
their graves. They were interred exactly as they
fell, their bodies being guarded during the night
after the action, and the following morning all the
peasants of the neighbouring country were sum-
moned to assist in givingthem such a burial as the
place would afford. Our guide assured us, that
his father assisted at their interment, and that
they laboured two days incessantly before they
were all committed to the earth. Two thousand
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fell during the action and in the retreat. Our
great moralist, Johnson, observes, ' The man is
little to be envied, whose patriotism would not
gain force upon the plain of Marathon;' but what
degree of apathy must characterize the traveller,
who, in crossing the field of Culloden, could pass
the solitary graves of the Highlanders without a
sigh ( Never was a spot more calculated to awaken
emotions which obliterate the present in memory
of the past. The scene is a wide heath, whose
uniform and melancholy surface is only interrupted
by turf-grown sodsrising at intervals, where, hushed
in death, repose the bodies of brave but ill-fated
Caledonians. Wherever these mounds appear, the
heath no longer grows, but the white clover and
the daisy, mingled with a fine green turf, betray
the deposit mantled by their verdure.

" Our guide with his spade gently raised the
turf from some of these rude tumuli as we passed.
We found them filled with the bones and skulls of
bodies, which seemed to have been hastily covered
without much attention to order or disposition.
In some of them were shoes and rotten pieces of
wood. Flints, nails, balls, bullets, fragments of
broken weapons, and even holsters, are often found
upon the heath, but the eagerness of the people to
possess a relic of this kind, soon occasions them
to be as effectually concealed from future observa-
tion, as if they still remained buried in the field of
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Culloden. We found a very intelligent guide in
the peasant we had brought, and 1 could not avoid
thinking, whatan excellent subject he wouldmake
for an historical painter, as he stood in the middle
of a wide heath, leaning upon his spade, over the
graves of his countrymen, relating the traditionary
tales of their valour, tracing out upon the turf the
line of the adverse armies, and pointing out the
spot where the most celebrated of the different
clans were interred. We found in no instance a
heap of earth over a single body; the graves,
though not large, were all made to contain as many
as possible; and in one long trench, which was
dug upon that occasion, it is supposed above one
hundred persons were buried.

The remarkable remains of a vitrified fort, on
the summit of Crag Phadrich, was the next object
which called for our notice in the neighbourhood
of Inverness. It is exactly of the same nature as
that which I discovered at Beregonium. If spe-
cimens of either were laid together on a table, it
would be impossible to discern one from the other.
The pumice-like matter ofBeregonium is, however,
not found at Crag Phadrich. Something ap-
proaching very near to it, of the same nature, but
not so highly affected by fire, is mingled with the
other matter, but neither altogether soporous nor
so light as that of Beregonium; every other ap-
pearance is exactly the same : the stones all lying
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in a heterogeneous mass, cemented together by the
melted matter, which ran from those most easily
fused. An accurate and minute description of
Crag Phadrich has been given by Mr. Fraser
Tytler, in the second volume of the Edinburgh
Philosophical Transactions.

" The whole of Cawdor castle is peculiarly cal-
culated to impress the mind with a retrospect of
past ages, feudal customs, and deeds of darkness.
Its iron-grated doors, its ancient tapestry, hanging
loosely over secret doors and hidden passages, its
winding staircases, its rattling draw-bridge, all
conspire to excite the most gloomy imagery in the
mind. It was indeed a fertile spot for the writers
of our modern romances. The mysteries of Udol-
pho would vanish in contemplation of the less
perspicuous intricacies in the castle of Cawdor.
Among these must be mentioned the secret apart-
ment which so effectually concealed Lord Lovat
from the sight of his pursuers. Never was any
thing so artfully contrived. It is impossible for the
most discerningeye, without previous information,
to discover the place of his retreat. And even
after being told that a place of this nature existed
in the castle, I doubt whether it could be dis-
covered. It is placed immediately beneath the
rafters in ofne part of the roof of the castle. By
means of a ladder you are conducted by the side
of one part of a sloping roof into a kind of channel
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between two ; such as frequently serves to convey
rain-water into pipes for a reservoir; by proceed-
ing along this channel you arrive at the foot of a
stone staircase, which leads up one side of the
roof to the right, and is so artfully contrived, as to
appear a part of the ornaments of the building,
when beheld at a distance. At the end of this
staircase is a room with a single window near the
floor. It is said Lord Lovat used to be conducted
to this place when his pursuers approached, the
ladder being removed as soon as he ascended.
When the search -Vas over, and the inquirers gone,
the ladder was replaced, by which means he lived
comfortably with the family, and might long have
have remained secure, if he had not quitted the
place of his retreat.

" A remarkable traditionrespecting the founda-
tion of this castle is worth notice, because circum-
stances still remain which plead strongly for its
truth. It is said the original proprietor was
directedby a dream to load an ass with gold, turn it
loose, and, following its footsteps, build a castle
wherever the ass rested. In an age when dreams
were considered as the immediate oracles of hea-
ven, and their suggestions implicitly attended to,
it is naturalto suppose, the ass, as traditionrelates,
received its burden and its liberty. After strolling
about from one thistle to another, it arrived at last
beneath the branches of a hawthorn tree, where,
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fatigued with the weight upon its back, it knelt
down to rest. The space round the tree was im-
mediately cleared for building, the foundation laid,
and a tower erected: but the tree was preserved,
and remains at this moment a singular memorial
of superstition attended by advantage. The situa-
tion of the castle accidentally proved the most
favourable that could be chosen; the country
round it is fertile, productive of trees, in a whole-
some spot; and a river, with a clear and rapid
current, flows beneath its walls. The trunk of the
tree, with theknotty protuberances of its branches,
is still shewn in a vaulted apartment, at the bot-
tom of the principal tower. Its roots branch out
beneath the floor, and its top penetrates through
the vaulted arch of stone above, in such a manner,
as to make it appear, beyond dispute, that the tree
stood as it now does, before the tower was erected.
For ages it has been a custom for guests in the fa-
mily to assemble round it, and drink, ' Success to
the hawthorn,' that is to say, in other words,
* Prosperity to the house of Cawdor!'"

The travellers proceeded in their tour through
Elgin to Aberdeen ; thence to Dundee, Perth, and
Stirling. On their way they visited Glamis Castle,
which Mr. Clarke thus describes :

"About a mile out of the road near Glames,
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anciently Glamis, six miles from Forfar, are the
venerable remains of Glamis Castle, the property
of Lord Strathmore. Ido not know a building so
calculated to impress the mind with ideas offeudal
dignity, and castellated grandeur as this of Glames.
A winding avenue of trees conducts you by the
side of a noisy rivulet, to its irregular and majestic
front. It stands on a noble plain, surrounded by
extensive woods and plantations of thick embow-
ering trees. A part of it has been taken down,
but sufficient still remains to shew its pristine
importance. On approaching, the eye is lost in a
futile attempt to discover any thing of design or
plan in its appearance. A number of small and
gloomy windows, with the minute intersected
casements, which distinguished the residences of
our forefathers, appear without order in various
parts of the edifice. High above all rise a number of
turrets of a singular conical form. Approaching an
enormous portal, thickly embossed with iron studs,
we knocked long and loudly for admission, and as
we listenedto learn if an approaching footstep in-
dicated the residence of any human being, the
wind roared loudly over the battlements, and
whistling among the interstices of its walls, was
heard at a distance likethe faint screams of persons
in distress. A clanking of iron was heard upon
the stone staircase within, like the fetters of some
person descending in chains towards the door;
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and the impressions made by so extraordinary a
noise, were not weakened by hearing the creaking
of an enormous iron grate, opening on the inside.
At the same instant a small door of about a foot
square, formed in the middle of the outer portal,
was opened by a female figure, with long black
hair, bare feet, and a large bunch of keys, who
demanded our business.

"To see the castle, I replied. ' All the castle V
again rejoined the same figure, ' or only the room
where the murder was committed V

" I know of no murder committed in this castle,
said I, but wish to see as much of it as you are
willing to shew.

" The door was then opened, and we followed
our conductress up a winding stone staircase, to an
old chamber in which stood a bed of uncommon
magnificence, though at present in a very tattered
condition. It was of rich crimson velvet, and
straw-coloured satin, on which had been wrought
a beautiful embroidery of flowers in gold. In this
room we were told, that a murder had formerly
been committed by some hired assassins, who
were conducted to their victim by a servant they
had bribed. But who that victim was, or when
the pretended murder was committed, or at whose
instigation, or for what purpose, we could never
discover.

" In the principal bed-chamber of the castle,
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over the chimney-piece, is a painting of uncommon
merit; whether an original or a copy I am not
decided. To use the technical term of an artist,
it had much of that fatness in the colouring which
is supposed to mark the free touch of an original
painter, but at the same time there were parts in
the drapery, which appeared to be laboured. The
subject represents our Saviour paying the tribute-
money. It consists of seven figures, half-lengths,
according to life. The disposal of these figures, the
fore-shortening ofa venerable countenance, peeping
over our Saviour's left arm, and the happy distri-
bution of shadow throughout the whole, are admi-
rable. If the painter has failed in any thing it is
in the portrait of our Saviour, which forms the
principal figure in the piece."

Mr. Clarke thus expresses himself, respecting
the beauty of the country, on approaching Dun-
keld :

" Nothing occurs particularly remarkable, until
justbefore you arrive at the toll-gate, before de-
scending into the beautiful vale of Tay ; and from
that moment, a scene opens before you, which
perhaps has not its parallel in Europe. I know
not in all Scotland, nor in any part of Great
Britain, a scene more striking than Dunkeld, as
you descend to cross the ferry. From the toll-
gate towards the river, you have the great forest
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of Birnam above you on the left, and down far to
the right, a long hollow valley, watered by the
rapid meandering Tay, attracts the attention.
Dunkeld, shut in by high mountains, rises with its
ruined cathedral, its church and houses, above the
water. To enrich this noble scene, the finest
trees are seen flourishing with the greatest redun-
dancy. How weak and groundless are the asper-
sions of Johnson, respecting Scotland and its
timber, when one beholds this luxuriant valley,
proudly decorated with majestic oaks, sycamore,
limes, beech, maple, birch, and all the glories of
the forest. I measured a single oak close to the
ferry, andfound it to be seventeen feet in the girth,
and near it stood a sycamore of much greater
magnitude.

" The grounds belonging to the Duke ofAthol, I
do not hesitate to pronounce to be almost without a
rival. There are some scenes about them, which
bear a resemblance to the finest parts of Mount
Edgecumbe in Cornwall. The walks alone form an
extent of sixteen or seventeen miles, and these are
kept in the finest order; not fantastically cut ac-
cording to any absurd rule, which may violate the
grandeur of nature; but winding among the most
solemn groves, and majestic trees, which the earth
produces. I cannot pretend to detail its beauties.
The pencil alone can, and even that would but in-
adequately describe them.
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"The greatest curiosity of Dunkeld, at least
that which is generally esteemed such, is the cas-
cade, formed by a fall of the Bran, abouthalf a mile
from the ferry of Inverness. The manner in which
this is presented to the spectator, has been much
reprobated by several ofour modern tourists, who,
anxious to shew their taste for the beauties of na-
ture, hastily condemn the smallest interference of
art. For my own part, I entirely differ with them
respecting the cataract of the Bran at Ossian's
hall. I consider it as one of the most ingenious
and pleasing ornaments to rural scenery I ever
beheld. A hermitage, or summer house, is placed
forty feet above the bottom of the fall, and con-
structed in such a manner that the spectator in
approaching the cascade, is entirely ignorant of
his vicinity to it, being concealed by the walls of
this edifice. Upon entering the building, you are
struck with a painting of Ossian, playing upon his
harp, and singing the songs of other times. The
picture, as you contemplate it, suddenly dis-
appears with a loud noise, and the whole cataract
foams at once before you, reflected in several mirrors,
androaring with the noise of thunder. It is hard-
ly possible to conceive a spectacle more striking.
If it be objected that machinery contrivance of this
sort wears too much the appearance of scenic re-

presentation, I should reply, that as scenic repre-
sentation I admire it, and as the finest specimen
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of that species of exhibition; which doubtless,
without the aid of such a deception, would have
been destitute of half the effect it is now calcu-
lated to produce. A little below this edifice, a
simple but pleasing arch is thrown across the nar-
row chasm of the rocks through which the river
flows with vast rapidity. About a mile higher up
the Bran is the Rumbling Bridge, thrown across a
chasm of granite, about fifteen feet wide. The
bed of the river, for several hundred feet above the
arch, is copiously charged with massive fragments
of rock, over which the river foams androars like
the waters at Ivy Bridge, in Devonshire. Ap-
proaching the bridge, it precipitates itself with
great fury through the chasm, casting a thick
cloud of spray, or vapour, high above the bridge,
and agitating by its fury even the prodigious
masses which form the surrounding rocks.

" Few objects will more amply repay the tra-
veller for the trouble of visiting them, than the
woody precipices, the long, winding, shady groves,
the ruins and cataracts of Dunkeld."

The travellers arrived at Edinburgh on the Bth
of September, and stayed there till the 20th.
Thence setting off for England, they visited the
Cumberland lakes, which appeared to disadvan-
tage after the bolder scenery with which they had
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lately been familiar. Mr. Clarke thus expresses
himself, in his journal, respecting the lakes and
mountains of the north of England:

" We approached Saddle Back and Skiddaw
from an open country; those mountains looked
very contemptible after the Scotch hills. I could
hardly believe I saw Skiddaw when it was pointed
out. A lady might ride on horseback to the top.
We saw distinctly the summit, with a pile of
stones upon it. It is covered with verdure, and
looks more like the South Downs, than a mountain
so famous.

" Nothing remarkably beautiful or striking oc-
curred till we ascended a hill, and the vale of
Keswick opened before us, with the lakes of Der-
wentwater and Bassenthwaite—a scene uniting
grandeur with beauty, wild mountains with lakes,
and cultivated fields smiling in harvest, and full of
trees. The accounts of the lakes are much exag-
gerated. Loch Lomond surpasses any of them.
Derwentwater, from Crow park, compared to
Loch Lomond, looks like a pond. When you are
on it, or wandering upon its shores, and among its
creeks, it is certainly very beautiful. The fact is,
the mountains round it, from the vastness of their
dimensions, diminish the appearance of the lake
itself. On Skiddaw are no abrupt precipices or
broken rocks; its sides are sloping, green, and
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uniform; and have all the insipidity of a lawn.
Mrs. Radcliffe's account of her ascent is truly
ridiculous.

" The appearance of the mountains in Borrow-
dale deserves all the notice that has been given
them; they are truly great; in the first style of
mountain sublimity. I wished much to have
penetrated the pass, which winds among them.
The road from Keswick to Ambleside, by the
Grasmere Lake, is equal to many of the finest
scenes in Switzerland. But no lake is equal to
that of Lucerne. Ambleside is a little straggling
place, neat, and entirely supported by the swarms
which throng annually to the lakes.

" I hardly know what to say of the appearance
of Windermere as we left Ambleside. It is cer-
tainly unique; but not equal to Loch Lomond;
neither can they fairly be compared together.
The beautiful appearance of the trees and culti-
vated fields, full of yellow harvest, is unknown at
Loch Lomond.

" Windermere is the most pleasing of all the
lakes. I would make this distinction between
Windermere and Loch Lomond. They are both
sublime ; but characterized by different sources of
sublimity. The sublimity of Loch Lomond results
from vastness, grandeur, and terror; that of Win-
dermere from magnificence alone. And I think
this a more accurate description of those lakes
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than to say Windermere is beautiful, and Loch
Lomond sublime; though certainly in Winder-
mere there is more of beauty than sublimity; and
in Loch Lomond more of sublimity than beauty "

Mr. Paget and Mr. Clarke concluded their tour
on the 26th of September, by arriving at Plasne-
wydd in Anglesey, the seat of Lord Uxbridge.
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CHAP. V.

Residence at Cambridge—Engagement with Mr. Cripps—
Commencement of his Grand Tour—Hamburg—Denmark—
Sweden —Lapland—Norway—Finland.

With the journey which was the subject of the
last chapter, the connexion of Mr. Clarke with his
young friend, as tutor, was terminated; but having
been formed at a moment when their minds were
softened by a common calamity, and continued
under circumstances of perpetual novelty and in-
terest, the impressions left by it were unusually
strong and lasting; and upon it was laid the
foundation of a mutual attachment highly gratify-
ing to both, but reflecting particular credit upon
the character of the pupil. That the warmth of
Mr. Clarke's heart, the kindness of his manners,
and his eagerness both in acquiring and communi-
cating knowledge, should have secured a temporary
hold of the affections of a young and ardent mind,
is nothing more than might have been expected,
and what in fact did happen in more cases than in
this; but in the spirit and constancy of an attach-
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ment, which neither the lapse of more than twenty
years, nor the wide difference of their pursuits
and situations in the world, nor the pleasures of a
fashionable life, nor the business of a public one,

could ever weaken, there is something as admira-
ble as it is rare. So long as Mr. Clarke lived, the
interest and the exertions of his pupil were always
ready to be employed in the furtherance of any
object which he had at heart: and when that event
occurred which is too often found to acquit all
worldly obligations and to dissolve all common
ties, it only served to bring his friendship forward
in a more striking point of view. In every mark,
whether of public or of private respect, paid to
the memory of his friend, Mr. Paget was always
among the foremost; and the readiness with which
he entered into all the details connected with the
comfort ofthe family of Mr. Clarke, and the warmth
of his exertions in the promotion of every measure
recommended in their behalf—exertions not less
successful than they were extensive—were such as

could only have been expected from a very near
relation, or from one who had lived in daily habits
of intimacy with him, to the last moment of his
life.

Upon their return from Scotland, Mr. Paget was
sent to Oxford according to his destination, and
Mr. Clarke returned to Uckfield, where, towards
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the end of the winter, the author of this Memoir
went, in conformity to a long promise, to spend a

few weeks with him. He had been living with his
family ever since his return, and it was reasonable
to expect that the arrangement and digestion of
the materials of a journey, in which he had taken
so much interest, while the objects were fresh in
his recollection, would have been his principal
employment and resource; especially as it was
always his intention to publish them; but he had
dismissed this subject from his thoughts, and, to
confess the truth, was wholly absorbed in the oc-

cupations and amusements of an active country
gentleman; amongst which shooting was the most
prominent. For the more effectual prosecution of
this object, he had procured from the Duke of
Dorset, the deputation of several large woods and
manors in the neighbourhood of Uckfield, in which
it was his daily habit to expatiate, and with as
much enthusiasm and delight as the keenest
sportsman of his time. He was not successful
indeed, nor was success necessary to his enjoy-
ment ; it was the wildness of the sport, and the
bustle and activity of the exercise which capti-
vated him; and as he was then without any defi-
nite objects in life, it became a matter of painful
conjecture to those who regarded him, when and
how the indulgence of such a passion might cease.
On this account all the influence of his friend was
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exerted to withdraw him altogether from this
scene of fruitless labour (for such it was to him on

many accounts), and to induce him to take up his
residence in Cambridge, where he would be cer-
tain of finding pursuits worthy of his ambition,
and friends disposed to partake of them. But this
was a more difficult undertaking than might have
been imagined. The repugnance he at all times
felt to remove from his mother's house, had lately
been considerably strengthened by a sense of
something like independence which his election to
a Fellowship* had created, and what was more
unfortunate, by an unaccountable dislike to the
very place where he was urged to go; and it is
very probable, that every remonstrance, and every
effort of his friend would have been unavailing, if
they had not been happily seconded by an acci-
dental circumstance, which occurred most season-
ably to aid them. His name was put down at
Uckfield for the supplementary militia, and such
was his dread of being compelled to serve in this
corps, that without stopping to inquire by what
other means he might escape the chance of the
impending evil, he immediately seized upon the
idea of College, as of a place ofrefuge from it. "My
going to College for a short time," he says in a
letter to his friend, soon after the latter's return to

* He was elected Fellow of Jesus College before he went to
Scotland.
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Cambridge, " I am afraid, will now be absolutely
necessary, for they have entered my name to be
ballotted for as a supplementary militia-man. Tell
the Master I will be bursar, or shoe-black, or gip,
to avoid marching amongst a mob of undrilled re-
cruits. Only fancy, Captain Clarke, or, what is
worse, Ensign Clarke, of the awkward squad. I
am very sure you would soon find the addition of

brought to a court-martial for disobedience
of orders. Seriously I will beg of you to request
the Master to appoint me bursar without delay,
that I may go to Lewes, and tell the justices I am
exempted by a College office, and only there upon
a visit." Accordingly he was appointed bursar;
and rooms having been prepared for him at his re-
quest, he prepared to take up his residence in
College at Easter 1798.

In the mean time, however, an engagement
more directly connected with the line of life he
had adopted was proposed to him; and as this
engagement led afterward to important conse-

quences, and was, in truth, the cause of his under-
taking, and the means of his completing his cele-
brated journey to the Continent, it will be proper
to speak of it more fully. The object of the pro-
posal was a young man of his own neighbourhood
in Sussex; who, having lately succeeded to a con-
siderable estate in that county, was desirous of
placing himself under the guidance and instruction
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of Mr. Clarke for three years, in the meritorious;

hope of supplying the defects of an indifferent
education, by those means, which though late
were still within his power. In the pursuit of this
advantage, the place was of secondary importance
to him, and he was easily induced, at Mr. Clarke's
recommendation, to admit himself a Fellow-com-
moner of Jesus College, and to accompany his
tutor to Cambridge; with an understanding, which
was equally agreeable to both, that after a certain
time spent in preparatory study, they should un-
dertake some journey to the Continent together.
The pecuniary part of the proposal was very
liberal, and the plan was entered upon without
delay. With them came also to the University a
gentleman of a very different character, and in a
different situation in life; led there indeed partly
by the same motives as those which influenced
Mr. Cripps, a love of Mr. Clarke's society, and a
desire of profiting by his information, and, in this
respect, affording a remarkable instance amongst
many which might be quoted of the strong attach-
ments inspired by Mr. Clarke; but chiefly induced
by another reason, which, considering his circum-
stances, will be regarded as very rare. This was
the Honourable John Tufton, an elder brother of
his first pupil, the same who had accompanied
him as far as Brussels on his tour to the Conti-
nent. He had lived a considerable time in the
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fashionable world, had partaken largely of its in-
terests and its pleasures, and at the time of his
admission at Jesus College, was in the full enjoy-
ment of all that men usually desire, being splen-
didly allied, a Member of Parliament, and pos-
sessed of a larger fortune than he could spend.
In all this, however, he had not found what would
satisfy his understanding and his wishes, and one
object of his coming to College was to try, whe-
ther the pleasure of academic pursuits and the
society of literary men would prove more effectual.
The experiment, however, was unhappily of short
duration: his health, which was indifferent when
he came, declined rapidly after his admission, and
compelled him frequently to remove to town for
advice : and before eighteen months had expired,
he fell a victim to a species of atrophy, under
which he had long laboured.

During the next twelvemonth, Mr. Clarke re-
sided constantly with his pupil at Jesus College,
and thus commenced a new and important era in
his life, in many respects highly beneficial to him,
Hitherto his studies had been desultory and irre-
gular, dependent upon the situations into which he
was thrown, and the tastes and sympathies of the
persons with whom he lived, and otherwise pur-
sued under many and striking disadvantages; but
now he enjoyed the inestimable benefit of being
master of his own pursuits, and of a considerable
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portion of his own time, under circumstances
most favourable to the cultivation of them. Ac-
cordingly, notwithstanding his employment with
his pupil and his College office, he contrived to
attend constantly the chemical lectures, and to
improve himself in several other species of informa-
tion essential to his future views; and what was
more important, he began to establish in his
general reading a certain degree of regularity and
method, to which he had hitherto been a stranger.
But to the society of the place, he was unques-
tionably indebted for the most decided advantage.
Formerly he had lived either with young men of
family who looked up to him for their opinions;
or with persons whose age and situation placed
them beyond the reach of competition; but now
his mind was brought into daily and familiar con-
tact with those of many able scholars, of the same
rank and standing with himself, and engaged in a
similar career—men, for the most part, of more
regular understandings and more mature judgment
than his own—from whose conversation he could
not fail, amongst other improvements, of making
some progress in a species of knowledge, oftener
forced upon us than sought, but valuable however
obtained, that of himself. It must be confessed,
however, that at this period his residence in Cam-
bridge was not productive of all the satisfaction
to himself, which his friends had so confidently
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promised. There was something in the tone and
habits of the place, by no means calculated to do
away the prejudice he brought there: it was nei-
ther the varied gaiety of the world, nor the un-

clouded serenity of home; but a scene different
from both, for which his former life not less than
his natural disposition rendered him unfit, without
some previous experience and discipline. Beyond
all this, the love of travel still shewed itself to be
the ruling passion of his mind, and was constantly
urging him towards the means of fresh gratifica-
tion. Thus, notwithstanding the many sources of
advantage and enjoyment with which he was sur-
rounded, he was never less disposed to be at ease
in the whole course of his life, and if they who
knew him best were desired to point out that pe-
riod of his history, in which he appeared least
amiable to others (and it is only of the degree of
which there can be any question), it would cer-
tainly be this year of his residence in Cambridge.
On these accounts he often urged upon the author
of this memoir, at that time senior tutor of the
College, the immediate execution of a scheme they
had long had in contemplation of going abroad
together. In this person he always found a willing
auditor; and as no part of the Continent was then
open to English travellers, but the north of Europe,
it was determined, after various plans had been
proposed and rejected, that they should visit
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Norway and Sweden, with as much of Russia be-
sides, as could be comprehended within the ex
tended limits of a long summer vacation. Mr.
Cripps, his pupil, was of course of this party from
the beginning, and with itwas afterward associated
a gentleman, since highly distinguished in the
literary world, Professor Malthus. He was at that
time Fellow of the College, and having been occa-
sionallyresident during this year, and often present
at the discussions to which the scheme had given
birth, was easily persuaded to embark in an expe-
dition, which, besides the many obvious induce-
ments it held out to him in common with the rest,
afforded a prospect of information peculiarly de-
sirable to himself. He had lately published his
first work, an octavo volume, upon the Principle
of Population; and although it was quite impos-
sible for him to anticipate the deep and extensive
interest, which the peculiar circumstances of the
country have since given to the subject, it is cer-
tain that he was at that time exceedingly impressed
with the practical evils to which the prevailing-
errors respecting population had given rise, and
not less firm in the truth of his own conclusions,
than sanguine as to their ultimate establishment.
But being certain that a theory so adverse to all
the rooted prejudices and received opinions of
mankind, was not likely to make its way by argu-
ment alone, however logically supported, he was
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anxious for the sake of truth as well as of public
happiness to collect from every quarter of the
habitable world all the prominent facts which
couldfairly be supposed to bear upon the question.
In this inquiry the countries northward of the
Baltic were for many reasons likely to be of impor-
tance ; but they were precisely those in which
the state of society was less known, and the de-
tails required less likely to be obtained from
native authors, and on this account he was glad
of the opportunity now afforded to procure, by
actual observation and inquiry, the materials of
which he was in search. To this tour, therefore,
the public are indebted for all that curious statis-
tical information respecting Norway and Sweden,
with which his quarto volume is enriched, and for
many of those facts and documents by which the
truth of his former demonstration is so triumph-
antly supported and confirmed.

But to return to Mr. Clarke. The party set out
from Cambridge at the time appointed, the 20th
of May, 1799 ; and the journey, which was at first
intended to occupy only six or seven months, was
continued by himself and his pupil for more than
three years and a half, having been concluded in
the latter end of November, 1802. During this
period, the series of letters next presented to the
reader was addressed to his friends at home. They
will form, it is presumed, by far the most amusing
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as well as the most instructive portion of the pre-
sent work; and on this account they will be in-
serted with as little alteration and curtailment as
possible; but as they were composed under a
variety of circumstances, and possess very dif-
ferent degrees of merit, the following observations
upon their character and contents may possibly
assist the reader's judgmentrespecting them.

As Mr. Clarke never failed to write to some one
or other of his friends from every remarkable spot
which he visited, and as very few of his letters
have been lost, they will be found collectively to
furnish a succinct and faithful narrative of that
long and eventful journey, the enlarged details of
which have occupied no less than six volumes
quarto, and have mainly contributed to spread the
reputation of the author throughout every part of
Europe. In this point of view they cannot fail of
being highly interesting to a large class of readers,
who, having wanted either the time or the oppor-
tunity to make themselves masters of so voluminous
a work, will be delighted in this summary, but in-
teresting way to reap the benefit of his researches.
But it may be farther affirmed, that these letters
are not less valuable when considered separately,
than when regarded in connexion with each other;
for besides the raciness and freshness they possess
in common with all other information conveyed
under similar circumstances, having been written
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while the objects were still warm in his recollec-
tion, or actually in his sight; they have the pecu-
liar advantage of exhibiting in a striking point of
view, that stream of colloquial eloquence in which
the goodness of his heart was most apparent, and
the playfulness, the vivacity, and the force of his
imagination had their fairest and freest scope. Of
all the species of writing which he essayed, the
epistolary was the most becoming to him; and as
the letters now exhibit in a narrower field the
qualities which accompanied him when he spoke,
no one who reads them with attention will be at a
loss to discover what his conversation once was—-
the same ease, lightness, and spirit—the same dis-
tinct view of his own character and thoughts—an
expression still more graceful and flowing—with a
talent for description, and a taste in the selection
of his topics, which have rarely been surpassed.
To be natural indeed could scarcely be called a
virtue in him; for his conceptions were so rapid,
and struggled so much for utterance, that they
could scarcely at any time be controlled.

But if the form of these communications may be
supposed to give them an air of novelty, even with
those to whom the travels are familiar, may it not
be said with truth, that much of the matter will
be new to them too ?—They constituted no part
of the materials from which the great work was
constructed. Many of the facts stated in them
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are entirely different from those of his journal
while others which are the same, are still pre-
sented in different lights ; and in one large class of
thoughts originating in the prolific source of his
own susceptible and vivid feelings, which the va-
rious objects and incidents of the journey could
not fail of calling out, the advantage is almost
peculiar to the letters : for, however natural itmay
be that such topics should occur in a species of
composition, in which it is permitted, nay expect-
ed, that a man should speak frequently of himself,
they could not appear with so much advantage in a
grave and didactic work, expressly and elaborately
written for the public eye. Remarkable specimens
of this kind of merit will be found in the letters
from Ida and Parnassus, and particularly in that
from Jerusalem, which will probably be considered
as one of the happiest effusions of his pen. It is
curious to contrast the exaltation of his mind
upon his arrival at the Holy Land, with that so-
briety of spirit which characterizes his subsequent
description of it. The Bible was in his hand, and
the book of nature lay open before him, and from
these two sources, amid scenes the most sacred to
our recollections, and customs scarcely less durable
than the rocks and valleys amidst which they are
preserved, he has drawn the materials for a suc-
cession of pictures, which, in point of faithfulness
and effect, may be compared with any that have
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been presented to us from that country since the
days of Holy Writ: while the pious and didactic
turn of the images and associations with which
they are filled up, give to the whole a calm and
impressive character, which is not less appropriate
than it is pleasing and instructive. It is impos-
sible for a well-educated man to read this letter
without pleasure, or a pious one without edifica-
tion and improvement. Upon the whole, it may
be observed, that the matter of these compositions
increases in interest, as he advances in his journey,
for a reason which has been already given: nor

can it escape the notice of any one that this in-
terest takes a higher character, when the classical
scenes of Asia and Greece present themselves to
his view.

Having said thus much of the correspondence
generally, it will be proper to add a few words
respecting the letters addressed to his mother,
which will be found to possess a character of their
own. To account fully for this distinction, the
reader will be pleased to keep in mind, that
the parent to whom they were written was a
person of a most kind and affectionate heart, and
of a sound and useful understanding, but with
no pretensions to learning, and without any de-
cided literary taste: and farther, that when her
son left England, she was labouring under a dis-
order which had long excited the most lively
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apprehensions in the minds of her children; and
otherwise placed in circumstances requiring every
consolation for his absence, which in truth she did
not long survive, and to which nothing couldhave
reconciled her, but the assurance of his welfare
and advantage. In this state of things, that he
should have been more occupied with her feel-
ings, than with his own, whenever he sat down
to write to her, and that amid the various topics
which occurred to him, he should have selected
only those calculated to amuse her, or to be
agreeable to her taste, will be no matter of wonder
to his early friends, who know well, that to have
excited a cheerful train of thought in her mind, or
even a passing smile upon her countenance, would
at any time have been in his eyes a greater triumph
of his epistolary talents, than the most successful
exhibition of his own learning and ability in any
other quarter. Accordingly, these letters to
her will be found throughout easy, animated, and
playful, abounding in cheerful views of things, and
droll and peculiar turns of thought, but devoid of
all literary and scientific discussions, as being be-
sidehis purpose, and abstainingfrom every painful
circumstanceaffecting his own health or happiness,
of which there occurred but too many, as being
certain to give her pain, and to add to her anxiety
about himself.

It remains now only to say a few words of the
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pupil, whom his good fortune had allotted to him,
from whose character and habits he unquestionably
derived the greatest facilities and advantages in
the wholeconduct of the tour. There are few young
men of independent fortune, who would have been
diposed to undertake so difficult a journey, and
fewer still who would have been able and willing
to go through with it. But Mr. Cripps had all the
qualities requisite for the companion of such a man,
in the prosecution of such an object: a singular
attachment and devotion to Mr. Clarke, dispos-
ing him at all times to acquiesce cordially in every
plan, which the better knowledge and experience
of that gentleman suggested—a sweetness of tem-
per, which neither crosses nor privations could
ever ruffle—a liberal spirit ever ready to furnish
the means, whenever an opportunity of making an
important acquisition occurred, and an ardent
desire of information, which made him at all times
as anxious to press forward and to extend the
limits of their journey, as Mr. Clarke himself. To
these may be added a strong and hardy constitu-
tion,* in all the vigour of youth, enabling him to

* Of what importance this quality was to a companion of Mr.
Clarke in his travels at that period ofhis life, can be known only
to those who have been with him upon such occasions. There
was at times a feverish impatience about him, which would never
allow him to place his own rest or comfort in competition with
the more rapid attainment of any objecthe had in view, nor even
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endure, without material inconvenience, those
hardships and labours, which Mr. Clarke struggled
through by means of his enthusiasm, at the ex-
pense of great personal suffering and the perma-
nent injury of his health.

It was at first thought advisable that the letters
should tell their own story, without any other aid
or explanation than that which maybe derivedfrom
the map : but a more accurate examination ofthem
has discovered several chasms in the narrative, in
whicha few words of explanation will be required.
Such, therefore, will be given when necessary: but
not to interrupt materially the thread of their
proceedings, which is so well unfolded by Mr.
Clarke himself, it may be proper for the reader to
anticipate that the party separated into two, near
Lake Wener in Sweden, after having dined toge-
ther, within a circle of Runic stones between
Mounts Hunneberg and Halleberg. Whether Mr.
Clarke, having now ascertained the spirit and

to tolerate such a disposition in others. The friend who writes
this memoir, sometimes experienced this to his cost; and Mr.
Clarke himself confesses, in one of his letters, that in their jour-
ney from Lake Wener to Tornea, which including their stay at
Stockholm occupied about eighteen days, they were never in
bed more than four hours out of forty-eight. The consequence
ofwhich was, that he was compelled to prosecute his journey to
the north ofthe arctic circle, under the effects of a severe disorder
brought on entirely by ti.i.s imprudent haste.
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powers of his pupil, already contemplated a more
extensive tour, and therefore had become indif-
ferent to the order of the first, or whether the
scenes within the arctic hadrisen into more impor-
tance in his eyes, he determined immediately to
proceed to Lapland before the summer should be
far advanced; but as this step was quite incompa-
tible with the limited views of the other travellers,
theyadhered to the originalarrangement, and pass-
ing through Udevalla, entered Norway at Fre-
dericshall.

To his Mother.

" Hamburg, May 28, 1799.
" My dear Mother.—We arrived here safe on the

25th, after the most expeditious passage, perhaps,
ever known. The captain assured us, that during
forty years, he had "never reached Hamburg on
the third day. Read and determine ! We sailed
on Thursday at noon. On Friday, at midnight,
we passed Helgoland. On Saturday, at half-past
six in the morning, we entered the Elbe. At half-
past ten we arrived at Cuxhaven. Finding a vessel
bound for Hamburg, the wind fair, at eleven we
started again; and as the sun was setting, at eight
in the evening, after a most delightful voyage, we
landed in Hamburg. What think you now of our
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flight ? At Cambridge, on the 20th ;at Hamburg,
on the 25th.

"We had few alarms in the passage. Rather a
a stout gale, as you may supposeby our progress ;

but not more than the sailors desired. Twice we
received signals to hoist our colours; and once we
were boarded by the crew of an English hired
armed cutter. Otter suffered most in the voyage.
Malthus bore it better than any one. Cripps
made a good seaman, being always upon deck.

" There are two things which the English ex-
pect to receive from Hamburg, viz. news, and
hung-beef. The hung-beef I shall keep for our

own use among the mountains: the news you
are welcome to ; and I assure you it is very con-
siderable. Turin is in the hands of the Allies.
Naples is taken, &c.

"Hamburg is a place of much higher import-
ance than I had imagined. Her merchants are
princes, and their coffers the emporium of the
riches of the world. I can buy all sorts of India
goods, cambric, Holland, &c. free from any duty.—

" We go next to Copenhagen, and from thence
alongthe western side of Sweden, into Norway, to
Christiania. We shall then proceed northward as
near to the pole as possible. I intend to pass
within the arctic, at all events; that for once I may
see the sun revolve for twenty-four hours, without
setting; and learn what sort of a Rump Parlia-
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ment they hold in Lapland. We then pass round
the north part of the gulf of Bothnia, and afterward
cross over to Stockholm and Upsal. Then we
visit Finland, and proceed to Petersburg; after
which, having letters to Domingo Gonzalez, we
embark for the moon. Love to all! God bless
you!

To the same.

Copenhagen, June 7, 1799.
" You are not to be in the least alarmed, ifyou

do not hear regularly from me; because our route
lies through countries, where the post is always
irregular, and often where there is no post what-
ever.

"We are at this moment arrived here. I write
under great fatigue, and in that hurry which must
attend a traveller, with many other things to think
of, and on the top of a trunk. We had a pleasant
journey from Hamburg, where we spent a week.
A fierce republican, a la Jacobin, came and smoked
a pipe with me, to know how matters went on in
England. We are all well, and very happy. I
have not had above four hours sleep these seven
nights past; but never was better, in my life."
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To the same.

Copenhagen, June 10th, 1799.
" We long to hear news from England, and to

know how you are all going on. I cannot hear
from you till I arrive at Stockholm; which is a
sad grievance, as our tour to the north takes place
before we descend upon that city. Lord R. Fitz-
gerald, the English ambassador, has been very
civil to us. Our party dined with him yesterday.
I sent my apology, and staid at home, to recover
the arrears in my journal, and to settle the account
ofexpenses ; which last isvery complicate; owing
to the confusion arising from money of so many
sorts and denominations.

" Pray write word of all that happens. Every
little thing relating to England is interesting here.
Send all your letters to Stockholm. There has
been a report that Lord St. Vincenthas beaten the
French fleet. I fear it cannot be true.

" On Friday next, there will be a grand review
of ten thousand Danish troops, at which the King
and the Prince will appear. We wait to see that,
and then depart for Sweden. Copenhagen rises
like a Phoenix from her ashes. She has twice
been destroyed by fire. At this moment before
my eyes, are the ruins of the finest palace in the
world. It was burned down about three years
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ago. You may remember reading an account of
the catastrophe in the papers. Every thing was
destroyed. A collection of pictures, that cost
many years, and much treasure, to complete;
books, furniture, plate, and so on.

" I suppose you have traced our route. We
came from Hamburgh to Lubeck, Kiel, Eckren-
forde, Flensborg, Apenrade, Hadersleben, Assens
(in the Isle of Funen), Odensee, Nyeborg, Corsoer
(in Zealand), Slagels6, Roeskilde, and Copenhagen.
Now I will give you our route from this place,
till we get to Stockholm. From Copenhagen to
Elsineur, thence to Gotheborg and Christiania.
Then through Norway into Lapland, and descend
southward, to the north of the Gulf of Bothnia.
Then down the western coast of the Gulf, to
Stockholm. Then cross the Gulf to Finland, and
through Finland, to Petersburg."

To the same.
" Gotheborg, in Sweden, June 18, 1799.

" After a journey of one hundred and twenty
miles, without sleep, and almost without food, I
sit down to write to you. Out of the one hundred
and twenty, sixteen were performed on foot, and
the rest in waggons, over Swedish wilds. All this
you know is play to me; only it may prevent my
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writing regularly. And I must beg of you never
to be surprised at not hearing from me. Two
months may elapse, and a letter not reach you. I
shall of course always write when I can.

" Sweden is not so mountainous, nor with so

foreign an aspect as you would imagine; so far as

we have yet explored it. The roads are better
than in England; but we travel in waggons, sitting
on a bare plank, without springs, or any thing to
put our feet upon, over a wild and desolate coun-
try : chiefly characterized by extensive heaths,
uncultivated commons, or barren rocks. We may
fairly say we are shaken to death; but it is death
unto life; for I never was better in my days, nor
ever so completely enjoyed myself. The party
seem all of the same mind, and are resolved to
attack the pole. The little desagr^mens we
meet with are the stimulants to new exertion;
they constitute the zest of enterprise, the salt of
intellectual food. Before the middle of July, I
hope to stand within the arctic circle.

"To-morrow we leave this place to visit the
cataracts of Trollsetta, and the Wener Lake. To-
day we dine with a Swedish family. We have
above fifty letters of recommendation to the north,
not including those of Otter and Maithus."
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To the same.
" Wenersborg, Sweden, June 21, 1799.

" Now you will have no difficulty to find me in
the map of Sweden. Open it this instant, and
behold me upon the great Lake of Wener, or Wener
See, in Westro Gothland. I am now dripping
from its waves; having bathed in its crystal wa-
ters. There! you have the map open! Well!
don't you see me ? How do you do ? I perceive
you have your spectacles on. What a lake! It
is one of the largest in the world. One hundred
miles in length, and fifty in breadth. Come, will
you take a boat with me ? I will row you across
to some of the islands. There, sit down at the
stern. Ay, that is right—take care you don't wet
your petticoats.

" This is a land of iron; therefore, to be in cha-
racter, I write to you with my old iron pen. We
are all very well, and very happy. I shall present
your compliments to the King of SWeden, and ask
him, if he will eat his beef pudding with you in
the autumn, and belong to our whist club, at Mrs.
Budd's.—l have prepared my speech upon the
occasion.

" I have somewhat altered-my route, and mean
to go straight from hence to Stockholm; where I
shall be in four days: so, I shall get any letters
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from England, at least six weeks sooner. From
Stockholm we proceed to the north of the Gulf of
Bothnia into Lapland, and through Lapland into
the north of Norway, and then, steering south, we
return to Sweden again, before we set out for St.
Petersburgh."

From Wenersborg Mr. Clarke and Mr. Cripps
proceeded rapidly by the direct route to Stock-
holm, where they stayed only a few days to pro-
cure money, and to purchase a light waggon for
their northern journey. Thence, they immediately
took their way through Upsal, and along the shore
of the Gulf of Bothnia to Tornea; at which place
they arrived on the eighth of July. During this
interval Mr. Clarke wrote no letters.

To theRev. Robt. Tyrwhit, Jesus College, Cambridge.

"Tornea, Gulf ofBothnia, 66 deg. N. Lat.
July 9, 1799.

" My dear Sir,—I have promised to write to
Satterthwaite, and many others; but as, at this
time of the year, I know no person so likely to be
in College as yourself, you will, I hope, excuse my
troubling you with this. I will beg of you to shew
it to any friend, who may be interested in the
success of our enterprise.
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" I wished to write from Upsal; but really every

moment is so precious, that I was not able. It is
now eleven at night, and the sun shines upon this
paper. We hope to see him all night above the
horizon, when we get farther to the north ; but I
fear we are too late. He sinks for about an hour
and a half below the horizon; but we have no
other difference between noon and midnight, than
that the thermometer during the former is at 75,
and during the latter at 46. Our fatigue has lately
been excessive; but we are in excellent health.
We have now traversed the whole of Sweden;
having completed a journey of near two thousand
miles to this place.

" Otter and Malthus left us at the Wener Lake.
Our parting was very painful, but we shall soon
meet again. They found it necessary to give up
part of their journey, that they might not trespass
on their time, as limited at setting out. It ap-
peared also, that they were somewhat daunted by
the account they received of an expedition so far
to the north. Malthus thought I should never be
able to effect a passage by land, from Lapland to
Norway. They went into the south of Norway.
We came to Stockholm, Upsal, and through the
towns on the western coast of the Gulf ofBothnia
to this place. Our expedition has succeeded be-
yond our most sanguine expectations; as you will
in some measure learn by the date. We travel in
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a little waggon. From the Wener Lake to Stock-
holm, we passed in carts, without springs, in no
degree better than an English dung-cart. The joy
I feel in the prospect of visiting the countries
within the arctic is not to be expressed. It is my
intention to go from hence to Enontakis, in Tornea
Lapmark, and from thence to North Cape, to visit
the coast of the icy sea. If I find it impracticable
to pass to Drontheim, from thence, by water, I
shall return, and cross to Pitea Lapmark; from
whence I can proceed into the north of Norway;
visiting various interesting scenes. If we do not
meet Otter and Malthus in the north of Norway,
we shall find them afterward at Stockholm. Had
they been lads of sufficient enterprise, I still think,
they might have undertaken a journeyfull as ex-
tensive as ours, with very little addition of time or
expense. It is not certain, that I shall not be at
Drontheim, even now, before they arrive. I intend
to launch a balloon at the capital of Tornea Lap-
mark; in order to attract the natives together. All
the materials are ready. The north of Sweden is
the finest country in Europe. Italy and Switzer-
land may boast of higher mountains and bolder
scenes; but the magnificence of its forests, the
beauty of its lakes and islands, and the honesty
and the hospitality of its inhabitantsare unequalled.

" Would any Englishman expect to find here a

good supper, and a post-office ? We have had our
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tea, and a game at romps with some Lapland lasses
lam preparing to have a dance with them. Their
faces are smeared with bear's grease; and they
come as near to the human as any animal, except
the natives of Owhyhee.

" Having conquered all the bug-bears, I am dis-
posed to be more facetious than is consistent with
the dignity of a letter from the arctic, impregnated
with the electric rays of the Aurora Borealis, and
which, beyond all doubt, will shine in the dark.
But, to listen to the nonsense one hears—' What
get to Tornea V exclaimed a multitude, ' you may
as well think of getting to the moon !' Yet, here
we are, without a single accident; and I may al-
most add, without a single shower; which has
proved very agreeable to passengers in a waggon.
I do not intend to turn back until I have scented
the polar air. I never was in better health. It is
true there is no part of my body I can call my
own, except (grace an ciel!) my right hand, and
left eye. My left arm is possessed by the Fttria
Infernalis. Various venomous insects occupy my
body externally. Internally, a commotion owes
its origin to sour milk and rye bread. But all
these losses render me lighter, and more fit for
enterprise.

" Cripps makes an excellent traveller. He is
occupied in sending a case of minerals to Stock-
holm. Mineralogy, botany, manners, politics,
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astronomy, antiquities, have all found a place in
his journal; he seems to grasp at universal science;
and works with his hammer among the rocks, like
a galley-slave. He particularly desires to be re-
membered to you. I promised to write to Alder-
man Newling and to Mr. Outram, of St. John's,
the public orator. As I cannot possibly fulfil my
engagement, I shall be obliged to you to make
those gentlemen acquainted with any particulars
respecting our tour, which you may think proper.
If there is any article of literature or natural his-
tory which you wish to receive from these coun-
tries, I beg you will make me your porter. A let-
ter directed, ' a la poste restante, Stockholm,' will
reach me any time before the autumn."

To his Mother.

" Tor-.ea, on the most northern point of the
Gulf of Bothnia, 66 degrees of North
Latitude. July 9, 1799.

" Would you believe it? In this place to get
pen, ink, and paper, and to find a post-office?
'What, get to Tornea?' every one said; yet here
I am, and what is more, have not done yet, for I
will not turn back, until I smell the Polar air.
How happy I am! Can I believe it?—am I dream-
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ing ? pinch my nose! To tread within the arctic!
—only fancy ! And to get here without a single
accident—not even a soaking.

" Long letters you cannot expect from travel-
lers, who have slept only four hours in forty-eight
for the last fortnight. Would you like a slice of
an arctic ham ? It was taken from the thigh of a
fat bear. I do assure you, it beats the Surrey hams,
out and out. None of your sneers at the Lap-
landers ! They come as near the human as any
animal, except Dame Osborne, and the folks at
the alms-house.

"We have seen Stockholm and Upsal, and
came along the western coast of the Gulf of
Bothnia to this dear place. And what would you
have ? Look at our supper—a bare-footed Lap -

lander is placing it on the table. A tureen of
chocolate milk, some very nice rusks, pickled
salmon, and pancakes! If a votary of enterprise
cannot feast there, let him starve!

"We enter Norway next. You must never be
alarmed at not hearing from me. It is quite un-
certain when you will get another letter, but cer-
tainly not before I reach Drontheim; which will
be in the middle, or towards the end of August,
then you must allow time for it to get to England."
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To Mr. R. Malthus.

"Tornea, July 9, 1799.
" We should have been here on the 7th, if we

had not waited a day for Baron Hermelin, and a
day with Dr. Ncezen, at Umea. From the moment
we parted with you, we may date the beautiful
scenes of Sweden. But from Upsal to this place,
nothing in Europe can surpass it. You may
imagine what my surprise has been, who expected
to pass an insipid, barren, flat, maritime territory.
Peter is still with us. We have procured our
Lapland interpreter, and are setting off for the
pole. I do not intend to turn back till I have
dipped in the icy sea. I find we can penetrate
into Finmark, through Lapland, and to the North
Cape, through Finmark.

"We should have been at Drontheim long be-
fore you, if we had not extended our tour. There
are as many passages into Norway, as rivers flow-
ing from it. We might pass, Ist, from Hernosand
to Roraas, by Gustavsberg; 2d, from Pitea to
Nasa Fjal; 3d, from Lulea to Quicjock; and 4th,
from Tornea to Tornea Trask. This last we shall
make; but shall not go from the icy sea to Tron-
heim; but return by Nasa Fjal, through the lakes
and mountains of Pitea Lapmark. Afterwards we
go from Sheleftea to Hernosand, and then by Gus-
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tavsberg to Tronheim, in order to visit the mines
and interesting scenes in that passage.

" My balloon is ready, and will be launched in
the capital of Lapland. The priests are to give
notice in the churches, that all may come to see
the Englishman, and his wonder of wonders!!!

"We have many rare plants; but never since,
have once seen that beautiful plant I gave Otter
at Hunneberg. Pray let him take care of it, and
it shall be painted.

Dianthus Superbus,
Rubus Arcticus,
Rubus Cham&morus,
Epilobium Montanum,
Linnaea Borealis,
Coinarum Palustre;

"These are fine plants; but we have fifty more,
and in Lapland, they say, are the rarest plants in
the world."

From Tornea they proceeded northward, prin-
cipally by water, up the Tornea and Muonio rivers,
with an intention of penetrating to the North
Cape. During the greater part of this journey,
however, Mr. Clarke was exceedingly ill, and ge-
nerally compelled to lie at the bottom of the boat,
exposed to great changes of temperature, and suf-
fering dreadfully from the mosquitoes. Of this
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illness, which, combined with the lateness of the
season, was the cause of their turning southward
from Enontakis, he says nothing to his mother,
for the reason already stated. He appears to have
owed his cure principally to the fruit of the Rubus
Arcticus and the Rubus Cham_emorus.

To his Mother.

"' .Enontakis, in Lapland, on the frontiers of
Finmark, 68° 30' 30", North Lat. In the
most northern province of the Swedish
Dominions. July 29, 1799.

" We have found the cottage of a priest, in this
remote corner of the world, and have been snug
with him, a few days. Yesterday I launched a
balloon, eighteen feet in height, which I had made
to attract the natives. You may guess their
astonishment, when they saw it rise from the earth.

" Is it not famous to be here, within the frigid
zone ? More than two degrees within the arctic;
and nearer to the pole, than the most northern
shores of Iceland 1 For a long time darkness has
been a stranger to us. The sun, as yet, passes
not below the horizon; but he dips his crimson
visage behind a mountain to the north. This
mountain we ascended, and had the satisfaction to
see him make his curtsey, without setting. At
midnight, the priest of this place lights his pipe,
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during three weeks in the year, by means of a
burning glass, from the sun's rays.

"We have been driving rein-deer in sledges.
Our intention is to penetrate, if possible, into
Finmark, as far as the source of the Alten, which
falls into the icy sea. We are now at the source
of the Muonio, in Tornea Lapmark. I doubt whe-
ther any map you can procure will shew you the
spot. Perhaps you may find the name of the place,
Enontakis. Well, what idea have you of it? Is
it not a fine town?—sashed windows, and streets
paved and lighted—French theatres—shops—and
public buildings ? Fll draw up the curtain—now
see what it is! A single hut, constructed of the
trunks of fir-trees, rudely hewn, with the bark
half on, and placed horizontally, one above an-
other; here and there a hole to admit light. And
this inhabited by an old priest, and his young wife,
and his wife's mother, and a dozen children, and
half a dozen dogs, and four pigs, and John, and
Cripps, and the two interpreters, and Lazarus,
covered with sores, bit by mosquitoes, and as
black as a negro. We sleep on rein-deer skins,
which are the only beds we have had since Tornea.

" We have collected minerals, plants, drawings,
and, what is of more importance, manuscript maps
of countries unknown, not only to the inhabitants
of Sweden, but to all the geographers of Europe.
The best maps afford no accurate idea of Lapland.
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The geography of the north of Europe, and parti-
cularly of the countries lying to the north of the
Gulf of Bothnia, is entirely undetermined. lam
now employed in tracing the tocography of the
source of the Muonio. We are enabled to confirm
the observations of Maupertuis, and the French
missionaries respecting the elevation of the pole,
and the arctic circle. I shall bring a piece of it
home to you, which stuck in my boot, as I stepped
into the frigid zone. It will serve as excellent
leaven, and be of great use in brewing, a pound of
it being sufficient to ferment all the beer in the
cellar; merely by being placed in my cabinet.

" The wolves have made such dreadful havoc
here, that the rich Laplanders are flying to Norway.
One of them, out of a thousand rein deer which
he possessed a few years ago, has only forty re-
maining. Our progress from Tornea has been
entirely in canoes, or on foot, three hundred and
thirty miles. There are no less than one hundred
and seven cataracts between this place and Tornea.
We live on rein-deer flesh, and the arctic straw-
berry : which is the only vegetable that has com-
forted our parched lips and palates, for some time.
ft grows in such abundance, near all the rivers,
that John gathers a pailfull whenever we want
them. lam making all possible exertion to pre-
serve some for you. Wheat is almost unknown
here. The food of the natives is raw fish, ditto
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rein-deer, and sour milk called pijma. Eggs, that
great resource of travellers, we have not. Poultry
are never seen. Had I but an English cabbage, I
should feast like an alderman."

"Tohnea, August 14th, 1799.
v You may imagine the comfort and satisfaction

we feel, upon our arrival once more in Tornea.
We descended the Aunis andKiemi rivers, through
Kiemi Lapmark, and are rejoiced to get a morsel
of sweet bread, and to converse againwith human
beings. We go now into the north of Norway.
Write to Christiania."

After leaving Tome& the second time, the tra-
vellers made the circuit of the upper part of the
Gulf of Bothnia, and then descended on the east-
ern side of it, through Ulea to Wasa ; from which
place they passed the Gulf, in a vessel to Umea,
on the western side. Thence they went to Sunds-
vald, and then took their way directly west, across
the mountains of Malmagen, a part of the chain
which separates Sweden from Norway, descend-
ing into the latter country near the celebrated
copper mines of Roraas.
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To the same.

Sundsvald, North of Sweden,
Sept. 10,1799.

" We set out for Norway to-morrow. I
hope you received my last from the regions of
thick-ribbed ice. I shall be home in November,
or the first week in December, at farthest. How
painful is it not to know whether you are well or ill,
and what is doing at Uckfield. All my thoughts
centre there. Could I but see, once more, your
hand-writing! My dear sister, too, how does she
do ? And George, is he with you ?—tell me all.

"
______— We came across the Gulf of Bothnia, from

Wasa to Umea. The sun has burned my hands
and face, until they resemble this ink. lam be-
come a Laplander in visage, dress, and manners.
It would frighten a powdered English beau, to see
such figures as we are. Only fancy, being com-
pelled to tar our faces, necks, hands, &c. in Lap-
land, to save us from mosquitoes!

" We know no more of England than ifwe were
in New Holland. Now for the mountains."

To the Rev. William Otter, Jesus College, Cambridge.
Tronheim, September 23, 1799.

"—— What I have suffered since I saw you I
will not fill my letter with; it will be enough to
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say.l have never had two days of health since I
set out for Lapland. I had the melancholy task of
telling Cripps how to commit my poor carcass to
a grave, and to get home. Once I lost my senses ;

and, but a few days ago, having crossed the Nor-
wegian Alps with great fatigue, I fancied I had a
hole in my throat, and fainted with the chimeras
of my own disordered imagination. Now, thank
God! I am better, as you see, for I can write.
All my illness arose from fatigue, and neglect of
sleep, and perhaps from the effect of climate on a
constitution unarmed to encounter a frigid zone.

'' We are to supposeyou intended that we should
experience a very serious disappointment, when
you neglected to leave the promised letter from
you in the post-office. If you had known with
what anxious impatience we should search for your
hand-writing, in every post book, you could not
have done this. We have ransacked half the
houses in the town, in hopes you had at least left
us a line ; but in vain. Why did you not give us
a little information about the people here, and a
few hints necessary to be observed in travelling ?

We find you missed Bergen, yet weknow not why.
This is remarkable, as you were so many days idle
here. Poor Cripps was ready to weep, when the
long-expected letter was notfound.

" We penetrated as far as the frontiers of Fin-
mark, traversing the provinces of Tornea, and
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Kemi Lapmark ; visited the sources ofthe Muonio
and the Aunis, surrounded the whole of the Gulf of
Bothnia; crossed the Alps to Roraas, and came here
last night. We are delighted with this place—live
in the same room you did, and ask questions of you
all the day. What libraries they have here ! And
even the arts flourish. I have bought beautiful
pictures already. We are to attend the meeting
of the Literary Society, and the Clubs-all Jaco-
bins ! I suppose the vast increase of population
here interested Malthus ; and even you would be
an antiquarian here, in seeing the spot once te-
nanted by Norwegiankings. I assure you, I never
saw such scenery in Europe, as between Hoff and
Holtaalen, on the Roraas road. It is neither
Alpine, nor Apennine, but Norwegian ; combining
the wildness and sublimity of Switzerland, with
the groves of Sweden, and the vales of Italy. Of
course you collected the rare minerals which are
produced by the mine near Hoff; particularly that
singular fossil, the indeterminate crystallization
of quartz. Would you not smile to see me in the
character of a botanist ? I botanize from morning
till night—' O guam mutatus!' It is so vastly
absurd, you know, to be poking for weeds in a

ditch. Were I any longer in doubt, Sweden would
make any man a botanist. I have collected all
the plants engraved in the Flora Lapponica, and
many others. 1 have bought here the Flora Nor-
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wegica. It is a good work ; but describing the
Rubus Chamaemorus (to which I owe my life), he
says the English call it Cloud-berries. Did you
ever see it in Britain ? Perhaps the bogs of Scot-
land produce it.

" Some plants are still in bloom here. The Ra-
nunculuswill be the last: as the Tussil»/o Farfara
was the first. I collected the Ranunculus Glacialis
yesterday. Among other affectations, lam ready to
dispute with Linnaeus, that the Lichen Coralloides,
and the Lichen Deformis, are the same. That the
cause of barrenness in the Rubus Arcticus, when
transplanted, originates in accidental selection.
The specimens carried to the south of Europe,
were not Hermaphrodites ; but a singular monster
common to that genus, which is male alone. How
little do botanists know of plants, when they
judge of them from local character! Here is the
author of the Flora Norwegica describing the
Pedicularis Sceptrum Carolinum; and he says,
' Saepissime caulis estnudus, foliis tantum radica-
libus instructus, haud raro autem praeterea etiam
folia verticillata habet circa medium posita.' The
fact is, the variety, if it may be so termed, of the
Pedicularis Scept. Car. as found here, has little
resemblance to the plant in its natural state. It is
a poor, stunted, dwarfish, deformed emigrant,
exiled from Lapland; and not possessing more

than a family likeness of its parent. The Scept.
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Car. in Lapland is never seen with a naked stem.
It grows almost to the height of a man ; the most
magnificent of all the arctic flowers, ornamented
with foliage in beautiful gradation, diminishing,
and proportionate from its root to its blossom. In
Norway, it only shews a miserable head, without
the body.

" Have you seen the dissertation by Rudbeck
on this plant ? The best engraving of it, is in the
Flora Lapponica; but the seed vessel is incorrect.
The Flora Danica is generally above all, but fails
in this.

" I have treasures inestimable—minerals, antiqui-
ties, plants, birds, fish, maps, books, insects, draw-
ings, and so on. Of plants I have, I believe, a thou-
sand specimens, many of course are duplicates;
and I hope some ofthem will supplyyou, where you
have failed. I hope to give some also to Newton,
and to Brooke. In all my illness I never deserted
my journal, though it grew thin to keep me in
countenance.

"The Gentiana Nivalis, Pedicularis Lapponica,
Andromeda Hypnoides, Saxifraga Azoides, Co-
marum Palustre, Salix Amygdalina, LychnisAlpina,
Pedicularis Scept. Car., Dianthus Superbus—of
these, and many others, I have seed. Will they
grow in England ? The Rubus Arcticus I have
preserved in spirits, with its leaves and fruit. Of
its flowers I have many specimens in my books.
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I have also the plants peculiar to Sweden; the
Betula Nana (though found, by the bye, here),
Crataegus Aria, and others mentioned by Linnaeus.
Respecting that illustrious man, I have many
curious things to speak, and to exhibit. If it had
not been for illness, we should have reached North
Cape. We beheld, however, Finmark from the
mountains, standing on the spot which Linnaeus
calls the last angle of the world, beyond which
there is hardly a trace of animal or vegetable life.

" The Laplanders constitute an interesting por-
tion of our acquaintance. When I sit with you
again, I will shew you their march from Persia
to the pole; you shall hear how they have pre-
served to this hour the customs and the language
of the first patriarchs. Why did you not visit
them from Roraas ? It is only one day's ride from
that place to the mountains of Malmagen, on which
we found a settlement ofLaps, with above a thou-
sand rein deer. One of which we purchased, and
brought with us. His horns and hide, I preserve
for the public library. His flesh, at this moment,
smokes on the table; and Cripps is clamorous, lest
it should cool, before I joinwith him, in conveying
it ' ad inferos/

" You perhaps recollect what ideas I had formed
of a journey along the Gulf of Bothnia. It has
nothing of the maritime character. The Gulf is
never seen but as inlets, forming the most beautiful
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lakes, covered with islands,and ornamentedwiththe
tallest and most luxuriant groves. Angermanland,
ofall the Swedishprovinces, is the most interesting.
It is the Switzerland of the north. Ostero Both-
nia is the most fertile. But, estimating Norway
from the specimen we have hitherto perceived, it
promises to surpass all the north of Europe in
grandeur of scenery. Solander lived at Pitea, in
Westro Bothnia, and in that neighbourhood I
procured the Flora Suecica of Linnaeus, with
his manuscript annotations. Literature is at the
lowest ebb in Sweden; I had the utmost diffi-
culty to get a copy of that work. They are
ignorant of the only famous author their country
ever produced. But the people are better than
the Norwegians—more industrious, yet in greater
poverty, more virtuous and more hospitable. Did
you meet Acerbi in Stockholm ? We sent letters
by him from Uleaborg.

" Tell Malthus we have regularly estimated the
thermometer. We have obtained the height of it
here since the year 1762. Mr. Hornman also
brings me a curious account of the increase and
present state of population; which may be useful
to him. I have procured Professor Leem's account
of Lapland and Finmark, in Latin. His widow
still lives here."
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To his Mother.

" Bandelie, in Norway, October 12, 1799.

"As I know I shall not have a moment to my-
self in Christiania, where we hope to arrive to-
morrow, I avail myself of an opportunity to

scribble from a little post-house, on the shore of
the Hudals lake.

" I have the satisfaction to inform you, that after
three passages of the Norwegian Alps, we are both
safe and well; with eager and anxious expecta-
tion, making all speed to Christiania, to get letters
from dear friends, in dear England. I have not seen
even your hand-writing since we left Stockholm ;

except in reading over and over the letter you sent
me there, till I have it by heart. I shallkeep this
open, till I have read yours in Christiania. You
may guess what my feelings are, till I know you
are all well. Every moment is an age.

" You will hardly credit, that at this season of
the year, in this part of Norway, we are still col-
lecting plants in bloom. The harvest is not yet
got in. How little do we know of this country in
England! Travellers describe it as a region of
snow; and even the illustrious Linnaeus says, that
before the end of August, winter returns, without
autumn, in this latitude. We have traversed the
whole of Norway, from Tronheim, or Drontheim,
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as it is erroneously often called in maps, to the
south. Do not be vain of your English refinement!
Yesterday I left a party of beautiful young ladies,
workingtambour, at the foot of the DouvreAlps.

" This is the land for mountains. Ossa and
Pelion—Gog and Magog ! Switzerland must yield
the palm to Norway, in beauty and grandeur of
scenery. The mountains here may not have equal
elevation above the level of the sea; but nothing
in Europe can be more sublime. Tronheim is as
fine a town as Bath; and its inhabitants not less
polite, though much more hospitable.

"We have only to go now to Stockholm and
Petersburg, and then, huzza, for old England, once
again! I must leave a little room, in case any
letter at Christiania requires an answer."

Christiania, October 15.

" What treasures I have found here! No less
than four letters from Uckfield ; three from you,
and one from Anne. I received them with fear
and trembling, and shook so much, I could hardly
hold them, till I saw your hand-writing. Oh,
blessed news; and all well! I tore open the
seals, and your last date, which is August 29, tells
me George is safe at home, and all well! So—l
am at ease! thank God! thank God.—Do not
let any body direct the letters but you ; because
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that alarms me dreadfully. Never mind what you
write, your hand-writing is all I want to see, though
your letters continue, as they always were, inte-
resting and precious. Your lace, table-cloths, &c.
you may depend upon having ; and I wish to buy
for you a black silk cloak, lined with such fur, as
you once had, on a white satin, that you may not
perish in your long penance at church. It shall
be handsome, and yet sober and decent; such as
you like."

To the Rev. Wm. Otter, Jesus College, Cambridge.

Christiakia, October, 24, 1799.
« We were surprised to learn that you

halted a day or two at Elstad, instead of selecting
a spot among the sublime scenery you afterward
visited in the neighbourhood of Douvre fiel. But
let me congratulate you upon the tour you so for-
tunately selected. Surely nothing can equal Nor-
way ! I have never seen such sublime scenery any
where in Europe. Sweden is far inferior. An-
germanlandresembles it in its features, but is never
so grand. If our journey were to be repeated, I
would go first through Norway to Tronheim, and
thence to Nord Cap, and afterwards to Torned and
Stockholm.
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" What a fine opportunity you had to collect,
plants on the Douvre Alps. In all our travels I
have never seen such a profusion of rarities as
flourish there. We were too late for flowers, but
collected seed; particularly some beautiful species
of Saxifraga. The Gentiana Campestris is still in
bloom; also many varieties of Ranunculus.

" I have the skins of the Norwegian lynx, white
fox, mountain squirrel, snow riper, cock of the
wood, &c. Richard tells us, you saw some Laps
near Roraas. We weary him with inquiries after
you."

"Oh that we could meet you once again ! Both
the Ankers are princes; and act as such to us, but
above all Columella Anker, whom you did not
see."

To the same.

" Stockholm, December 8, 1799.
« Oh, what a journey! It interests me too

much.—l am in a fever from morning till night.
Could any one expect to find such a field of anti-
quity in Lapland ? A view of mankind in their
origin opens before me, so extensive, and so glori-
ous, that human vision cannot bear it. It compre-
hends all the descendants of Japheth, spreading
their coloniesand language over the north-western
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world. In the Swedish, I behold the origin ofmy
native language, somewhat corrupted in Norway,
and almost obliterated in England. I can speak
it feebly; but the little I haveacquired will be soon
forgotten. What intellectual darkness covers us all.
I seek after wisdom, and the result of my inquiry
is only a conviction of my own gross ignorance.
Every day I perceive I know less and less, and
should give it up in despair, were it not for the
reflection, that I am more contented, more happy,
more acquiescent, than when I thought I was

wiser. What is to become of us ! Are we ever
to know any thing of the earth on which we live,
and ofprimitive causes ? Two-thirds of the race
of men vegetate, and lift not up their eyes to the
light—the inquisitive few labour in vain.

1 But much they grope for truth, and never hit,
Yet deem they darkness light, and their vain blunders wit.'

" We have been in almost every province of the
Swedish dominions. Our journeyin Norway was
very pleasing. The king has resigned the chan-
cellorship of Upsal in anger. It is expected his
reign will be very short. There are insurrections
at Gotheborg and Gefle. A scarcity of corn pre-
vails, and the value of paper money is so low, that
corn cannot be imported, but at a price which
places it beyond purchase. I perceive you did
not get half my letters. We have preserved the
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Rubus Arcticus in spirits, in sugar, in books, in
seed, in roots; in short, in every way, which may
ensure it a growth in England. Tell Don at the
Botanic garden, I have plenty of seed from the
gardener at Upsal for him. We attended Thun-
berg's lectures there in botany; also those of
Afzelius in chemistry. I shall bring home a chest
full of books; ditto of drawings, maps, costumes,
&c.; ditto of Lapland productions; ditto of mine-
rals ; ditto of antiquities; ditto of slang. Tell
Hailstone I have trap enough for him, and that
Estmarck of Kongsberg will give him a complete
collection, if he will sail across from Lynn to
Christiania (which is only seven days) to see
him.

" They have translated Alonzo and Imogine
into Swedish, preserving the metre.

" In many parts the strong analogy of the lan-
guage to the English is striking, as dodskalle, or,
as it is pronounced, dead skull, for a skeleton's
head. And take one of the lines, it is curious—

Lat Hjelmen fran hufoudet falla—

"And now according to the pronunciation
Let Helmen fron off ud het falla—

" And now in literal English—

Let helmet from off his head fall.

" We set off in three days for Petersburg. You
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have bereaved us in taking the two volumes of the
Voyage de deux Francais; but if you have left it at
Petersburg, it will do. We cannot buy it here.

" The little waggon we bought for fifty dollars
lasted us till Tronheim, and we there sold it well.
I wish I could say the same of the phaeton we
brought there. We have now purchased a magni-
ficent affair for eighty pounds, made at Vienna; a
close carriage, full of drawers, mysteries, and
conundrums, lined with blue morocco. It is a
monstrous porcupine; and if I did not hope to go
in sledges, in Finland, I should fear the whole
would fall to pieces. Apropos, we have had no
appearance of winter yet, and walk about without
great coats. The thermometer is not at the freez-
ing point. The climate is dry and fine. We had
never any rain; from June till the beginning of
November, not a single drop. Tell the Jesuits, it
is a shame they have never written; if they will
send a line by return of post to Petersburg, it will
be worth a treasure to me, and cost them little
trouble."

To his Mother.

" Stockholm, Dec. 10, 1799.
" As Cripps' friends have written to desire he

will visit Petersburg, before his return, we are no
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longer under any apprehension as to their being
impatient of our delay. He would go to the moun-
tains ofthe moon, if 1 would consent to accompany
him. I never had a more active, useful, or plea-
sant companion in travels. He is always endea-
vouring to make me happy, and therefore I ought
not to omit making him this acknowledgment.

" You may be sure I want no spur to make me

extend a plan of enterprise; but as George is re-
turned, and many other things call me home, I
really wish to be in England. Cripps is very
urgent in pressing me, to accompany him to
Moscow, and to Vienna, and as I foresee all this
will keep me out much beyond the time limited
for my return, I lose not an instant in making it
known to you.

" If I go with him to Moscow and Vienna, it
will occasion a delay of two months at least. This
being the case, I cannot be in England before May;
but I positively will not be absent after the end of
April, if I can possibly get home. I think you will
agree with me, that I ought not to lose the oppor-
tunity of visiting Moscow and Vienna, which may
never occur again. Cripps, moreover, has put
himself to the expense of a handsome carriage,
and done every thing which he thinks may con-
duce to my comfort and convenience. There is
another reason for my staying out, which is the
unpleasant and dreary journey through Prussia,
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in the depth of winter, where the roads are almost
always impassable without accidents. We have
here the most delightful weather imaginable."

Mr. Clarke finally left Stockholm for Petersburg,
on the 14th of December, 1799, having previously
spent some time at the University of Upsal, and
examined with great attention the whole of the
mining district of Dalecarlia, of which he has given
a very full account in his travels. Grislehamn,
where the next letter is dated, is a small port of
Sweden, upon the Gulf of Bothnia, at which tra-
vellers usually embark for the Aland passage to
Abo, the capital of Finland: this passage, which
is generally very interesting and beautiful, being
for the most part thickly studded with islands of
red granite, clothed with dark pines, exhibiting to
the traveller, as he sails along, a variety of pic-
turesque groups, and forming occasionally the
most curious and intricate straits, presented no-

thing but dangers and difficulties to Mr. Clarke,
who was more than a month in completing it. By
Mr. Malthus and the author of this memoir, who
made the passage in fine weather, it was effected
in less than two days, and to them it only appeared
too short. In the first part, betwixt the coast of
Sweden and Aland, the sea is open, as the map
will shew.
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To the Rev. Air. Salterthwaite, Jesus College,
Cambridge.
Grislehamt., on the Bothnian Gulf,

Dec. 15,1799.
" The circumstances of our long journey

have doubtless been detailed by others to whom
we have written. Denmark, Sweden, Lapland,
part of Finland, and Norway, we have completely
traversed. But Sweden has occupied most of our

time. We have passed through every province in
the empire, except a small territory south of
Stockholm, bordering on the Baltic. You will
find I have not been idle. My drawings, most of
which are from my own sketches taken on the spot,
were considered as an object of public curiosity
even in Stockholm and Christiania; where the
manners and customs of the Laplanders are more
known than in Jesus Combination Room, though
much less understood. This may seem a paradox
to you; but I assure you no people are more
ignorant of the ancient history and geography of
their own country than the Swedes. If, when
things are at the worst, any change will be for the
better, Sweden will speedily improve. Its finances
are annihilated; manufactures stagnate; public
credit is at an end; literature expires; the poor
are oppressed; murmurs rise in the provinces;
insurrections are begun in Gotheborg and Gefle;
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and the merchants are becoming bankrupts. The
winter is but just opened, and already there is a
scarcity of corn. The paper money is worth no-
thing ; therefore, corn cannot be imported, but at
such prices as to be beyond the reach of the poor.

" We are now going through the south of Fin-
land, or Finland Proper, to Petersburg. I mention
this, to distinguish it from the former part of our
travels in Finland; which comprehended Ostero
Bothnia and Wasa, before we crossed the Gulf, in
our way to Halsingeland, Herjeadalen, and Nor-
way. I wish I could give you an idea of our
figures, as they would not fail to amuse you. On
our feet we have thick yarn stockings; over those,
stout leather boots; over those, sheep skin boots,
with the wool on the inside; over those, rein-
deer hides, with the hair on the outside. Our
heads, and bodies, and hands, are wrapped in flan-
nels and furs; and with all these in a close carriage,
we cannot prevent the escape of caloric. The cold
is excessive. Thermometer twenty degrees of
Fahrenheit below freezing, at noon day. The
strongest Madeira wine becomes solid in our car-
riage ; and our bread and meat present no other
consistence and flavour between the teeth than
that of a snow ball.

(Here he gives a sketch of his person and dress.)
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" Such am I, O guam mutatus, at this moment.
Did you ever see a biped better equipped for the
other world ? Pray for me, if you have the least
spark of humanity. Tell Caldwell, I may perhaps
look like a well-fed animal, but, gramercy! 'tis all
error. Bowels empty and groaning—tympanum
relaxed and flabby—mouth ready to water at a
rotten egg—what will become of us!—we have not
had a good dinner since we left Cambridge. Do
send us a box of prog to Petersburg, or, at least,
such an account of your feasting, that we may live
and grow fat in the perusal of it. It is very un-
certain what route we shall take from Petersburg;
but I believe to Moscow and Vienna. My health
is improving, and if Cripps' visions were to be
realized, we should see round the globe. Some-
times he is raving to explore the wilds of Siberia;
at others, he would lead me to Astrachan, and
bathe in the Caspian sea.

"It is now getting dark; I will finish this letter
at Abo.

" When I professed my intention to finish this
letter at Abo, I was not aware of my own pre-
sumption. There was so much delay in our getting
a vessel, that it ended with our being detained
five days at Grislehamn, by a tempest. On one of
these, we were near lost in attempting to leave
the place. On the morning of the sixth day, be-
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fore it was light, the sailors, who belonged to
Aland, and were impatient to return, called us,
saying that we must go on board with all possible
expedition, as the weather was more mild, and the
wind somewhat favourable. After what we had
experienced before, it was folly to venture again,
without a certainty of tranquil seas; but it was
the height of insanity itself, to suffer them to take
our heavy carriage in the same boat. Thinking
it imprudent to dictate to mariners, I let them
have their own way. Now, their boats are not
accustomed to take large carriages; neither are
they fit for it. You might as well put to sea in a
saucer, and if the saucer is half filled with snow,
and very shallow, you will have some idea of the
Finland passage boats. The shore is so formed,
you can have no knowledge of the weather, until
you get clear of the land. The sky looked horribly
red in the east, and as black in the west, in which
quarter the wind was.

" The wind gathered additional force each in-
stant as we left the land; but the wind was
nothing compared with our arch enemy the sea,
which having been agitated many days, to the
astonishment of the sailors, presented mountains
of boiling water. I had once the misfortune to sail
in a storm, off the island of St. Kilda, in the Atlantic
ocean; but I never saw such a spectacle as this. I
observed the consternation of our boatmen, and
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you may be sure I felt it. Cripps was in the car-
riage; it was no longer possible to conceal our
situation. All subordination was lost; and that
fearful confusion in which men lose all presence
of mind had taken place. I begged they would
put back; but was told that to alter the course of
the boat, would ensure her going down. So rapid
was the change, that within ten minutes from the
beginning of our alarm, all hope was gone. I pre-
vailed on them to take Cripps from the carriage,
that he might be lashed to an oar. He was taken
out; but not a hand could be spared to do more.
At some distance from our stern, appeared a boat
in equal distress; but so far to the windward, that
there was no hope of her venturing down to save
us, if the boat went over; and we have since
learned, she had enough to do to bale out the
water, which filled every moment on her lee-side.
Our boat took in water on both sides, and laboured
dreadfully. They began now to reproach us, on
account of the carriage. ' For God's sake heave
it overboard !' we all exclaimed; but they assured
us, the mere attempt to move it would overset us.
Every thing got worse and worse. We had at
the helm an experienced seaman, who had taken
the management of the vessel from the moment
our danger appeared. He advised them to let go
the foresail, but would not suffer the main-sail to
be touched, as we had already fallen too much to
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leeward, and if we did not keep up to the wind,
we should be driven into the Baltic, and inevitably
perish. The noise and yelling of the sailors, is
still in my ears—crying out, whenever the moun-
tain waves approached. Upon such occasions,
they let the vessel fall off with the wave, and she
was carried into a gulf of foam; which broke over
us, covering all our bodies, and sometimes forced
us to quit our hold. At last, every hope seemed
to vanish. In despair we clung together upon
some sacks, near the stern, and during the short
intervals, when the sea left us, had recourse to

fervent prayer. It pleased Providence that we
should at last escape. What our feelings are, you
will better imagine than I can express. I assure
you, my blood is chilled with horror, as I now
write to you. How we were preserved, I know
not. All I recollect of our first glimpse of hope is,
that after a considerable time, the island on which
the telegraph is stationed, appeared to leeward, at
a great distance, under the boom of the main-sail;
but the sea still was in its greatest commotion.
Soon after the men began to shout, and we had an
island to windward, which afforded us more tran-
quil water. We then sailed close to land, but it
was impossible to reach it owing to the surf.

" Having cleared these islands, matters went
better, and soon after mid-day we arrived at
Ekero."
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To Captain George Clarke.
" By way ofa date, One day shorter than any other.

" It is by no means so easy as you may imagine;
to give you an idea of my situation at this moment.
Few maps will tell you, where the island of Vardo
lies, and those few are not within your attainment.
It is a portion of that range, or cluster of insular
territory, which goes by the name of Aland, in the
Swedish charts, and chokes up the entrance of the
Gulf of Bothnia. lam now endeavouring to effect
a passage to Abo, in Finland; and from thence to
Petersburg. Sometimes we are drawn across the
ice on sledges; at others, it is a labour fit for
Hercules to cut a channel through it, sufficient to
admit a boat, and in the widest parts we sail.

" The narrowest squeak I ever had for my life
took place in passing from Grislehamn to Ekero,
with a large and heavy carriage in a boat very
like Master Muddle's hat. When the water is in a
passion in these seas, it is more like the boiling of
of a kettle, than the gentleman-like roll of the
Atlantic.

" It has been impossible to get home so soon as
I intended. And as we cannot reach Cambridge
before the Term divides in February, it is of little
use to break our necks in the hopes of getting
there a few days after; so we have extended the
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plan of our tour; in consequence of which I shall
not, I fear, see England before the latter end of
the spring; but I will do my best, as I long to
shew you how to brew the real Powder Plot;
fourteen bushels to the hogshead.

"We are now in a little wooden hovel, about
ten yards and a half square, waiting anxiously for
morning, that we may cross the rest of these
islands. When you receive this letter, we shall
be in or near Petersburg; as I do not put it in the
post till we land in Finland. Cripps, and his little
dog, who has been with us in all our wanderings,
are asleep upon some straw, in one corner. John,
his servant, is broiling a piece of stock fish, as he
says, to keep life and soul together. Peter, our
interpreter, is smoking with the boatmen, in an-
other hovel. Such are the joys of enterprise."

To the Rev. William Otter, JesusCollege, Cambridge.
"Isle Vardo, between Bomarsund and Kumlinge,

in the passage to Abo, from Grislehamn,
Christmas day, 1799.

" Have you forgotten this littleplace ? If so, you
are happy. I fear I shall have too much reason to
remember it. I sent a letter to Satterthwaite
from Bomarsund, giving him an account of our
escape from ' a wat'ry grave.' Cripps is now upon
the island of Kumlinge. I have not seen him since
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yesterday morning. I attended him as far as that
island, and finding that the Lappoesi passage was
not frozen up, I returned back in the same boat,
and have been again to Bomarsund for our car-
riage, which they had persuaded us to leave be-
hind ; positively declaring that it was impossible
to take it farther. As I like to combat impossi-
bilities, I have conducted it safe to the water side,
and in the morning it will go with me to Kumlinge.
I have been no less than seven times, backwards
and forwards from the sea to this village, which is
about five English miles from the shore. We are
compelled to wind in all directions, through forests,
&c. to avoid the ice, which is not every where
strong enough. However I brought our heavy
carriage across the two sounds Bomarsund and
the Vardgatta, and you know what they are. I
have had twenty-five peasants at work the whole
day, and if it please God to let this north-east
wind sink a little of its fury, I shall have the satis-
faction of giving Cripps an agreeable surprise be-
fore noon.

" We have used sledges ever since we landed in
Aland. Nothing can be more delightful than such
a mode of travel. It may appear paradoxical, but
we suffer less from cold in an open sledge, than in
a close carriage; and as for the motion, I know
not how to give you a better idea of it, than by
referring you to the description of Leonora's ride
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behind Death, in the German ballad; rocks,
forests, rivers, seas, islands, seem to fly beneath
us, as if we travelled through air. Now is the
season for a trip to the pole. I would wager to be
at Enara Trask in a fortnight, and hail the new
century upon the icy sea.

" I have many things to say, and much advice
to ask. We shall not get home before the year
1800; but before the month of June, I hope to be
there. I mention this, because, though a man's
ideas may travel fast enough over a map, I do not
think yours, respecting our journey, will move so
fast as our bodies. For instance, if I tell you, I
am going intoAsia—that I intend to visit Tartary
—that I shallcertainly pass the Volga—that I shall
afterward follow that river from Kasan to Astra-
chan—that from the Caspian to the sea of Azof,
and theBlack sea, I shall journey to Constantinople
—then I know you will give a whew! and say,
Yes, his health is restored, but at the expense of
his reason. Why he will not get to England these
two years! Now let me beg of you, neither to
entertain such ideas yourself, nor to encourage
them in other people. If Cripps had not pressed
me to extend his travels, I should have been in
England by the end of January, from Petersburg ;

but when our plan was altered, I gave more time
to Stockholm, and to other objects. I am now
very sorry I did not send our seed to you. It is
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gone in different cases to England. I thought to
have planted them myself, and felt proud in the
hope of shewing you the Dianthus Superbus, the
Pyrola Uniflora, the Pedicularis Lapponica, and
many of the rarest of the Saxifraga, in our College
garden. We have at this moment roots of the
Rubus Arcticus, which we have longkept in moss.

It is still alive, and puts forth buds, but it can
never reach England, according to our present
plan.

" Now for your advice. I wish you to tell me,
in a letter, which you must instantly send to Pe-
tersburg, ' aux soins de Messrs. Paris et Warre,'
what plants I can collect on the banks of the
Volga, and in Hungary ? Also, what books will
illustrate the botany and natural history of those
countries ? I should think the Genus Gnaphalium
will appear in greater glory than any other, when
we get to warmer climates. The view of our plan
will suggest many other things.

" P. S. This is my second letter, and it finds me
again at Bomarsund. The north-east raged with
unabated fury during thirty-six hours. I had no
anxiety; as they assured me the storm would
keep the sea open. Guess my grief and astonish-
ment, when at day-light this morning, I beheld it
a solid field of ice, as far as the eye could reach;
and all this in one night! God knows when I
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shall see Cripps again—all communication is cut
off: he is on the bleak island ofKumlinge—doubt-
less in the greatest anxiety. lam alone without
clothes or books. There is a hope that if this
severe frost holds four days, I may walk over to
him; the distance is twenty-one English miles.
I have already driven a sledge with a horse over
the Vargatta and Bomarsund. Cripps has the
thermometer; I should think it must be thirty
degrees of Fahrenheit, below freezing, as the sea
did not freeze at 25.

" Second P. S. I have opened my letter again,
to tell you we are safe in Abo; but if I were to tell
you all that happened since this was sealed, 1
must begin a volume. Suffice it to say, that after
being a week separated from Cripps, by twenty-
one miles of ice, I undertook a circuitous route by
the island of Sattunga, and performed a walk of
seventy English miles in two days across the sea.
The peasants, who were my guides, deserted me
in the midst of the ice, refusing to proceed. The
cold was so severe, that the exercise of walking
alone enabled me to support it. What thinkyou of
thirty-nine degrees of Fahrenheit, below freezing?
Brandy became solid in an instant. At last, more
dead than alive, I reached Kumlinge, when all
communication with the island was said to be
shut. Cripps and I came in open sledges to Abo.
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On the second morning of our journey, John'sface
became frozen, and we have been afraid it would
mortify. Cripps had two spots in his; and Peter
and the peasants recovered their noses with snow.
I escaped all these to undergo severer trials. Last
night the cold was at 40. Some said the mercury
was rendered solid. Cripps and I had closed the
stoves. In the night we were seized by convul-
sions. I lost all animation in my feet, hands, and
nose, and it was not till this morning that the cir-
culation of the blood was restored. Cripps is still
unwell. A violent headache is all that remains to
me. Adieu! After many escapes from death, I
still have power to trouble you.

"We have got very comfortable lodgings, and
mean to wait here, while Peter goes back for the
carriage, which can now be conveyed in sledges on
the sea."

To the same.

Abo, Jan. 13, 1800
" My last letter was full of disasters and diffi-

culties. I hoped to have ended the catalogue;
but really our lives were not worth insuring at

sixpence an hour, from the time we left Grislehamn.
We are now bound in thick ribbed ice. The Bal-
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tic, and all the rivers are adamant. I was misin-
formed about the mercury being frozen. Professor
Gadolin says it congealed in his thermometer last
year, when it fell in Abo to forty degrees of
Celsius. Our greatest cold now is twenty-seven
of Celsius, below 0, at noon, and at midnight it
has been thirty and thirty-five. The people stare
to see an Englishman walk about without great
coat or pelisse.

" You will wonder to find us still here; but still
more when you hear that we wish to prolong our
stay. lam become a student here; and, Ido assure
you, little as I have hitherto esteemed study in a
foreign university, I shall ever acknowledge my
obligation to this. We have received great kind-
ness from all the professors; but the venerable
Porthan, whose history of Finland will render his
name famous through Europe, is my master ; and
I hope to carry through life the same memory of
his instruction, that I have of his kindness. He
took a fancy to converse with me when I first came
here; and as it will benefit us both, lam become
of the number of his pupils.

"We have here a circle worth tracing in the line
of professors. Porthan, in history and antiquities;
Hellenius, in botany; Gadolin, in chemistry and
mineralogy ; and Franzen, in poetry. T_hey beat
Upsal out and out. The Upsalians at present are
bitten by Kant; and nothing is heard of but his
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philosophy, which, I am told, he does not himself
understand.

" I have such a picture in view !—but alas! I
shall never get it. They have destined it for a
church, I know not where."'
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